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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung

Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit behandelt die Entwicklung des Analogblockes für den

Pixel-Vertexdetektor bei CMS. Da dieser Pixeldetektor erst 2005 mit CMS die ersten Daten

nehmen wird, war es nicht möglich, die Hardware-Entwicklung ("Development of a Radia¬

tion hard Pixel Analog Block for the CMS Vertex Detector") mit einer damit verbundenen

Datenanalyse zu ergänzen.

Als Alternative wurde deshalb am bestehenden Experiment CMD-2 in Novosibirsk eine

unabhängige Physikanalyse durchgeführt ("Search for the rare Decays $—>J]e+e~ and

«H^VatVEPP^M").

Teil 1: Elektronik

Am PSI1 wird zur Zeit ein Silizium-Pixeldetektor zur Bestimmung von primären und

sekundären Zerfallvertices beim Experiment CMS entwickelt. Die erwartete Positionsauflö¬

sung des Detektors beträgt 15 u,m in der r<p- und 22 u,m in der z-Koordinate. Mit einer

transversalen Vertexauflösung von 100±20 u.m wird der Pixeldetektor die Eignung von

CMS für B-Physik und für die Higgs-Suche verbessern und mit der echt 3-dimensionalen

Trajektorienmessung wird er, selbst bei hohen Trefferraten, zu einer effizienten Spurrekon¬
struktion beitragen. Der geringe zur Verfügung stehende Platz, die hohe Strahlenbelastung
unmittelbar beim Kollisionspunkt und die limitierte Leistungsaufnahme von maximal etwa

50 |J,W pro Pixel stellen hohe Anforderungen an den Entwurf der Elektronik in den einzel¬

nen Pixelzellen. Schwierig sind unter diesen Bedingungen insbesondere die Anforderungen
an die Geschwindigkeit des Verstärkers, an das Rauschverhalten und an die Uniformität der

Komparatoren zu erfüllen.

Vier verschiedene Verstärker wurden entwickelt und miteinander verglichen. Mit der

'P-Kaskode' wurde eine Lösung gefunden, die gezeigt hat, dass sie den Anforderungen des

Einsatzes im Pixeldetektor von CMS genügt. Nach einer Bestrahlung mit 100 kGy 1.1 MeV

Photonen wurde das Maximum des Pulses nach 25 ns erreicht (peaking time), was ein

Betrieb ohne zeitliche Missidentifikationen von Ereignissen ermöglichen sollte. Die Unifor¬

mität der Pulse betrug etwa 5%. Nach der besagten Bestrahlung und mit einer Eingangska¬
pazität von 45 fF als Detektorersatz wurde ein äquivalentes Eingangsrauschen (ENC) von

190±10 Elektronen gemessen. Selbst mit einer Detektorkapazität von 80 fF, wie sie durch

neuere Abschätzungen vorhergesagt wird, wird das Rauschen nur auf 250±15±20 Elektro¬

nen ansteigen; deutlich weniger als die akzeptierbare Obergrenze von 500 Elektronen.

Weiter wurde ein Komparator entwickelt, der für den Einsatz im Vertexdetektor geeignet ist.

Das 'diode biased' genannte Design ist sehr kompakt und zeigte eine sehr gute Strahlen¬

härte mit Schwellenvariationen von nur 200 Elektronen nach Bestrahlung.

Ein erster Prototyp des Auslesechips (DM_PSI30) mit einem Array von 22 x 30 Pixeln

wurde im Strahlennarten SOI DMILL-Prozess2 realisiert. Der Chip enthält eine reduzierte

1. Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen-PSI, Schweiz.

2. Siehe Seite 24.



Zusammenfassung

Form der 'column drain' Architektur und diente für grundsätzliche Tests des Architektur-

prinzipes. Mit einer individuellen und in jedem Pixel programmierbaren Komparator-
schwelle können in jedem Pixel autonom Treffer erkannt werden. Die identifizierten

Signale werden auf dem Chip gespeichert und in die Auslese geschickt, falls nach der Trig¬
ger-Verzögerungszeit eine Ausleseanfrage eingeht. Der Chip zeigte weiter, dass mit dem

gewählten Design und dem DMILL Prozess gleichzeitig und unabhängig sowohl Daten-

nahme als auch Datenauslese von benachbarten Pixel möglich sind.

Teil 2: Datenanalyse

Der CMD-2 Detektor am VEPP-2M eV-Speicherring des Budker Institute of Nuclear

Physics (BINP) in Novosibirsk hat im Jahr 1992 den Betrieb aufgenommen. In dieser Arbeit

wurde in den Daten der ersten drei Jahre (1992-1994) mit einer integrierten Luminosität von
1.8 fb"1 nach den seltenen 0-Zerfällen <t>->T)e+e~ und <j)->7i?e+e' gesucht. Bei genügend

grosser integrierter Luminosität, wie sie an den Phi-Fabriken anfallen wird, kann mit diesen

sogenannten Konversionszerfällen das Vector Dominance Model (VDM) getestet werden.

Vor dieser Analyse konnten in einer Messung mit dem Neutral Detector am BINP fünf

Ereignisse des Zerfalls <p->T)e+e gemessen werden. Der Zerfall 0-wr°eV konnte noch

nicht nachgewiesen werden.

Als erster Schritt wurde das Matrixelement des allgemeinen Prozesses e+e~->V->Pl+l~, mit

V für ein Vektormeson, P für ein Pseudoskalar und / für ein Lepton, berechnet und ein

Monte Carlo Generator dazu geschrieben.

Als Zerfallskanal der entstandenen Pseudoskalare P (77, if) wurde jeweils P-*yy gewählt.
Es wurden nur Ereignisse akzeptiert, bei denen alle vier so entstandenen Teichen {e+e'yf)
im Detektor nachgewiesen werden konnten. Das erlaubt eine kinematische Rekonstruktion

mit den zusätzlichen Bedingungen der Energie- und Impulserhaltung.

In dieser Analyse wurden, bei einem erwarteten Untergrund von 4.0±0.5 Ereignissen, zwölf

Kandidaten für <j>->j]e+e~ gefunden. Das Verzweigungsverhältnis beträgt

T{<p->T]e+e)IT{<t>->alle) = (0.87±0.38±0.13) • 10"4.

Für den Zerfall 0-*7r°eV wurden, bei einem erwarteten Untergrund von 4.9±0.9 Ereignis¬

sen, 9 Kandidaten beobachtet. Mit 90% Wahrscheinlichkeit kann die obere Grenze für das

Verzweigungsverhältnis bei

m>->7(Pe+eyr(<Halle) < 2.0- 10"5 (90% CL)

gesetzt werden.
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Summary

The first part of this thesis treats the development of the analog block for the pixel Vertex

detector of CMS. Since this pixel detector will not start to take first data with CMS before

2005 it was not possible to combine the hardware development ('Development of a Radia¬

tion hard Pixel Analog Block for the CMS Vertex Detector') with a associated data analysis.

As an alternative an independent physics analysis was done at the existing CMD-2 detector

in Novosibirsk ('Search for the rare Decays 0-»7je"V and <f>->7if)e+e' at VEPP-2M').

Part 1: Electronics

A Silicon pixel Vertex detector for the measurement of primary and secondary decay verti-

ces at CMS is in development at PSI1. The expected hit resolution of the detector is approx-

imately 15 [im in the <p- and 22 \im and z-coordinate .
With a transverse vertex resolution

of 100±20 |im it will improve the B-physics and Higgs search abilities of CMS and with the

true 3-dimensional hit information it will contribute to an efficient track reconstruction even

under high hit rates. The very small available design space, the high irradiation close to the

beam collision and the restricted power budget of about 50 jxW per pixel require a careful

design of the analog block of the pixel cells. Of special concern are the amplifier speed and

noise Performance as well as the comparator threshold uniformity.

Four types of amplifiers have been developed and compared to each other. With the

'P-Cascode' a Solution was found which has proven to fulfill the requirements of a pixel
detector for CMS. After an irradiation with 100 kGy 1.1 MeV photons a peaking time of

25 ns was measured which allows Operation almost without any time-walk. The pulse uni¬

formity was of the order of 5%. After the irradiation and with a dummy detector capacitance
of 45 fF an equivalent noise Charge (ENC) of 190+10 electrons was measured. Even with a

detector capacitance of 80 fF, as new estimation predict, noise will only increase to

250±15±20 electrons which is still well below the acceptable ENC of 500 electrons.

Further a new comparator was developed for the demands of the pixel vertex detector. This

'diode biased' comparator design showed a very high radiation tolerance with threshold

variations of only 200 electrons after irradiation.

A first readout chip prototype (DM_PSI30) with an array of 22 x 30 pixel has been

designed in the radiation hard SOI DMILL process2. Even though it was based on a reduced

column drain architecture important tests of the architecture principle could be made. The

chip shows füll autonomous hit detection in the pixel cells with an individual and program-
mable comparator threshold. Detected hits are stored in the chip and read out if confirmed

by the delayed trigger. The chip also showed that simultaneous data taking and data readout

in neighbouring pixels is possible with the chosen design and the SOI DMILL process.

1. Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen-PSI, Switzerland.

2. See page page 24.
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Part 2: Data analysis

The CMD-2 detector at VEPP-2M eV-collider of the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics
(BINP) started Operation in 1992. In this work data of the first three years of Operation
(1992-1994) with an integrated luminosity of 1.8 fb"1 was analyzed for the rare decays
(j)—>rie+e" and <j)—>7if)e+e'. 0-factories will collect enough data to test the Vector Dominance

Model (VDM) with these so called conversion decays.

Before this analysis 5 events <$>—>r\e+e were observed with the Neutral Detector at BINP.

The decay 0—»7r°e"V has not been detected before.

The matrix element of the general process e*e~—.>V->Pl+l~ with Vfor a vector meson, P for

a pseudoscalar meson and / for a lepton has been calculated in a first step and a Monte Carlo

generator has been written.

The decay Channel P->yyhas been chosen for the generated pseudoscalars (T], if). Events

were only accepted if all four final particles (e+e"yf) had been measured in the detector. This

allows a füll kinematical reconstruction with the additional constraints of energy and

momentum conservation.

Twelve candidates for ty->r\e+e~ have been found in this analysis with an expected back¬

ground of 4.0+0.5 events. The branching ratio was calculated to be

T{<t>->T}e+e)IT{<l)->all) = (0.87 ± 0.38 ± 0.13) • 10'4.

Nine candidates have been observed for the decay (j)->7i?)e+e~ with an expected background
of 4.9+0.9 events.The upper limit at 90% confidence level can be set at

T($->*?e+e-)IT(^all) < 2.0- 10'5 (90% CL).
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Chapter 1: LHC and CMS

Chapter 1

LHC and CMS

1.1 Introduction

In order to test the standard-model of particle physics or even to explore physics beyond
this model, CERN plans to build a new 14 TeV proton-proton collider called LHC (Large
Hadron Collider) within the next ten years. Answers to fundamental questions like the ori-

gin of mass (Higgs-mechanism), super symmetry as a unification of some of the fundamen¬

tal forces or the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe (CP-violation) are the main

tasks of this experiment. Additional improvements are also promised for the understanding
of the Standard model's fundamental interactions.

One of the two general purpose detectors at LHC will be the Compact Muon Solenoid

(CMS) experiment. A high rate of proton-proton collisions with typical 25 multiple interac¬

tions per bunch crossing are the challenges for such a detector. A reasonable Vertex recon-

struction requires therefore a very good tracking System. Especially important for the

reconstruction of secondary vertices is a good resolution in the transversal as well as in he

longitudinal direction. This is the main intention of a two layer pixel detector at the inner-

most position of the tracking System. Several aspects of CMS and LHC are outlined in

section 1.2 and section 1.3.

Technical difficulties set restrictions to the desirable design of such a tracking detector.

Among them inhibit radiation damages a positioning very close to the Vertex points. The

necessary area for the read-out electronics per Channel is another linaiting parameter which

sets a lower limit on the pixel size. Attributes and advantages of the planned pixel detector

for CMS are described in section 2.

1.2 LHC

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will provide proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass

energy of 14 TeV with a luminosity of 1034 cm'V1. It will also provide heavy ion colli¬

sions (Pb) at a center-of-mass energy of more than 1000 TeV and a luminosity in excess of

1027 cm'V1. Additional parameters are shown in table 1.1.

LHC will be installed in todays LEP tunnel after removing the LEP ring from 2000 to 2005.

However, in order to preserve the Option of an electron-proton collider one will keep
enough free Space to allow a future installation of a lepton ring using existing LEP compo-

nents. Figure 1.1 shows the LHC layout. Four crossing points are foreseen with the four

detectors CMS, ATLAS, ALICE and LHC-B. ALICE will do heavy ion physics with Pb-ion

collisions. LHC-B will concentrate on B-mesons in forward direction (fixed target) while

1
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1.2 LHC

CMS and ATLAS are the two big multipurpose detectors for high luminosity and high p
collisions.

Energy per beam 7.0 TeV

Luminosity lO^cnfV1

Injection energy 450 GeV

Radio Frequency 400.79 MHz

Circulating current per beam 0.54 A

Bunch spacing 25 ns

Particles per bunch 1011

Stored beam energy 334 MJ

r.m.s. bunch length at collision 0.075 m

Beam crossing angle 200 urad

Beam lifetime 22 h

Tab. 1.1: LHCPerformance parameters.

Fig. 1.1: The schematic layout ofLHC.
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1.3 CMS

The CMS detector has been designed to explore physics at very high luminosities
10 cm" s~ and with a high transverse momentum {px) transfer. Figure 1.2 gives an over-

view of the detector showing several subdetectors. For more details see [2].

o£2
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Fig. 1.2: A three dimensional view of CMS detector.



1.3 CMS

Superconducting Coil

A strong magnet coil creates a field of 4 T, which enables small curvatures for charged par-

ticle tracks. This allows to keep the whole detector quite compact. The magnetic flux is

returned through saturated iron yokes (return yokes) instrumented with muon Chambers.

Muon Chambers

Four layers of muon Chambers form the outermost parts of the detector. Their aim is to iden-

tify muons and measure their momentum, e.g. from W,Z or H decays. It consists of several

hundred Chambers of drift tubes which are aligned as concentric cylinders in the barrel

region and as disks in the end-cap regions.

The muon Chambers provide also a trigger for the whole detector. The data from various

sub-detectors are first directed into a pipeline where they are waiting to be read out by the

data acquisition System. But the latter does not start a read-out cycle before a muon trigger
signal arrives. The buffering in a pipeline allows also to choose only the relevant informa-

tion. This configuration enables to handle the enormous amount of data expected at such

high luminosities.

HCAL

The primary task of the hadron calorimeter is to measure the energies of hadrons in jets,
which occur in most decays of heavy particles. Such Information are mainly important for

Higgs searches and particle detection via missing energy. It consists of about 3'400 plastic
scintillators between copper absorbers. The active area of one dement is 0.087 x 0.087 (in

radians). The expected energy resolution is üE/E = 65%/Je + 5% [E in GeV].

Crystal ECAL

The electro-magnetic calorimeter allows precise energy and angular measurements of pho-
tons and electrons, e.g. from H->yy or H->ZZ->2e 2e processes. 109'008 tungstate lead

crystals (PbW04) assure an angular resolution of o6/E = 50mrad/4E [E in GeV]. The

energy resolution with these crystals is expected to be aE/E - 3.5%/Je + 0.36%

Very Forward Calorimeter

In order to get as much Information as possible from forward and backward directed jets,
one plans to place additional calorimeters at the front and the back of the detector. Two

options are considered, either parallel plates of gas Chambers interleaved with iron absorb¬

ers or scintillating quartz fibres surrounded by iron or copper absorbers.

MSGC

The outer volume of the Tracker, from 70 cm up to 120 cm, is instrumented with a 240 cm

long barrel with 6 cylindrical layers of MSGC's, and by eleven discs of MSGC's for each

end-cap. Layers 1, 4 and 6 of the barrel MSGC detector are double sided, with a Stereo

geometry for the longitudinal coordinate measurement. Double sided detectors with a Stereo

geometry are used at the inner and outer radii of the end-cap MSGC disks to provide mea¬

surements of the radial coordinate. The resolution will be between 35 um and 100 ^im,

depending on the specific pitch of the layer.

4
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Si-Strips

The intermediate occupancy region, from 22 cm up to 60 cm, is instrumented with a 5-layer
Silicon Strip Barrel detector, complemented by 10 disks in each end-cap. Barrel layers 1, 2

and 5 are double sided layers, with small angle Stereo geometry for the longitudinal coordi-

nate measurement. Correspondingly, the inner and outer radii of the end-cap disks are also

instrumented with double sided layers, where a Stereo geometry is employed to measure the

radial coordinate. The mini end-cap disks, closer to the interaction region, are fully double

sided. The pitch of the Strips ranges from 61 |im to 244 \im. The hit resolution is around 15

|j,m for the 61 ^m pitch, and approaches the digital limit (pitch / Vl2) for the larger pitches,
where most of the Charge is deposited on a Single strip.

Si-pixels

At the smallest radii (from 4 cm up to 7 cm at low luminosity1 and from 7 cm up to 11 cm at

high luminosity) the interaction region is surrounded by two barrel layers of Silicon pixel
detectors. Two end-cap disks cover radii from 6 cm to 15 cm. The cell size in the pixel
detectors is 150 fxm by 150 \im with expected hit resolutions of approximately 10 |im and

15 fxm in the r(p and z coordinates respectively. Similar resolutions, between 15 ^im to

20 |xm, are obtained in the end-cap pixels. In the high luminosity configuration, the Pixel

detector will have an active surface of close to one Square meter, instrumented with approx¬

imately 40-106 Channels. A detailed description can be found in section 2.1.

The micro strip gas Chambers, the silicon-microstrip and -pixel detectors form together the

central tracking System. Its primary goal is to reconstruct high p± -tracks with a precision of

Gp/Px =(0.004+0.070p±) (px in TeV). The high momentum precision achievable in CMS

is a direct consequence of the high magnetic field. With a track finding efficiency higher
than 90% there should be at least 12 hits per track. This ensures a good kinematic accep-

tance for leptons and hadrons.

At high luminosity, pattern recognition of tracks becomes quite complicated due to the large
number of multiple interactions (about 25) per bunch crossing. Each interesting event will

have a huge background of other events accruing from the same bunch crossing. At a lumi¬

nosity of 1034cm"2s
,
this background is about 500 charged tracks within a segment of

0.002 sr at maximum luminosity [3]. In order to maintain a high track tagging efficiency in

this dense particle shower, there has to be a high resolution in transversal as well as in lon¬

gitudinal direction.

Furthermore a good tracker with a good Vertex resolution is required to fulfill the physics
topics mentioned in section 1.4, like B-physics, CP-violation and Higgs search. The optimi-
zation of the vertex resolution depends very much on the radius of the first detector layer
and on the assumed pixel resolution in r(p and z. Figure 1.3 shows the result from a study of

these parameters. The Bs° flight distance resolution is shown as a function of the first pixel
layer radius and for different resolution scenarios with r<p and z resolutions 13 \ua, 25 u\m

and 40 Jim. New results of the detector development set the expected resolutions to

Gr(ff=15 fim and <JZ=22 \im. The first pixel layer will be located at 41-45 mm during the low

luminosity phase. For the high luminosity phase it has to be moved to 70-74 mm in order to

1. For the first three years the LHC machine will run at a reduced luminosity of 10 cm s (referred to as low

luminosity phase) instead of 1034cm s"1 (high luminosity phase).

5
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Fig. 1.3: Bs° flight distance reSolution in the x-y protection as a function of the

radius ofthe first pixel layer andfor different pixel resolutions scenarios.

reduce radiation damages of detector and electronics.With these parameters the transverse

vertex resolution for Bs° decays is expected to be 100±20 fxm in the low luminosity phase,

resulting in a sensitivity in the £/-mixing parameter xs up to 45+5.

1.4 Physics with the pixel detector of CMS

1.4.1 Higgs boson

The main goal of LHC is the experimental verification of the higgs mechanism. The Stan¬

dard model only needs one Higgs-field to allow mass-terms for the fundamental particles.
Different hSM Higgs decay Channels are in discussion (see for example [11]) at the moment

for a possible first Higgs Observation. The vertex resolution and precise b-jet identification

abilities of the vertex detector will be indispensable for one of the candidates, the newly dis-

cussed associated Higgs production with four fc-jets as it is shown in figure 1.4

The two additional fr-jets can be used for an efficient reduction of the background from

Z°-decays.

In extended theories like super-symmetry more than one Higgs-boson are needed and evi-

dences for several Higgs would be a big step forward for these theories [12]. The lightest
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) scalar Higgs h° could be exploited

through its dominant decay mode

h°->bb (1.1)

with b-jet tagging by the vertex detector. Of special interest for an analysis with the vertex

detector are h° generation Channels with additional b-jets like for example [11]:

gg^>bbh°->bbbb (1.2)
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as it has been discussed for the MSSM Higgs hSM above or through the decay of an other

supersymmetric higgs H°:

H°-^h°h°-*bbbb. (1.3)

/b

b

b

b

Fig. 1.4: The associated Higgs production withfour b-jets. The two additional b-jets
can be usedfor an efficient reduction ofthe backgroundfrom 7?-decays.

1.4.2 £/-Oscillations

The Bs° meson mixing parameter xs = (AM)B /FB ,
where am *s me mass difference

between the Bs° mass eigenstates and r is the average width, is expected to be large and the

mixing in the Bs° meson system proceeds faster than in the Bf system in which the mixing
parameter xd has been measured to be about 0.7. Using the measured values ofthe B-meson

masses and lifetimes and the recently measured value of the top quark mass, the allowed

ränge of xs is estimated to be between 5.4 and 60.2 at 90% C.L. [13]. The good Vertex reso-

lution of the pixel detector will be indispensable to measure such fast mixing of the Bs°
mesons.

A direct measurement can be done in the Channel

ii,a9 <- bb -> Bs° -> DX -> <t"X

where the Charge of the 7t! is tagging the Charge of the b quark at the decay time of the Bs°
while the muon is tagging at the production. See reference [13] for details. We then can

measure the asymmetry

.. . dn++ dn+. _. ( t\ -n ,, ,,

where D-0.3 is the overall dilution factor due to experimental constraints, t is the Bs°
lifetime and n++ is the number of events with ß+ and 7ij+. Figure 1.5 shows a Monte Carlo

Simulation of the Bs° oscillation measured with the expected vertex resolution of the CMS

detector [2].
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1.4 Physics with the pixel detector ofCMS

Simulation showed that a transverse Vertex resolution of 100+20 um and a sensitivity of the

Bs° mixing parameter xs up to 45±5 can be expected with the predicted point resolution of

(7r)p=15 (im and <7z=22um [14].

g.100 h

20 -

i i i i I

D = 0.32 a)

LIKE SIGN (n++)

+background

xs = 20

^wJ
2 3

x/y(ps)
10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Xs

Fig. 1.5: Monte Carlo Simulation ofthe Bs° decay. a) Distribution ofthe Bs° decay times

for xs =20. b) Fourier transform ofthe decay time spectrum.

1.4.3 CP-Violation

The vertex detector also plays a crucial role in CP-violation studies were a good Vertex res¬

olution is needed for reliable b-jet identification and measurements of time-dependent
CP-violation. A short introduction in this field though follows:

A useful parametrization of the CKM-matrix can be done with four parameters [8]:

U =

1 - X2/2

-X

AX\l-p-ir))

X

1 - X2/2

-AX2

AX3(p-iTD
AX2

1

+ 0(X4) (1.5)

Only Uub and Utd have a complex phase in this parametrization and are therefore the rele¬

vant terms which can produce CP-violation. The unitary conditions

2|t/,*|2 = 7, X UAUÜ* = 0 (1.6)
,k*i

can be used to determine the whole matrix once four elements are known. The right one of

the conditions (1.6) represents the equation of a triangle in the complex plane. If we take the

case k = d and / = b, and note that Uud = 1 and Uth = 1
,
then the condition reduces to

Uub* + UcdUcb* + Uld = 0
. Dividing out the factor AX3, the triangle is simply formed by

the points (0,0), (1,0) and (p, r;) in the complex plane. It shows a link between the different

matrix elements and observables which can be obtained experimentally as indicated in

figure 1.6.
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,lT}

Bs°

(direct CP-violation)

J/VK,
(B°-B° mixing)

Fig. 1.6: The unitary triangle with the favoured processes to determine the angles at

LHC.

CP-symmetry can be violated in different ways. The two most important mechanisms for

b-physics are direct CP-violation and CP-violation due to interference between mixing and

decay for neutral B-mesons (see for example [9]).

Direct CP-violation occurs if there are at least two diagrams with different weak phases that

contribute to the same decay. There are two major classes of diagrams that contribute to

weak decays, tree diagrams and penguin diagrams.

CP-violation due to interference between mixing and decay for neutral B-mesons arises

from interference between the two paths to a given final State /

B -»/ or B^B -»/. (1.7)

The interference between the two contributions can produce rate differences between the

decay and its CP conjugate. These effects are of particular interest because they do not

depend upon strong phases of final State interference if only one decay diagram is involved

and hence the measured asymmetries can be directly related to the CKM phases.

The measurable decay rate asymmetry

A(/) =
r{B°-*f)-r{B°^f)

r(B°->f) + r(B°^f)
(1.8)

depends on the angle of the unitary triangle. Three decays are favoured at LHC to measure

these angles:

• The decay B°d -> J/*F K°s -> tl'n'ii allows the measurement of sin(2ß) with a

clear tag on the two leptons.

• The decay B°d —> 7i+7t allows the measurement of sin(2a). This measurement is

less favourable due to the lack of hadron identification. Theoretical uncertainties in

this measurement are larger than in the case of sin(2ß) because of unknown contri¬

butions from penguin diagram decays.
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1.4 Physics with the pixel detector ofCMS

• The decay B°d —> J/YQ may be used for a measurement of sin(2y).

Both time-integrated and time-dependent measurements [16] of this asymmetry can be per-
formed. The time-dependent analysis is done using the good decay Vertex measurement of

the pixel detector. Based on Simulation we expect at CMS a slightly better precision of the

measurement of sin(20) for the time-dependent (±0.045 for B°d->J/*F K°) than for a

time-integrated analysis (±0.048 for B°d -*]/¥K°) [16].
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Chapter 2

The pixel Vertex detector of CMS

2.1 Pixel detector layout

The CMS pixel System will have two barrel layers and two end disks on each side of the

barrel (figure 2.2). The layers are composed of modular detector units, each with

1.6 cm x 6.4 cm size and each consisting of a thin, segmented sensor plate with highly inte-

grated readout chips connected to them by bump bond technique (figure 2.1). The readout

chips are connected through bond wires to hybrid circuits which distribute the clock and

readout control Signals and which also collect data Signals (figure 2.3). Kapton cables con¬

nected to the hybrids transmit the Signals to and from a periphery which is situated at the

outer region of the pixel detector system. This periphery hosts detector control chips and

electro-optical Converters for optica! signal transmission to the readout Computers. The

modules are attached to cooling tubes which are an integral part of the mechanical structure.

The minimum pixel size is defined by the minimum design area which is needed for the

pixel unit electronics. Both, r(p and z(r) hit coordinates will be important for finding and

localizing secondary vertices. Therefore a square pixel shape is preferred and analog signal
readout for position interpolation where Charge sharing between neighbouring pixels is

present, is chosen. In the barrel Charge sharing in the r<p-direction will be large due to the

4 Tesla magnetic field of CMS while Charge sharing along the z-direction is present for

inclined tracks. The detectors in the end disks will be rotated by 20° with respect to the

radial axis, such that the tilt angle and induced ExB effects increase the Charge sharing
among neighbouring pixels in both r and r(p directions. With a sensitive detector thickness

between 200 and 250 um a pixel size of (150 um)2 gives favourable resolution and Cluster

size conditions.

At radii smaller than 10 cm the hostile radiation environment will reduce the lifetime of

both, sensors and readout chips below the planned Operation time of the experiment. The

pixel detector modules placed dosest to the beam therefore must be replaced at least once

during the experiment. To profit from the improved secondary vertex resolution at small

radii, it is proposed to build the pixel barrel system in two stages. Radial positions will be

covered down to 4 cm in the initial low luminosity period of LHC. When luminosity
reached the design value the innermost sensors will be removed and a new barrel layer is

added at larger radius (see table 2.1).
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2.1 Pixel detectorlayout

Configuration Radius

[mm]

Pixels Area

[m2]

Layer1 low lumi 41-45 6.4 x 106 0.15

Layer 2 low & high lumi 70-74 10.6x 106 0.25

Layer 3 high lumi 107-112 16.2 x 106 0.38

Tab. 2.1: The parameters ofthe barrel layers.

The greatest challenges in the design of the pixel System are the required radiation hardness

of all components and the extremely large number of pixels to be handled in a high hit rate

environment. Sensor material and readout chips must be robust enough to survive the first 6

years of LHC running without an unacceptable degradation of their Performance. The large
number of pixel Channels requires autonomous hit detection in each pixel and storing of hits

during the first level trigger latency on the chip. This must be achieved in the very limited

chip area available and with the reduced intrinsic Performance of a radiation hard processes.

The power dissipation of the analog blocks further had to be limited to maximum 35 |iW

per pixel to confine the dimension of the cooling structures. The total radiation length is

estimated to be 0.016 X/X0 per barrel layer and 0.023 X/X0 per end disk.

Irradiation tests with up to 9 x 1014 7t+/cm2 showed a sufficient radiation hardness of n-type
Silicon detectors. One year after an irradiation with 6 x 1014 7t+/cm2 a depletion depth of

200 \xm, a leakage current of 7 nA per pixel and an average signal Charge for perpendicular
tracks of 14'000 electrons were measured at a bias voltage of -300V [17]. Füll System sim-

ulations showed that these parameters should allow a r<p-resolution of 10 |i,m and a z-reso-

lution of 20 |im for a pixel threshold at 2'500 electrons [18].
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Chapter 2 The pixel vertex detector of CMS

Fig. 2.1: Schematic view ofa pixel detector element. Fach sensor pixel is connected via

a solder bump to a pixel electronics cell on the readout chip, where the Signal
is amplified. The hit data are stored on the edge of the chip where they wait

for trigger confirmation.

>.i*\

%\Y \*

vV\\k vWw\

i' i j

i

v,

Fig. 2.2. Perspective view of the CMS pixel System with the two barrel layers and two

end disks on each side
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bumps readout chips carbon fibre base plate
(180um thick) (270pm thick)

Fig. 2.3: View of a pixel barrel module with a 1.6 cm x 6.4 cm big Silicon sensor to

which 2x8 readout chips are bump bonded on one side and the Kapton fibre
hybrid at the other side. The vertical scale is raised by a factor 5 in the insert

at the lower right corner.

In order to understand the Performance and the various hit rates under which a pixel readout

System has to operate, a detailed Simulation of the pixel detector was carried out [18]. This

Monte Carlo Simulation has been the basis for the estimation of data rates and readout inef-

ficiencies of various pixel geometries and readout scenarios. The Simulation includes the

generation of hits in the detector and the data flow inside the readout chip. Table 2.2 shows

as a Simulation summary the most important data rates for the chip architecture design.

Radius [cm] 4 7 11

Luminosity [1034] 0.1 1.0 1.0

Pixel hit rate [kHz] 7.6 13.0 6.9

Column hit rate (2 x 53 pixel) [MHz] 0.47 0.77 0.44

Average number of hit pixels (cluster size) in a

hit column

1.9 1.9 1.7

Tab. 2.2: Expected hit ratesfor the barrel
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2.2 Column drain architecture

The level 1 trigger latency time in CMS will be approximately 3.2 |is (128 bunch cross-

ings). In the discussion of different readout schemes the key question is whether the Infor¬

mation of a hit pixel, including the associated bunch crossing number information and the

analog pixel signal, should be kept in the pixel itself during this time. With the hit frequen-
cies summarized in table 2.2 the probability that a pixel is hit a second time within this

latency of 3.2 |xs is 2 - 4 %. This is not readily acceptable and therefore an additional data

buffer in each pixel would be desirable. The association of a hit stored in the pixel with the

bunch crossing time stored in the column periphery would be quite complicated.

The basic idea of the architecture which was chosen for the CMS pixel detector is to group

the pixels in double columns of 2x53 units with a common bus to a common column

periphery. All simultaneous hits of such a double column are copied as soon and as fast as

possible to the column periphery where they are linked with the corresponding bunch cross¬

ing time and stored during the trigger latency (-»Column drain architecture). If this can be

accomplished within an average of the next 7-8 bunch crossings after the hit the probability
of having a second hit in an already hit pixel is reduced to 0.14%. The bunch crossing num¬

ber association to the pixel hits (time stamping) can be done much simpler in the column

periphery than in every pixel.

1) Each double column is equipped with a Column Or (ColOr) which informs the col¬

umn periphery immediately of any hits in the corresponding double column. This

OR must be fast enough to associate the hits uniquely to the correct bunch crossing
number which is distributed on a 8-bit bus from a 40 MHz counter (=Write

Counter) to all column peripheries. The bunch crossing number (time-stamp) is

stored in a ring buffer. Monte Carlo simulations show that a buffer depth of 8

time-stamps is sufficient for a data loss due to buffer overflows of < 0.2% at LHC

füll luminosity runs.

2) The readout mechanism of the double column is prepared by copying all hits in the

pixels to their readout unit ('load'). One new hit during the following readout is

possible: A time-stamp is stored in the periphery but all hits of this second bunch

crossing are not yet copied to the readout unit. In this case a füll new readout cycle
is started as soon as the current readout is completely finished and these hits are

copied to the periphery where they are linked to their time-stamp.

3) A token bit for the pixel readout is sent from the periphery to the double column as

soon as a ColOr signal and a time-stamp are identified. The token bit is bypassed

by all pixels without a hit until the first hit pixel stops it and connects the pixel
address (3 lines with each 3 bits in analog encoding) and the analog pulse height to

the readout bus.

4) A confirmation that a pixel is ready for readout is sent down to the column periph¬

ery where the data is stored in a data ring buffer and linked to the corresponding

time-stamp buffer. Monte Carlo simulations show that a buffer depth of 24 pixel
hits is sufficient for a data loss due to buffer overflows of < 0.1% at LHC füll lumi¬

nosity runs.
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5) The column periphery sends a signal to the pixel in the readout when the data is

copied to the buffer. The pixel resets and sends the token bit to the next hit pixel of

the same bunch crossing. The readout mechanism stops when the token bit arrives

back in the column periphery.

With an average readout cycle of 7-8 bunch crossings and the described possibility of a sec¬

ond hit in the column during this time (see 2) above) the overall dead time of the readout

mechanism is at the 0.5% level.

The column drain concept is economical in pixel area but the required column periphery
area is enlarged by the data buffer and the time-stamp buffer which are necessary to störe

all Information of hit pixels (address, analog signal and time-stamp) for the trigger latency
of3.2us.

The verification of all active time-stamps in each column periphery is based on a second

bunch crossing counter (Search Counter) at the chip periphery. This counter is running con-

currently with the actual time-stamp counter (Write Counter) but delayed by 128 bunch

crossings (3.2 jj.s). The search counter is distributed on a 12—bit bus to all column peripher-
ies where it is compared to all active stored time-stamps. If a coincidence is detected i.e. the

trigger latency has passed and a first level trigger is present at the same time, the column

address is added to the data (address, analog signal and time-stamp) and the new data bün¬

dle is stored in a final chip readout buffer. The data is deleted if fhere is no first level trigger

present at the coincidence of the two counters. Any trigger latency can be adopted by the

programmable delay between the Write Counter and the Search Counter.

The Simulation for average data rates in the pixel barrel was described in section

section 2.1. A complete model of the readout architecture was added to the Simulation in

order to study the architecture Performance [18]. Data losses in each step of the readout

were studied separately. All numbers presented here are for the barrel layer at 7 cm and for

high luminosity runs, the combination with the highest hit rates.

Critical is also the amount of time the pixel information has to stay in the pixel cell before it

is read out. The longer this time, the higher the chance that the next hit on the same pixel
will be lost ('pixel overwrite' loss). Another source of loss is related to the readout time of a

column. During the time a set of hit pixels is read out and copied to the column periphery
one or even more hits can occur in the same active column. In our readout scheme with the

Column Drain Architecture one additional time-stamp can be stored during an active read¬

out with the data copied to the column periphery in a subsequent readout. However a second

hit during a running readout cannot be handled and will be lost ('column busy' loss). To

minimize the probability that the same column will be hit more than once during a running
column readout time, the column readout speed should be maximized. Four assumptions
were made for the Simulation of the füll architecture Performance:

• The pixel readout is started after a setup time of two clock pulses (bunch cross¬

ings).

• One clock pulse is needed for the readout of each hit pixel

• One clock pulse is needed for the skip of each group of 32 empty pixels.

• Each double column consists of 2 x 53 pixel cells.
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With these assumptions a data loss probability due to the readout being busy ('column
busy' loss) of 0.53% and a data loss due to the pixel information being overwritten before

the pixel signal is moved to the column periphery ('pixel overwrite' loss) of 0.14% were

obtained. Tab. 2.3 shows the summary of all sources of data losses. A total readout data loss

probability of 0.97% can be expected. The result is mainly sensitive to the pixel skip speed
which was assumed to be 32 pixels per bunch crossing which is verified by measurements

(see page 20). The data loss probability would increase to 2% with a skipping speed of only
16 pixels per bunch crossing. The probability of data losses due to the Cluster geometry is

not affected by the assumptions of readout and setup speeds or buffer depths.

Readout data losses

Time-stamp buffer overflow (8-deep) 0.0020

Data buffer overflow (24-deep) 0.0010

Column readout busy (32 pixel skipped / bunch crossing)) 0.0053

Pixel overwrite 0.0014

Total readout related data losses 0.0097

Cluster data losses

Overlapping tracks 0.0003

Merging Clusters 0.0013

Total Cluster data losses 0.0016

Tab. 2.3: Summary offractional data lossesfor the column-drain readout architecture

with the assumptions described in the text above.

2.3 The pixel cell

The basic concept of the column drain architecture is to keep the pixel cell as simple as pos-

sible: Only signal amplification, hit detection and temporary Single hit storage are done in

the pixel. The task of time-stamp storage and identification, multiple hit storage and read¬

out buffering are shifted to the column periphery (see section 2.5 below) where they can be

performed more efficiently.

The mechanism to drain a column containing a few hit pixels is based on a token-bit run-

ning up and down the column, stopping at hit pixels and bypassing the pixels without a hit.

Figure 2.5 shows a block diagram of a pixel cell. The output signal of the comparator closes

a switch between ground and the Column OR line which by this is pulled to low State. The

transition of the Column OR line is detected in the column periphery and the time-stamp of

the actual bunch crossing is copied to the time-stamp register. With a delay of 15 ns the

pulse of the comparator output is also latched into a flip-flop whose output Q is used on the

one hand to disconnect the sampling capacitance from the analog output and freeze the ana¬

log pulse height and on the other hand to störe the information the pixel was hit. The col¬

umn periphery sends a load signal before it Starts to copy the hit information to the

communication block (figure 2.4) where the readout is prepared the token bit line is lifted

up (see figure 2.6 for details). The capacitance at the hit input of the communication block
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Stores the hit Information even when the flip-flip is disconnected again by the end of the

load pulse. A new hit in an other pixel during the active readout cycle will be stored in the

flip-flop but it will not be copied to the communication block until a new readout cycle is

started by a new load pulse (second hit). A falling edge on the token-bit line is directly
propagated through all communication blocks of the pixels without hit while it stops at the

first hit pixel where the token bit line is interrupted. The arrival of the token-bit is registered

by the low State of the token bit in input and the high State of the token bit out Output. A send

data signal is generated which connects the analog pulse height to the analog out bus line

and the two analog encoded pixel address parts AO and A8 to their address lines. Simulta-

neously a strobe signal is sent to the column periphery to announce that the token-bit has

arrived in a pixel waiting for a readout and the valid data has been connected to the readout

busses. The column periphery confirms the arrival of this data with an acknowledge pulse
which passes on the stopped falling edge of the token-bit line to the next hit pixel.

This handshake mechanism of the readout with its flexible wait states for a skip from one

hit pixel to the next allows the most efficient propagation of a read bit through an unknown

number of hit pixels with unknown distances and therefore delays between them.

During a column drain procedure only a few pixels are normally involved in the readout

whereas most of them (typically 98%) are in standby mode, waiting for a hit. As mentioned

above they will not connect to a running readout cycle if they detect a hit during an ongoing
column drain cycle. But their Column OR Stores a new time-stamp in the column periphery
where a flag is set that a second hit occurred during the readout. The column logic will Start

a new readout in this case as soon as the active token bit has finished the readout and is back

to the column periphery.

hit

load

token bit in

T

bypass
token bit out

&
sense

acknowledge

&
strobe

&
send data

Fig. 2.4: Schematics ofthe communication block in the pixel cell. A detailed description

of thefunctions is given in the text. The 'bypass' block is discussed below and

explicitly shown infigure 2.6.
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F/g. 2.5; 77je functionality of the pixel cell for column drain architecture. A detailed

description ofthefunetions is given in the text.

2.4 The pixel readout mechanism

The crucial pari in the pixel readout block is an active bypass circuit which allow a fast

token bit bypass skipping empty pixels. Simple shift register cells which can be shorted if

there was no hit are too slow. A precharged wave mechanism was implemented in an array

of complete pixel cells in the DM_PSI32 chip. Figure 2.6 shows the transistor schematic of

the basic circuit idea. The circuit is based on a precharged logic with positive feedback for

speed acceleration. The transistors which are only used for the load Operation are indicated

in grey. The flip-flop leaves the bypass switch in the token bit line closed if the pixel is

empty. In the standby mode the token bit line and the load line are high, waiting for the

skipping readout procedure to start. Just before the readout Starts the load line goes low and

leaves the token bit line free at the high level, only kept by its parasitic capacitance. A

reduced circuit drawing with the crucial elements taking part in the wave propagation is

shown in figure 2.6b. If the pixel cell has to be skipped the bypass transistor is closed. The

serial resistance of this switch is indicated in the drawing. It is the speed limiting factor in a

purely passive token bit bypass mechanism since all the Charge of the parasitic line capaci¬
tance has to be drawn through it.
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Hit FF Hit FF

high

.Token
n+1

Fig. 2.6: (a) Basic transistor schematics ofthe active pixel bypass circuitfor skipping
column drain readout. Transistors usedfor load Operation are indicated in

grey. (b) Reduced circuit drawing in loaded condition, readyfor column drain

readout.

As the token line from the previous pixel (n-1)

goes low the p-FET becomes conduction and

Switches on the accelerating n-FET. The token

line is now in parallel discharged by all n-FETs

which are switched on. The wave will propagate

through all empty pixels at maximum speed until

it reaches a hit pixel where the bypass switch is

open. This pixel senses the difference of the

incoming and the outgoing wave and connects

the pixel data and address to the column bus. A

signal is sent to the column to announce valid

data on the bus. After acknowledgment by the

column periphery the bypass switch is closed

and the token wave is sent to the next hit pixel.

We have measured the token wave delay for dif-

ferent skip lengths. The result is shown in

figure 2.7. A pixel delay time of 620 ps has been

40

-V^ = -4.5V
d

620ps/pixel

20 30 40 50 60

pixel number

Fig. 2.7:

Measured delay time versus number

of skipped pixels for a digital voltage

ofVd=4.5 [19].

measured [19] for a digital supply voltage of

Vd=4.5V. The precise propagation speed is not critical since the whole column drain archi¬

tecture is based on a handshake mechanism. With the measured 1.6 GHz skipping speed a

füll column skip takes 65 ns (2 x 54 pixel cells) which is better than the 75 ns assumed in

the Simulation of the architecture (see section 2.2).

2.5 Column periphery design

The concept of the column drain architecture is based on immediate data transfer from the

pixel unit cells to the column periphery. The pixel unit cells and the column periphery inter-

actively control with a hand shake mechanism the data transfer on the column readout bus.

The column periphery performs the following basic tasks:
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• recording of the time-stamps

• organizing the readout of the hit pixel cells

• receiving analog pixel hits and their addresses and storing them in the data buffer

• linking the received data to the corresponding time-stamp

• checking the time-stamps after the trigger delay for confirmation

• marking confirmed time-stamps and deleting rejected ones

• preparing and buffering confirmed hit data for a chip readout

In addition the periphery allows the recording of one additional time-stamp while it is still

copying down the data from a previous hit. In this case it Starts a successive readout for the

new hits as soon as the first readout has finished.

A schematic of the column periphery exists on the gate level. It has been tested with logical
simulations. Some blocks have already been implemented in the reduced architecture of the

DM_PSI30 chip and are successfully tested (see section 5.2). In contrast to a fixed associa-

tion of data buffer cells with each time-stamp we have adopted a scheme using a flexible

pool buffer for all pixel hit. Only needed buffer cells are linked to a time-stamp. This

allows to störe a variable number of pixel hits for each time-stamp and a much more effi-

cient usage of the limited number of data cells. It also ensures that even data bursts from

high p-p-jet or heavy ion collisions can be stored. Figure 2.8 shows schematically the col¬

umn periphery of the column drain architecture with the following functions:

• The 40-MHz bunch crossing counter Write BC is distributed on a 8-bit bus to all

column peripheries.

• The Write BC bus value is latched in the next free time-stamp register as soon as a

ColumnOr signal indicates a hit in the controlled pixel area. The time-stamp regis-
ters are 8 bit wide and have one additional bit to indicate if they are occupied.

• The readout control block initiates a column drain cycle as soon as the Write BC

number is latched.

• Analog data and the octal encoded pixel address (AO and A8) are latched to the

next empty register (capacitors) in the data buffer when the first hit pixel confirms

with Data ready that it is connected to the data bus.

• The token bit is sent to the next hit pixel with the Next hit signal when the data is

latched in the buffer.

• The last two Steps are repeated until the token bit is back at the column periphery
and all hit pixels are read out.

• The Data Buffer write/read Control unit and the time-stamp w/r Control unit keep
track of filled buffers and link each time-stamp to its read out data.
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• One additional time-stamp can be registered during a readout of a previous bunch

crossing (second hit): In this case a new time-stamp is latched to the time-stamp
buffer and a new readout is initiated as soon as the previous is finished.

• The oldest time-stamp of the time-stamp buffer is compared with the Search BC

counter which runs with a programmable delay after the Write BC counter.

• When the Search BC counter has reached the active time-stamp, identity is regis¬
tered and compared with the level 1 trigger 77.

• If the 77 signal is absent the time-stamp and its data in the buffers are deleted

and the next time-stamp is loaded for comparison with the Search BC counter.

• If the 77 signal is present the chip readout control is activated. The chip readout

control block latches the number of the confirmed trigger (Trigger #) into two

3-bit DAC registers. A new data bündle with the octal coded values of the trigger
number, the chip number, the column address, the pixel address and the analog
pixel hit amplitude is stored in the data readout control unit where it will be read

out by the next chip readout cycle.

The time-stamp registers are 8-bit wide with one additional bit to indicate if the register is

filled. From the Simulation studies of section 2.2 we assume that 8 time-stamp registers are

enough in order to keep the probability of data losses due to buffer overflows below 0.1%.

The number of data buffer cells has been set to 24, based on the Simulation results in the

same section. The partitioning of the data buffer and the association to the different

time-stamp registers is managed by the two w/r control blocks shown in figure 2.8. The

method of octal encoded addresses has been implemented and tested in the 22 x 30 pixel
prototype chip DM_PSI30.

Based on the design of the DM_PSI30 prototype chip and on the gate level schematics of

the described column periphery we conclude that the layout should fit into the foreseen area

of 300 u,m (2 pixel wide) by 1500 (im. Some functional blocks, e.g. the data overflow han-

dling, are not shown in figure 2.8.

The column periphery described above should also be compatible with heavy ion condi-

tions. In such events the System will be confronted with very high pixel multiplicities (8000
tracks/unit of rapidity) but a rather low bunch crossing rate (typ. 60 Hz). A typical occu-

pancy of 2% is expected at the layer of 4 cm radius. Since the low rate will only need one

time-stamp register, all data buffers (24) will be available for pixel hits (i.e. 23% of all

pixel).
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Write BC

Search BC

4-

T1

Trigger #

Chip Token
K

Bit In

Signal Out

Fig. 2.8: Schematics ofthe column periphery mechanism with multiple time-stamp and

data buffer management.
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Chapter 3

Overview of the developed chips

3.1 TheDMILLprocess

The DMILL [21] process is based on a SOI (Silicon On Insulator) technology with an

optional trench around each transistor providing good crosstalk properties. This is crucial

for our readout chip with simultaneous data taking and readout of neighbouring pixels. The
DMILL process has an intrinsic device insulation and is immune to Charge collection on

high impedance nodes through Charge carrier diffusion in the CMOS bulk Substrate. This is

of concern for Charge injected into the Substrate by nearby digital activities as well as for

Charge carriers generated in the Substrate by ionizing energy deposition from particle tracks.

DMILL offers to designers a monolithic access to 4 different active devices; two N and P

MOS low noise transistors with a minimum design dimension of 0.8 Jim, a NPN vertical

Bipolar (transistor) and a PJFET with 1.2 um minimum size.

3.2 DM_PSI26: A first analog block.

The chip DM_PSI26 was designed in the radiation hard DMILL process. The chip contains

some digital test blocks and simple array of 9 pixels with variations. The schematic view of

the pixel cell which is discussed in this chapter is shown in figure 3.1.

o-

-yy^-
—Ih-

global
Pixel threshold

bump päd preamplifier shaper

dig. hit

Information

comparator

hold 1"

sampling analog pulse

height

Fig. 3.1: Schematic ofthe pixel cell on DMJPSI26. Functional blocks are named with

Italic letters.

Preamplifier, shaper and comparator are simple push pull stages which were buffered by a

source follower (see figure 4.6). This was the first approach to a radiation hard pixel analog
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Chapter 3: Overview of the developed chips

cell. All capacitances were found to be too big. Transistor sizes were reduced in later

designs in order to minimize Space requirements and parasitic capacitive loads.

The chips were irradiated with a 300 MeV/c pion beam at PSI. All pins of the chips were

grounded and no operating voltages were applied. The measurements were done within a

few weeks after the irradiation which is expected to be the worst case. Each chip was irradi¬

ated to a different dose (see table 3.1). All chips were working after irradiation.

chip number wafer number fluence/cm dose [kGy]

10 2 0 0

5 2 0.8 • 1014 26

6 2 3.2 • 1014 107

8 2 6.1 • 1014 203

Tab. 3.1: Overview of the irradiation with 300 MeV/c pions.

The DM_PSI26 chip was used to measure the radiation hardness of the analog block for

300 MeV/c pions, the noise spectrum of the preamplifier before and after irradiation and the

uniformity of the analog block on different wafers.

3.3 DM_PSI30: A prototype with 22 x 30 pixel array

The DM_PSI30 readout chip contains a 22 by 30 pixel array realized in the radiation hard

DMILL process. The size of one pixel cell is 125 |Lim x 125 |im which is only 70% of the

new design goals of 150 (im x 150 (im. The main purposes of this chip are:

• Implementation and test of a complete analog block with all realistic complications
of a system (power surges, crosstalk, device variations) with a larger pixel array.

• Test of the space requirements of the analog block and the read out block in each

pixel.

• Test of a zero suppression by the time stamp mechanism and a delayed trigger.

As on the DM_PSI26 chip the preamplifier and the shaper are simple push-pull stages buff-

ered by a succeeding source follower. But the transistor size in the preamplifier and the

shaper were reduced in this new design in order to increase the speed by lower parasitic

capacitances. The analog block has all functions implemented which will be needed in the

final design. It uses 47 transistors out of a total of 75 in the complete pixel cell

(125 p;m x 125 |xm). The remaining 28 are used for the read out block, including the hit

flip-flop and the analog pulse height read out. The readout block has a reduced circuit

architecture and needs to be changed for füll luminosity Operation at LHC. For this purpose

an empty region of about 15% of the pixel area has been kept open in our design. The chip

was used to study the functionality of the architecture and system aspects as crosstalk and

comparator threshold variations as well as trimming of these comparator levels.
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3 4 DM_PSI32 A new preamplifier and a radiahon hard comparator

communication bus bump päd

Fig. 3.2: At the left side: The right lower corner of the 22 x 30 pixel chip DMJPSI30
with column periphery andfirst pixel rows visible. The column penphery con-

tains the Urne stamp mechanism with trigger coincidence. At the right side:

SEM scan ofpixel cells.

3.4 DM_PSI32: A new preamplifier and a radiation hard

comparator.

The DM_PSI32 chip contains four blocks: A füll copy of the DM_PSI30 chip with small

modifications, an area with different preamplifier designs for speed and noise optimization,
two double columns with dummy pixels and füll read out blocks for read out speed mea-

surements and two double columns of pixel with complete analog and digital read out

blocks for crosstalk determination.

The peaking time of the DM_PSI30 preamplifier has been measured to be 38 ns for a gain
of 25 mV/lOOOe. A reduction of the capacitive load on all nodes was tned in order to

improve the speed at the same power consumption Coupling and feedback capacitances
were reduced and a minimal drain implant geometry was chosen. Figure 3.3 shows the ring

transistors used in the new designs. The basic concept was kept as before: A first stage with

a low capacitive load and high voltage Signal and a source follower which drives an AC

coupled shaper.

Flicker noise was dominant on the DM_PSI26 chip after Irradiation (see section 4 5). Mea-

surements of the RD29 group at CERN [20] showed a smaller flicker noise for p-FETs than

for n-FETs as it is seen on most CMOS processes. A new p-FET cascode was designed
though in order to reduce this dominant contnbution.
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Chapter 3: Overview of the developed chips

Fig. 3.3: Standard layout of a MOSFET-transistor (right) and a ring transistor with a

maximum gate length to drain area ratio (left). Ring transistors were used to

minimize parasitic capacitive loads ofthe preamplifiers.

In the DM_PSI26 and the DM_PSI30 chips the comparator has been realized as a simple
push-pull inverter which is directly connected to the push-pull inverter of the shaper. This

design has two disadvantages: The load of the comparator is on the 'weak' output of the

push-pull stage and the sensitivity of the push-pull comparator to transistor threshold varia-
tions as they occur after irradiation. A new approach with a diode biased and AC-coupled
comparator has been tested on the DM_PSI32 chip in order to overcome these limitations.

3.5 DM_PSI33: Improved preamplifiers and comparators.

The DMILL DM_PSI33 chip contains improved blocks of the DM_PSI32 chip. The two

read out blocks were copied with small modifications which should allow a more precise
measurement. Some parasitic capacitances in the analog block of the P-Cascode were

reduced by a new layout and two new preamplifier approaches were implemented: A bipo¬
lar- and a n-FET cascode. The diode coupled comparator was redesigned with a smaller

parasitic feedback capacitance. This should allow lower thresholds for a given gain of the

preamplifier and the shaper.
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell

Chapter 4

Analog pixel cell

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Demands on an analog front-end

The design of the analog front-end block depends very much on the choice of the sensor

material. The signal charge generated by the sensor and the detector capacitance determine

the maximum noise allowed. After several years of running under LHC conditions the noise

Performance of the front-end will be degraded, as well as the signal Charge. With our

choice of Silicon as the detector material we expect an initial average signal charge of

19'000 electrons for an unirradiated 250(xm thick detector which reduces to 14'000 elec-

trons after 4 years of füll luminosity LHC running for the highest irradiated detector mod-

ules at a radius of 7 cm. The detector capacitance was estimated to be 80 fF per pixel. These

assumptions lead to the following requirements for the analog front-end:

A noise of maximum 500 electrons for a detector capacitance of 80 fF per pixel. A

high signal to noise ratio is extremely important for reliable hit discrimination. The

noise hit rate is a very steep function of the threshold level which has to be at a

minimum of 4 a noise level. For save Operation 5 o noise level is desirable which

for the desired comparator level of 2'500 electrons is equivalent to 500 electrons.

An average leakage current of 10 nA and a maximum leakage current of 100 nA

must be absorbed by the preamplifier. Measurements with irradiated Silicon pixel
detectors showed that leakage current increases to 10 nA per pixel after an irradia-

tion which corresponds to 4 year of füll luminosity LHC running and a detector

module at 7 cm. The upper limit of 100 nA has been chosen as a security margin
for higher damaged pixel cells. At a peaking time of 25 ns a leakage current of

10 nA gives an additional noise of 50-60 electrons.

The power dissipation of the analog front end should be limited to 35 |iW per pixel
in order to keep the absorption length X/Xq of the cooling and power support struc-

tures below a limit of 1% per detector layer.

The time-walk has to be limited to 25 ns. A stable bunch crossing identification

requires a time-walk of less than 25 ns. This is reachable but it is at the limit of the

intrinsic speed of the used CMOS process with the maximum power dissipation
defined above. It is possible however to reduce the power dissipation and to accept

an enlargement of the time walk. In this case only the hits above a second and

time-walk defined threshold will get the correct time-stamp. Hits with a signal
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4.1 Introduction

Charge between the comparator threshold and the time-walk defined threshold will

fall in the next bunch crossing. Two strategies now can be chosen: These hits can

be accepted as a kind of noise (i.e. random hits in the next bunch crossing) or they
can be recovered if always also the succeeding bunch crossings is read for each

trigger. With off-line pulse height analysis then pulses with time-walk can be iden-

tified and corrected. This holds for insulated small pulses. But in fact in our imple-
mentation of the column drain architecture the Situation is a bit more complicated
for small pulses together with a a bigger pulse in the same column as it often hap-
pens due to Charge sharing between neighbouring pixels. Because of speed limita-

tion of the time-stamp management the column only accepts the first time-stamp
and all hits within the next bunch crossing will be linked to the same time-stamp.

• An amplification of 25 mV/1000 e is needed to limit the effects of transistor

threshold variations in the comparator and the noise in the readout chain. This min-

imum gain limits the peaking time of the analog front-end. A high signal differen-

tiation results in a faster pulse at a loss of amplification.

• The pixel area is limited to 150 |Xm x 150 \xm. The required hit resolution of about

15 |im and the high hit rate limit the pixel size to 150 fim x 150 |xm. This area has

to contain the füll analog block with preamplifier, shaper and trimmable compara¬

tor, the digital units with 3—bit SRAM two flip-flops and the communication logic
and the bus lines to the column periphery.

• An analog hit pulse height has to be sampled and sent to the column periphery. An

analog pulse height Information allows improved resolution by Charge distribution

interpolation and off-line corrections of pulse height related effects as time walk.

• Variations of the comparator threshold have to be less than 500 electrons after irra-

diation. Irradiation spreads the transistor threshold voltages and impairs the com¬

parator level uniformity. A design of the comparator has to be chosen with high
insensitivity to transistor threshold variations. An additional trim mechanism

allows corrections for noisy pixels and threshold level adaptations for pixels at the

edge of the readout chip with bigger detector size to cover the gap to the next chip
on the same detector module.

4.1.2 Limitations by the use of a radiation hard process

The high irradiation of up to 6 x 1014 hadrons per cm2 (200 kGy) within the first six years

of LHC running excludes all non radiation hard CMOS processes. Possible radiation hard

candidates are the DMILL [21], the RICMOS IV [22] and the HARRIS [23] processes. The

DMILL and the RICMOS processes are based on SOI (Silicon On Insulator) technology
where each transistor is separated on its own insulated Substrate area. This technology is

known to have good crosstalk properties which is crucial for our mixed analog digital
design with simultaneous data taking and read out of neighboring pixels. The DMILL pro¬

cess is certified to 100 kGy and the RICMOS to 10 kGy but chips of both of them have suc-

cessfully been tested to much higher doses. All our designs were made in the DMILL

technology which is has a relatively good noise Performance due to the high quality Silicon

Substrate. Radiation hard processes have several disadvantages, given below for the case of

the chosen DMILL process:
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell

• The maximum circuit density is limited by the area consuming radiation hard tran¬

sistor design. The DMILL process with a minimum gate length of 0.8 (im needed

an average area of 150 |Lim2 which is a typical value for Standard 2 fim processes.

• The maximum circuit speed is limited by the long minimum gate length of 0.8 u^m

and the high capacitance of the large transistor implants.

• Only two metallization layers are provided. Power raus, bus lines and transistor

connection lines have to be implemented with these two layers. A third layer would

allow circuits even under a combination of bus lines and power rails and increase

with this the usable pixel area by 25%.

4.2 Amplifier layout

4.2.1 Speed considerations

Calculation of the time transfer function

As a first step the transfer function in the frequency domain can be calculated for the typical

Charge sensitive amplifier which is shown in figure 4.1. Using Kirchhoff rules at the Output

we get for small variations

1 + jcoRoutC0
0 = Vn

K-out
+ JQ)Cf(V0Ut-Vm) + Vm(gm- 1/Rf) + VUgäs + 1/Rf) •

(4.1)

Similarly one gets for the input node

0 = I((o)-(l/Rf + jcoCf)(Vm-Vout)-jcoCmVin . (4.2)

V = V
'in ' out

1 + jcoCfRf

l+jO)CfRf-jo)C,„Rf
+ /(©)

R<

l+j(oCfRf-jcoC,nRf
(4.3)

VW

out

Fig. 4.1: A typical charge sensitive amplifier configuration as it is used for the pixel
detector. The inverter can be any amplifier with the transconductance gm and

the transimpedance gjs.
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4.2 Amplifierlayout

By Substitution of Vin from (4.3) into (4.1) one gets.

v
'
out

(jcoCRf+l)(gf-gm) (n , n ^
1 + jcoC^R,

. jco(Cf+Cin) + l
{8ds + 8f) RTat lJC0Cf + (Cf+Cin)JQ>Rf + l

jO)CfRf-Rfgm + l
= 'I{C0)

Cf+CinjcoRf + l

(4.4)

where gf Stands for 1/Rf and which further can be transforaied to a formula for the Output

gain per signal current:

Vau,
_

Rf(j(oCf + gf-gm)
I{(0) {j(oCfRf + l)(gf-gm + jcaCf) - (gds + gf + gout + j(oCZout){j(oRfCIin + 1)

(4.5)

where gout Stands for l/RoUt, C-%n for (Cin+Cf) and C£0ut for (Cout+Cf) which are the total

capacitances at the input and the Output node. Equation (4.5) simplifies to

"out
_

8rn /a £\

/(ß}) gmgf + jo)Cfgm-(02CIinCIout

since in our application the relations gm » gf, gm » g<js, gf» gout and gm »coCf can be

used. Due to the limited power budget and the high bunch crossing rate speed is a very

important constraint in the design of the amplifiers.

This formula can be used to discuss the influence of the different parameters:

• For high frequencies Vout/I(co) can be reduced to gm/ö) C£inCjoUt. The gain is pro¬

portional to the transconductance gm and inverse proportional to the product of the

capacitances C^n and C^out- Unlike in Standard applications with Charge sensitive

amplifiers the feedback capacitance Cf makes a relevant contribution to both C£jn
and Cjout in pixel detectors. A big feedback capacitance (>15 fF) though reduces

the gain even for high frequencies (see figure 4.2 a).

• For average frequencies it is proportional to 1/coCf.

• The interesting frequency area is in the transition ränge between these two

extreme cases. Figure 4.2 shows he influence of the different parameters on the

transfer function Vout/I(co), drawn with typical values for the pixel chip application.
All figures show the Standard case in comparison to the graph with a varied param-

eter. The desired increase of the transconductance and the decrease of the capaci¬
tances are limited by process parameters. The feedback capacitance Cf could be

reduced with a cascode layout but a lower limit is set there by the fact that it must

be able to absorb even the Charge of big hits in order to prevent capacitive crosstalk
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell

between neighbouring pixels. A good amplifier design and layout has to approach
on one hand the process limits in minimum capacitances and maximum transcon-

ductance and on the other hand to reduce the feedback capacitance to the minimum

level acceptable by capacitive crosstalk.

10

Frequency [MHz]

100 10

Frequency [MHz]

10 100 i 10

Frequency [MHz] Frequency [MHz]

Fig. 4.2: The influence of the different parameters on the transfer function Vout/I((ü),
drawn with typical valuesfor the pixel chip application. Only the area around

the typicalfrequency of 10 MHz is shown. Speed is very critical with the limited

power budget. Allfigures show the Standard case in comparison to the graph
with a varied parameter. For a high gain all capacitances should be as small as

possible while the transconductance gm should be as big as possible.

The time domain signal response can be calculated from equation (4.6) by inverse Laplace
transformation. The calculation can be simplified for slow pulse differentiation with

l/RfCf« gmCf/(CanC£0ut). In our application this often is not the case but it can be used

here to estimate the influence of the different parameters on the rise time of the amplifier. A

precise calculation can be found below.

In the approximation of a slow differentiation the two poles

Pi
1

2k%! 2wRfCf
p2 -

gmC/

2jtc2 2kCt.,„C]
(4.7)

Zin*-y'Lout
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4.2 Amplifierlayout

are widely spread. The first pole is given by the time constant RfCf of the feedback compo-

nents and the second pole is the result of a limited signal current which cannot Charge up the

capacitive loads for high frequencies. IsignaiCü)) must be known for the Laplace transforma-

tion from Vout(o)) to Vout(t). Since the input signal current Isignai(t) can be approximated by
a Dirac pulse with an integrated area Qsjgnai, its Laplace transformed IgignaiC01) is simply

Islgna,dco) = ^{Q-d(t-O)} = je-,wtQÖ(t-0)dt = Qsignal (4.8)

equal to Qsignai- The üme domain response Vout(t) can now be obtained through inverse

Laplace transformation of Vout(cö)

Vout(t) = ee'< \lsignalgn Qsignaltl

gmgf + jCOCfgm + (02ClinClout\ Cf(T> ~ X2)
e -e (4.9)

where %\ and x2 are defined in (4.7) and (4.7). In our approximation with xx » %2, (4.9) rep-

resents an exponentially rising step signal with a slowly decaying tail defined by the feed¬

back resistance (see figure 4.3). The rise time of the step signal tj is defined as the time

period between which the Output signal rises from 10% to 90% of the amplitude. From (4.9)
it is calculated to be:

tr = 2.2
Ct,»C:

Xm^Zout

8mCf
(4.10)

Again fast rise time can be obtained with a big transconductance gm and small capacitances.

time [ns]

Fig. 4.3: The time transient response of the amplifier for a Dirac current pulse at the

input. For this plot the approximation with slow differentiation time i.e.

1/RjCf« gmCf/(C^nCj^ut) was used (formula (4.9)).
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A precise calculation can now also be done but the influence of the parameters on the

amplifier rise time will be less obvious. In this exact case Xj and x2 are changed to

X; =

C-S-,„C'
Lm'-'Lout

{gmCf)/2 - J(gmCf/2)2 - CZmCZoutgmgf
(4.11)

2
—

, -

(gmCf)/2 + 4{gmCf/2)2 - ClinCZoutgmgf

t, = (4.12)

and the final formula for the time transient response is

~L -L

Vout(t) =

^"g"a'gmTjT2 {ch c
h

(4.13)

With this formula also graphs for pulses with fast differentiation can be drawn. Figure 4.4

shows the time transient response of the amplifier for a fast and typical differentiation time.

This figure also illustrates how the pulse height decreases with a faster differentiation time.

The peaking time though can not be simply shortened by stronger pulse differentiation if a

minimum amplifier gain is required.

1.2

units]
1

0.8

[arb. 0.6

3
O

>
0.4

0.2

0

40 80 120 160 200

time [ns]

Fig. 4.4: The time transient response of the amplifier for a Dirac current pulse at the

input. For thisplot the precise calculation of(4.13), (4.12) and (4.11) is used. A

fast and typical differentiation time has been chosen.

Single stage amplification versus double stage amplification

Another possibility to decrease the peaking time for a given minimum gain per signal elec-

tron is to work with two amplification stages, each with a strong differentiation. Due to the

limited total power budget they will have to share the total 35uW for the whole analog
block. A simple calculation can be made in order to estimate the benefits and the trade off s

of such a double stage amplifier. A voltage signal at the input is transformed by the
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4.2 Amplifier layout

transconductance gm to a signal current with charges up the capacitance at the output of the

amplifying stage:

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

'Signal
~ gm AVm

dVom =
gm AVm

r
dt

AV0Ut(0
gm 4V„i

t
r

AV0Ut(t) now can be used as input for the second stage

is,gnah(t) = gm2-AV0Uti(t) (4.17)

t

V2(t) = \8m\Vw> p^Tdx (4.18)

=

°

AV», .2

The expected signal ratio now can be calculated for a Single stage amplifier and a double

stage amplifier with twice half the power per stage. With the assumptions that all output

capacitances Cout are identical and that the transistors have to operate in strong inversion

with

gm = J2ßldrmn/n (4.19)

we can express the signal ratio with

Vdouble(t)
_

g">ioJ
_

8mhlght
' smgle\t) ^^outgmh h

^^out

2

(4.20)
<*(

No pulse differentiation by the feedback resistor is included in this simple model. But it is

sufficient to estimate the intrinsic maximum pulse rise rate. With an expected transconduc¬

tance gm = 10"4 S and 40 fF capacitive load on each output this ratio reaches

T/ an \
~ 6 (4-21^

after 10 ns. Even if the advantage of a double stage amplifier may is overestimated through
the simplifications of the model a clear benefit of the double stage approach remains and

also has been verified through Ml circuit simulations. All amplifiers which are discussed in

this work are based on this principle.
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell

4.2.2 Noise considerations

Noise sources

A short overview over all important noise sources for the pixel detector application is given
in this section. All formulas are given for the noise density in the frequency domain which

is indicated by the small letters for the current i and the voltage v. Mainly three noise

sources are of importance in Silicon pixel detector applications based on CMOS technology:

• Thermal noise

• Flicker noise

• Shot noise of the leakage current

The origin of thermal noise in any resistor is the thermal movement of electrons and holes

in the solid. Even if a voltage is applied over the resistor the movement of the Charge carri-

ers is still dominated by this random motion and only a small drift is overlaid by the electri-

cal field. In the macroscopic superposition of all Charge movements only the drift is seen

but with the random fluctuations of the irregulär thermal movement which can be expressed
as a noise current

i2R = 4kT/R Af (4.22)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, R the resistance and Af the

frequency band. The Channel thermal noise of MOSFETs has its origin in the random

motion of free carriers within the resistive Channel, analogous to that in normal resistors.

The noise current in the Channel is given by [24]

i] = 4kT2-gm Af (4.23)

where gm is the transconductance of the MOSFET. Many measurements showed a higher
thermal Channel noise than the theoretical prediction of this formula. The ratio between

measurements and theory is called excess factor and is typically in the ränge

1 < measurement/theory < 1.5.

The mechanism involved in the flicker noise is still not clearly understood. Several modeis

have been formulated of which the mobility fluctuation model [25] and the carrier density
or number fluctuation model [26] are the most important ones. In semiconductors flicker

noise is considered to be mainly a surface phenomena with strong impact in surface effect

based devices as MOSFETs but low with importance in bulk effect dominated transistors as

JFETs or BJTs. The empirical formula for MOSFETs is

Kf = Flicker coefficient, measured to be 0.25-0.8-10"25 V2F (see page 55)

I = Current [A]
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Af = Current exponent, specified by DMILL as 1.2

W = Width of the transistor [m]

L = Length of the transistor [m]

Cox = Capacitance of the gate per area [F/nr]

f = Frequency [Hz]

Ef = Frequency exponent, measured to be 0.6 (see page 55)

Shot noise is the result of the discontinuous character of electronic charges that constitute a

current and therefore it is proportional to the Square root of the number of involved elec-

trons, or in other words to the Square root of the current. The square of the shot noise is

iL, = 2ql (4.25)

where q is the electron Charge and I is the signal current generating the noise. Shot noise is

not relevant in MOSFETs but it is the dominating noise source of BJTs where the emitter

noise is a combination of the base and the collector shot noise:

xE = 2qIB + 2qIc. (4.26)

IB is the base current and Ic is the collector current. Shot noise is of further importance in

detector applications with high leakage currents. This effect will be discussed below in this

section.

Noise in CMOS Charge sensitive amplifiers

Exact noise calculation for a double stage amplifier with pulse differentiation in both stages
is very complicated. But an approximation can be made with some simplifications in order

to estimate the importance of a noise source:

• The flicker noise is supposed to be proportional to 1/f instead of 1/r
.

• The preamplifier is supposed to have an infinite bandwidth.

• No pulse differentiation is made in the first amplifying stage.

• The second stage is considered as a shaper of type CR-RC1, also called

Semi-Gaussian filter [24]. Exact calculation can be done for a Semi-Gaussian

shaper of any order n and the general frequency response function is

H{i(0) =

KOT

.1 + im.

A i"
7-4—

. (4.27)
.1 + iö)tJ

A first order semi gaussian shaper reaches 74% of the theoretical optimum sig-
nal/noise filtering by a cusp shaper which can only be approximated with a com¬

plicated circuit.

The shaper in our application is not a Semi-Gaussian shaper due to Space and power limita-

tions. But with a transfer function of
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H(iCD) =

1(0

.1 + iCt)T,_

-

B

1 + i(OT2
(4.28)

and Tj = x2/2 our shaper is close to a first order Semi-Gaussian shaper with the difference

that Integration and differentiation times ij and i2 are unequal.

Based on these simplifications füll noise calculation can be made for the circuit in

figure 4.5. The explicit calculations can be found in [24].

The equivalent noise Charge ofthe thermal Channel noise is

ENG,
therm

4-kT
Hm

Ckß[ 2'n~2]n

q4nxn

2 2n
n\ e

2n
(4.29)

Clin

cf

Cdet

C

r

'-gate

k

T

q

n

^n

B(x,y)

= Cdet + Cpar + Cgate + Q, where

= feedback capacitance,

= detector capacitance,

= parasitic capacitance ofthe connection detector to amplifier,

= capacitance of the input gate to the source of the FET,

= Boltzmann constant,

= absolute temperature,

= charge of a electron,

= the order ofthe Semi-Gaussian shaper,

= n-x with x the shaping time in equation (4.27).

= Beta function with values listed in table 4.1.

hhot 11leak

lR

Rf

-/

vth vfl
-©—GH

yout

-$&-

ydet Preamplifier Shaper

Fig. 4.5: The schematic drawing ofthe amplifier and the shaper as they were used in the

noise calculation. Four sources of noise are important: The shot noise of the

leakage current i^p the thermal Channel noise vt^ and the flicker noise Vß of

the amplifier input stage and the thermal noise ofthefeedback resistor /#.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4-1) 1.57 0.39 0.20 0.12 0.086 0.063 0.051

4-a 1.57 1.17 0.98 0.86 0.77 0.71 0.66

.2 2n / 2n
n\ e /n 7.39 13.64 19.92 26.20 32.48 38.76 45.04

Tab. 4.1: Values ofthe Betafunction B(x,y) as afunction oforder n.

Further calculation gives an equivalent noise Charge of the feedback resistor of

2 4kT B{rn +
2jfni2e2n

ENC2R = -^-xn
,n-

R
f 4nq n

2n
(4.30)

where Rf is the feedback resistor and all other parameters are explained in (4.29). And an

equivalent noise Charge ofthe leakage current of

ENC]eak = 2qIieakTn

l "V 0 1/ i2 2«

4nq n
2n

n

(4.31)

where 1^ is the leakage current and all other parameters are explained in (4.29). And

finally the formula for the equivalent noise Charge of the flicker noise is

ENCf
=

Kf C2 s .2 2n

sin (n\ e

f
C2oxWL2nq2

\—2T
\ n

(4.32)

with the variables explained in (4.24). But since the assumption had to be made that the

flicker noise is proportional to 1/f instead of 1/f0-6 as it was measured in the DMILL pro-

cess, this formula should not be used for our applications. For an estimate of the flicker

noise contribution SPICE simulations were made with the correct frequency dependence
(see section 4.5).

The formulas for the thermal Channel noise (4.29), the feedback resistor noise (4.30) and the

leakage current (4.31) now can be used for an estimate of their contributions to the total

equivalent noise charge. With the expected values for the pixel detector
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4.2 Amplifierlayout

sitions at the surface though reduce the electrons mobility and the transistors transconduc-

tance gm. An other problem are the transistor threshold shifts as they are observed in all

MOSFET processes. Ionization charges up the gate oxide and the threshold voltage is

shifted by

D„

A^ =

-TT-
\p(x)xdx

, (4.33)
E0^SiO2 J

0

where p(x) is the density of the holes and Dox is the thickness of the gate oxide. A VGale is

proportional to Dox2, the square of the oxide thickness for a uniform whole density p(x).
This formula also explains why processes with small gate oxide thickness have smaller

MOSFET threshold voltage shifts.

Unlike MOSFETs bipolar transistors are mainly sensitive to bulk effects. They are current

amputier and the DC-common emitter current gain ß is severely degraded by the minority
carrier lifetime reduction which is the result of lattice impurities by nuclear reactions and of

bulk defects by atom displacements.

Impact on the transistor Performance

A reduction of the transconductance gm of 20±5% could be observed after an irradiation

with 100 kGy 1.1 MeV photons. The transconductance is inverse proportional to the maxi-

mum slope of an amplifier. The decrease of the transconductance can be compensated by a

stronger pulse differentiation which leads to a smaller pulse height instead of a longer peak-

ing time (see figure 4.14). More critical are the increase of the main noise contributions:

The white noise

vwhite = \j£ (4.34)
>B1

which rises with decreasing gm and the flicker noise

v/"-<-= J^if (435)

which is sensitive to intermediated states by lattice defects and impurities. Since its origin

probably is trapping and release of Charge carriers in the transistor Channel. Flicker noise

scales with the square root of the transistor area which is small due to the limited space

available. The increase of the Charge trapping probability by irradiation damages anticipates
a significant rise of the flicker noise. This has been shown with the measurements of

section 4.5.

Transistor threshold voltage shifts of-100±50 mV for n-FETs and -2O0±5O mV for p-FETs
after an irradiation with 100 kGy 10 keV photons have been measured by the RD 29

group [20].
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4.2.4 Amplifier concept

Design area and power restrictions limit the maximum transconductance gm reachable in

any first stage of a pixel preamplifier design. The generated signal current has to be inte-

grated on a node with the smallest capacitance possible to reach a given signal height within

the shortest possible integrating time as it has been shown in section 4.2.1. The combination

of the generated signal current with the node of minimum capacitance gives a fast and rela¬

tively high signal but with a relatively high Output impedance only. The modulating gate of

a source follower stage was therefore directly connected to drive the load of the next stage.
The gain of this simple preamplifer is too low and a second stage with the same concept was

added for further amplification and shaping. This approach was used in the push-pull
amplifiers 'PSI26' and TSI30 and the cascode 'p-FET cascode'.

An other approach is to use a longer peaking time of the amplifier. This allows to reduce the

required design area for the amplifier or a decrease of the power dissipation: Design area is

saved if the second stage is omitted and a longer signal Integration in the first stage is

allowed in order to reach the same pulse height. The power dissipation is reduced if the

original two stage amplifier is slowed down with lower supply currents. In both cases the

longer peaking time and the resulting time walk of the comparator can be compensated with

an additional 'zero-crossing detection' circuitry [18] or a second 'timing' comparator. A

time walk of 1-2 bunch crossings finally even can be accepted if only a small fraction of all

hits is concerned. Events with more than 25 ns time-walk will appear as noise hits in the

next bunch crossing and will define indirectly an effective threshold for minimum pulse
height for hits in the correct bunch crossing. Also this problem can be overcome since the

presented column drain architecture allows to read out always also the next time-stamp of a

given trigger, to collect by this all hits with time walk and to correct their time Information

by off-line analog pulse height identification.

A totally different preamplifier approach was chosen in the 'Bipolar Cascode'. The low

leakage current of maximum 100 nA allows a direct signal current amplification by a

biploar transistor in the first stage. Although the current amplification ß has been observed

to decrease after irradiation [20] there is still enough amplification left to have a sufficient

signal gain in the first stage. The low level of the flicker noise that is typical for bipolar
transistors leads furthermore to a good noise Performance.

4.2.5 Developed amplifiers

PUSH-PULL PSI26

The PSI26 amplifier was the first approach to a radiation hard pixel analog block. Preampli¬
fier, shaper and comparator are realized as simple push pull stages with dimensions:

preamplifier: W/L = (28.8 + 57.6) um /1.2 um

shaper: W/L = (14.3 + 28.6) um /1.2 um

comparator: W/L = (7.1 + 14.2) um /1.2 um

where the first number in the brackets Stands for the width of the n-FET and the second for

the width of the p-FET. Preamplifier and shaper were buffered by a simple source follower

directly after the push-pull stage (see figure 4.6). Parasitic capacitances are drawn grey.

They have the following contributions:
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push pull follower

o-
260 fF "

-N^-

55 fF 280 fF

100 fF

-v^-

55 fF HB

65 fF

ME

HE

öump päd preamplifier shaper
-v.

•Vs,

preampW/er/s/japer
onfrans/stor/eve/

Fig. 4.6: Preamplifier and shaper ofthe PSI26 amplifier. (a) Simplified schematics with

all important capacitances. (b) Detailed view of the preamplifier and the

shaper.

input preamplifier: bump päd 160 fF+ gate 100 fF

feedback preamplifier: gate-drain capacitance of 55 fF

Output preamplifier: drain-substrate capacitance 85 fF + lines 15 fF

(all before the source follower)

27 fF gate-drain + 28 fF extra added

drain-substrate capacitance 45 fF + lines 20 fF

(all before the source follower)

feedback shaper:

Output shaper:

At the time of the design only little was known about the final pixel size and the capacitance
ofthe detector. The big transistors used to much chip area and the signal was to slow due to

the big parasitic capacitances on all nodes. Newer designs used smaller transistors.

PUSH-PULL PSI30

The PSI30 push-pull amplifier is shrunk Version of the PSI26 concept. The transistor size

was reduced in order to reduce all capacitances and thereby to allow a faster amplifier with

shorter peaking times. Using the same power dissipation as in the PSI26 design this means

operating the input transistors in strong inversion.

Again the preamplifier and the shaper are simple push-pull stages buffered by a succeeding
source follower (see chapter 4.2.4). But the dimensions of the transistors were reduced to:

preamplifier: W/L = 6+12jim/l.2 Jim

shaper: W/L = 6+12 (xm / 1.2 u,m

The coupling capacitance is 280 fF and the parasitic capacitances now are estimated to be:

input preamplifier: bump päd 31 fF+ gate 20 fF

feedback preamplifier: 18 fF + gate-drain capacitance 12 fF
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output preamplifier: 53 fF

feedback shaper: 26 fF + gate-drain capacitance 12 fF

A schematic drawing of the amplifier PSI30 is shown in figure 4.7.

bump päd preamplifier follower 1 shaper follower 2

Fig. 4.7: The preamplifier and the shaper of the PSI30 amplifier in the DM_PSI30 pixel
cell. The parasitic capacitances (grey) are typically a factor 2-5 smaller than

in the DMJPSI26pixel cell.

P-FET cascode

The observed flicker noise of the PSI26 and PSI30 amplifiers was too high. Measurements

of the RD29-group [20] showed that in the DMILL process flicker noise is a factor of 4

higher for a n-FET than for a p-FET. A first possibility though to reduce flicker noise is to

design a preamplifier which only makes use of p-FETs. Keeping in mind that flicker noise

is proportional to 1/(JWL) (see (4.35)) a further reduction can be achieved with a

increased size of the input transistor. The disadvantage of such a low noise amplifier are the

lower transconductance gm of the p-FET and the higher parasitic capacitance on the big
p-FET drain output node which both reduce the amplifier speed. This problem can be

reduced by using a cascode concept: The high capacitance output node is fixed with a low

impedance transistor which guides the signal current to a node with smaller capacitance.

Figure 4.8 shows two transistors in a cascode constellation. The Upper transistor modulates

the signal current as a function of the potential between the input node Vgs" and the source.

The transistor drain which normally would be charged up by the signal current is kept at a

constant value defined by the lower transistor with the fixed input Vgs\ The signal current

now will accumulate on the drain output of the lower transistor which has a much smaller

capacitance if designed as shown in figure 4.9. It can be demonstrated by straight forward

calculation that in a model the two cascode transistors can be replaced by a new Virtual tran¬

sistor with the transconductance
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gm

1 +
gds

gm "*" gds

— gm (4.36)

and the transimpedance

8ds =
gds

1 +
gm "*" öds

gds"

(4.37)

The new Virtual transistor has the same current amplification (transconductance) at a much

smaller transimpedance gdsc and in our case more important also with a small drain area and

capacitance. A schematic drawing of the amplifier with the transistor dimensions is shown

infigure4.10.

source

AVgs"° { >9m" >9ds"

drain

source

drain

Al0, AV0

AVgs' o { ;gm' y gds

(fixed)

source

AVgs" -

drain

Al0, AV0

9ds

Fig. 4.8: A schematic drawing of a cascode (lefi) which can be merged into one Virtual

transistor (right).
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drain

Fig. 4.9: The ring design ofthe cascode with minimum drain capacitance.

H
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A

preamp
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A

^shaper

A

_VSF2

Fig. 4.10: The schematic drawing of the p-FET cascode amplifier which was imple-
mented on the DM_PSI32 chip. The feedback resistor Rg and the feedback
capacitance Ct are uncoupled which improves the stability for small Ct.
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Bipolar Cascode

The Bipolar Cascode is another attempt to meet the design goals for the speed and the noise

at the same time. The basic circuit idea is shown in figure 4.11. The bipolar transistor pro-

vides a high signal current modulation at a very low flicker noise and the cascode n-FET

directs this current from the big capacitance of the collector to a node with minimum capac-

itance. The current ipreampiifier can be set by Vset preamp.
The current through the bipolar

transistor base has to be ipreampiifier / ß t0 reacn this defined value. It is automatically

adjusted by the feedback current through the narrow and long feedback p-FET. The noise is

dominated by the statistics of the base current ipreamplifier^ß-

set preamp >HE~
-^-

o

bump päd

T

E

<

f

-H-

h —

A

VsFl
A

shaper

A

VSF2"

preamp

preamplifier shaper

sourcefollower 1 sourcefollower 2

Fig. 4.11: The Bipolar Cascode amplifier. The bipolar transistor provides a high signal
current modulation at a very low flicker noise and the cascode n-FET directs

this currentfrom the big capacitance ofthe collector to a node with minimum

capacitance. The current ipreampiifier can be set by Vset preamp.
The current

through the bipolar transistor base has to be ipreampufier f p to reach this

defined value. It is automatically adjusted by the feedback current through the

narrow and longfeedbackp-FET.
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4.3 Pulse uniformity measurements

The uniformity of the analog front-end amplification is not very critical for the interpola-
tion with the analog pulse heights since off-line corrections could in principle be applied to

the measured Signals. Pulse height variations are however crucial for an exact definition of

the comparator threshold. Analog pulse shapes of different chips were recorded for a num-

ber of DM_PSI26 amplifiers. The measurements show that the agreement between chips of

the same wafer were good. But a significant discrepancy of the differentiation times was

observed between chips Coming from different wafers (see figure 4.12). The origin of this

Variation were the feedback transistors which were designed at a width of 1.0 |j.m, resulting
in an effective Channel width of only 0.2 um after lateral diffusion along the Channel of 0.4

|im on each side. The resistor value of the feedback transistor though is very sensitive to

changes in the lateral diffusion. It was observed that irradiation increases this lateral diffu¬

sion by about 10% for the used p-FETs, resulting in a new effective Channel width of about

0.1 (im. The explanation of pulse shape differences due to Variation in the resistor feedback

FET is supported by the measurement of figure 4.12 b) where for two previously different

amplifiers the same pulse shape was reproduced trough a different gate voltage that com-

pensates for the unequal Channel widths.

For our new designs effective Channel widths of 0.5 um and 0.6 |im will be used providing
more constant shaping times.

45'OOOe Signal

a)03[ chips 4,7,9,12,13,14

45'000 e signal

chips 5,6,8,10

(wafer 2)
Chip 4 (wafer 15) with V =-2.2V

Urne [ns]

80 120

nme [ns]

Fig. 4.12: a) Analog pulse shapes ofdifferent chips for the DMJPS126 amplifier. Chips of
the same wafer are in a good agreement. But the differentiation time varies

between wafers. This effect comesfrom the Channel width variations ofthefeed¬
back transistors. Broader transistors are less sensitive to this effect and are

therefore used in newer designs.
b) The analog pulses of two chips from different wafers can be unified by the

proper choice of thefeedback transistors gate voltage Vrg.
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4.4 Peaking timemeasurements

Variations of amplifiers on different wafers can be

accepted since only chips of one and the same wafer

can be accepted for a detector module and the thresh-

olds of each detector module can be programmed
independently. More important are spreads of the

pulse height on the same chip after irradiation. The

effect of irradiation on the uniformity of pixel ampli¬
fiers was tested with the newer P-Cascode amplifiers
on the DM_PSI32 chip. Figure 4.13 shows the pulses
of 4 P-Cascode amplifiers on the DM_PSI32 chip
after an irradiation with 100 kGy 1.1 MeV photons. A

slow shaping with a gain of 97 mV per l'OOO elec-

trons was chosen which is four times more than in

final Operation. The average pulse height of a calibra-

tion Charge of 4'000 electrons was 386 mV at a Varia¬

tion of 19 mV which is well below the acceptable
variance of about 20% of the pulse height.

4.4 Peaking time measurements

Peaking time measurements were done with the three amplifiers PSI26, PSI30 and P-Cas¬

code. They were also compared with the simulated output pulse of the Bipolar Cascode

amplifier. All amplifiers were operated at a power consumption of 35 uAV per analog block.

On the first amplifier design (PSI26) all capacitances were too big. Even for pulses as slow

as 50 ns only a gain of 7 mV per 1 '000 electrons was reached. The size of the amplifier was
reduced by a factor 4 in the newer design PSI30. The result was a higher gain of 25 mV per

l'OOO electrons which was achieved already after 38 ns. But the smaller size of the n-FETs

in the input stage caused an unacceptable increase of the flicker noise. Therefore a new

amplifier approach was chosen in the next iteration. The P-Cascode amplifier only has a

p-FET at the input instead of a push-pull stage with the advantage of a better flicker noise

Performance, but also with the drawback of a lower transconductance gm and consequently
also a slower rise time. A minimum capacitance design with ring transistors was chosen to

overcome this handicap. Finally the P-Cascode amplifier even showed a much faster peak¬

ing time of 25 ns at a gain of 31 mV per l'OOO electrons. Although the P-Cascode fulfills

speed and noise requirements an alternative concept with a bipolar junction transistor at the

input was developed as a possible optimization. In simulations this design showed good
speed Performance at even lower noise. Tests will have to prove this promising results.

-0.5

0 40 80 120 160 20

time [ns]

Fig. 4.13:

Pulse shape uniformity after
irradiation with 100 kGy
1.1 MeVphotons.
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell
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Fig. 4.14: An overlay plot ofthe peaking time and gain Performance ofthefour discussed

amplifiers. Measurements were done with the PSI26, the PSI30 and the P-Cas~

code amplifiers at a total analog block power consumption of 35 ßW. The

Biploar Cascode was only simulated since no chip was available with this new

concept. The P-Cascode fulfills the requirements ofa gain ofat least 25 mV in

25 ns or less. Simulation indicates that also the Biploar Cascode will reach this

Performance.

Figure 4.14 shows an overlay plot of the measurements of the three tested amplifiers and

the Simulation of the Bipolar Cascode.

A summary of the peaking times and the amplifications of the four discussed amplifiers is

given in table 4.2.

amplifier type peaking time [ns] gain [mV/lOOOe]

PSI26 50 7

PSI30 38 25

P-Cascode 25 31

Biploar Cascode

(simulated)

20 25

Tab. 4.2: A summary ofthe peaking times and the gains ofthe discussed

amplifiers.

All these measurements were made before irradiation. Measurements after an irradiation

with 200 kGy 300MeV/c pions and with 100 kGy 1.1 MeV/c photons showed that the

pulse height decreases by 15±5% at the same peaking time. The P-Cascode and probably
also the Biploar Cascode therefore still fulfill the speed requirements after irradiation.
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4.5 Noise measurements

Fig. 4.15: The effect ofan Irradiation with 100 kGy 1.1 MeV/c photonsfor the P-Cascode

amplifier. A pulse degradation by 15% can be observed afier the irradiation.

4.5 Noise measurements

Final noise conditions

The noise of different amplifiers has to be compared for the conditions of a later use in the

pixel detector:

• An input capacitance of 80 fF. This is the most recent estimate for the detector

capacitance.

• A power consumption of 35 fiW for the whole analog block.

• A peaking time of 25 ns. A peaking time of 25 ns is at the edge of the available

radiation hard CMOS processes for the limited power use of 35 (xW per analog
block. Longer shaping times improve the signal to noise ratio.

• Irradiated with 200 kGy pions. Flicker noise is underestimated without irradiation.

• Designed in a radiation hard process. Not radiation hard processes frequently offer

a higher transistor transconductance gm which results in a lower white noise.

Since the expected detector capacitance changed during the development of the different

preamplifier types, an extrapolation to the new expected detector capacitance of 80 fF had

to be done. The proportionality of the equivalent input noise Charge (ENC) to the total input
capacitance (C^n)
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell

ENC oe const C£in (4.38)

which is valid for flicker noise (4.32) and thermal Channel noise (4.29) could be used for an

estimation. However, since the calculation of this result was obtained by simplifications,
SPICE füll circuit Simulation was preferred for calculation and scaling of final noise Perfor¬
mances. Furthermore it was not possible to have a pion irradiation performed for all ampli¬
fier designs, which implies that for some amplifier designs an extrapolated noise

Performance was calculated, based on noise coefficient measurements. Detailed spectral
noise analysis with the PSI26 amplifier showed an increase of the flicker noise by a factor

of 3.2±0.3 (section 4.5) during irradiation with 200 kGy pions which was used as a multipli-
cation factor in the noise Simulation of flicker noise dominated amplifiers.

Equivalent input noise of the PSI26 amplifier

The total noise was measured as a function of the irradiation dose for the DM_PSI26 ampli¬
fier. Two parameters were different form the final conditions: The input capacitance of

120 fF (only päd) and the peaking time of 50 ns which was the minimum reachable with

this design. The total noise after irradiation was found to be 640 ± 30 electrons. Scaled to

the Standard settings this corresponds to 620±25±10 electrons. Table 4.3 shows the unifor-

mity of the noise measurements on different chips, the noise as a function of the irradiation

dose can be seen in figure 4.16. All measurements in figure 4.16 were done with a slower

shaping which explains the lower noise compared to table 4.3 of only 200 electrons before

irradiation.

Noise spectrum of the PSI26 amplifier

A noise spectrum analysis was done with the DM_PSI26 amplifier in oder to understand the

contributions of the different noise sources. The measurement was done in four steps:

1) Measurement of the Output noise with a spectrum analyzer.

2) The same measurement but with the first push pull inverter (preamplifer) turned

off. Only the noise of the shaper and the output chain is seen. Up to frequencies of

20 MHz the contribution of this second source to the total output noise was below

10%.

3) The transfer function of the whole chain was measured.

4) The quadratic difference of 1) and 2) was divided by the transfer function. The

input noise of the first push pull stage is the result.

Contributions to the input noise may come from (see section 4.2.2)

• white thermal Channel noise of the push-pull inverter which is not frequency

dependent.

J8kf
* white

~~

.
I o„

• flicker noise of the push pull inverter (proportional to fEF/2,0.5<EF<1.2)
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4.5 Noisemeasurements

u

I

fluence [mips/cm ]

Fig. 4.16:

DM_PSI26: Increase of the input noise (ENC)
with the irradiation. The increase by a factor
3.4 confirms the measurement in figure4.18.
The noise is dominated by the flicker noise

which there is measured to increase by a factor
3.2±0.3. These measurements were done with a

slower shaping since afast shaping could not be

realized öfter irradiation.

chip
number

wafer

number

noise

[ENC]

5 2 252 ±6

6 2 263 ±8

8 2 256 ±6

10 2 276 ±7

Tab. 4.3:

DMJPSI26: Noise of the unirra-

diated chips of wafer 2. The

variance ofthe noise measurements

on the different chips is below 20

electrons. This allows to use

different chips in irradiation series.

Vflicker
—

v iAf

lWLC„/£,
(4.40)

white noise ofthe feedback resistor (proportional to f1 if calculated on the input):

(4.41)
4kT

v*f„

!(i+^(6?)) + Rfco2[(l + A(o)))Cf + Cdet]

with

A(fl» =

J®Ccalg„

8mgf + jaCfgn + CO CXinCIout
(4.42)

where Ccal is the calibration capacitance and all other variables are explained in

section 4.2.2.
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell

The proportionality to f can easily be seen in the limes Rf » l/coCf (slow

shaping) and gm » (coCx Cz )/C{ (fast preamplifier) where the equivalent input
noise can be approximated by

v =
——iKL od. (4.43)'""' Ufco\Ccal+Cf+Cdet) 0)

First measurement were done with the unirradiated chip number 5 (see figure 4.17). Differ-

ent values of the feedback resistor Rf were chosen to visualize its contribution For the typi-
cal values of Rf= 0.8 MQ (short integration) it is dominant at frequencies below 10 MHz.

With long integration times (Rf= 20 MQ) it gets small enough that flicker noise becomes

dominant. The white noise of the two input transistors determines the noise for frequencies
above 10 MHz. The same measurement was done with chip number 8 which was irradiated

with 200 kGy pions with the result that for a high feedback resistor and a long integration
time the increase of the flicker noise by a factor 3.2±0.3 (see figure 4.18) could bee seen.

These measurements were used to determine the flicker noise coefficients for SPICE circuit

Simulation. All later simulations were made with the parameters

KF = 0.25-10"25 V2F before irradiation

KF = 0.80-10'25 V2F after 200 kGy pions

EF = 0.60

IF =1.2 (specified by DMILL)
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4.5 Noisemeasurements

-e— noise for R,= 20 MCI

s— noise for R,= 3.5 MCI

noise for Rf= 0.8 MCI
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Fig. 4.17: Input noise ofthe unirradiated chip number 5. The white noise (dominant at

heigh frequencies) is the same for all Integration times. The feedback noise

can be shifted with the feedback resistor (Rß value. The flicker noise appears

for high values of the feedback resistor. Due to thefiltering ofthe shaper only

frequencies around 6-10 MHz will be seen at the Output.
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Fig. 4.18: Input noise of the first push pull stage before and after an irradiation with

200 kGy 300MeV/c pions. Theflicker noise increased by afactor of3.2+0.3.
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell

Equivalent input noise of the PSI30 amplifier

A test chip with three isolated pixels was used to measure the noise of the PSI30 amplifier.
The output of the shaper was randomly sampled and read out through the readout chain.
l'OOO measurements were made and entered in a histogram where the noise was determined

by a gaussian fit. The same measurement has been repeated with the preamplifier switched
off to verify that the measured noise was dominated by the preamplifier (see figure 4.19).
The readout noise was subtracted in quadrature

_
/ ~2 ~2

^amplifier ~

N *-*all
~

"wiihout amplifier (4.44)

for the final preamplifier noise. In a next step the transfer pulse of a 4'000 electron signal
was measured by stepwise sampling for the calculation of the equivalent input noise. The
result of 190±30 electrons is in agreement with the simulated flicker noise of 150±50 elec-

trons. The measured noise will increase to 260+40+30 electrons with the total expected
input capacitance of 80 fF and an other increase by a factor 3.2±0.3 to finally 840±130±120
electrons is expected after the irradiation with 100 kGy.

preamplifier on

o= 212+3 e

-3 84 -3 82 -3 80 -3 78

Vamplifier OUt [V]

140-

120-

ü 100-

c

3

80-

£ 60

40-

20-

b) preamplifier off

a= 88+1 e

-3 84 -3 82 -3 80 -3 78

Vamplifier out tV]

Fig. 4.19: Noise of the PSI30 amplifier read out by random sampling. a) Noise measured

with the preamplifier on. b) Noise measured with the input stage of the pream¬

plifier switched off. Only the noise ofthe shaper and the readout is seen.
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4.5 Noisemeasuretnents

Equivalent input noise of the P-Cascode amplifier

The noise of the P-Cascode amplifier was measured under the most realistic conditions of

all discussed amplifiers. Two differences to the final conditions remained: The input capac-
itance of 45 fF was a factor 1.8 too small and the Irradiation was done with 100 kGy
1.1 MeV photons instead of 200 kGy (6-1014 pions/cm2). But the measurements depicted in

figure 4.16 showed that the increase of the flicker noise is below 10% above an Irradiation

of 100 kGy. The noise measurement was done through the noise hit rate as a function of the

comparator threshold. Figure 4.20 shows at the left side the noise hit rate as a function of

the comparator threshold. Simulation of the architecture Performance showed that a noise

hit rate of 1 kHz increases the activity of the readout bus by extra 10% [18], which is

acceptable. The threshold could be reduced down to 700 electrons for this limit. The 80%

bigger expected detector capacitance will increase this level to 920 electrons in the worst

case which is still below the specification of 2'500 electrons. The noise hit probability per

bunch crossing is shown in figure 4.20 at the right side with a fit for the expected hit rate for

a gaussian noise of 190 electrons. The precision of the measurement is 10 electrons. The

deviation of the observed hit rate from the calculated one for bigger comparator thresholds

partry can be explained by non gaussian contributions like low frequency pick up. Previous

simulations of the P-Cascode circuit gave a white noise contribution of 160-190 electrons

which is within the precision of the Simulation and in quite a good agreement with the mea¬

surement.
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Fig. 4.20: Noise ofthe 'P-Cascode'amplifier öfter an irradiation with 100 kGy 1.1 MeV

photons. Left side: The noise hit rate as a function of the comparator hit

threshold. Right side: The corresponding noise hit probability with the calcu¬

lated graphfor a gaussian noise ofl90 electrons. The surplus ofmeasured hits

for high comparator thresholds partly can be explained by non gaussian con¬

tributions like lowfrequency pick up.
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell

Equivalent input noise of the Bipolar Cascode amplifier

The Bipolar Cascode amplifier is a new design which was sent to production on the

DM_PSI33 chip at the end of the work presented here. For the final conditions a noise level

of 200±50 electrons was obtained in Simulation. The effect of the irradiation was taken in

account by a dramatic reduction of the current gain ß from 175 to 20. This worst case

assumption was taken from the neutron irradiation measurements of the RD 29 group [20].
New improvements of the DMILL process may even increase this current gain by about a

factor 2. The main source of the noise is expected to be the shot noise of the base current.

The contribution of the flicker noise should be negligible due to the buried biploar junction.
Measurements with the chips will have to verify this result when the chips are back from

production.

Noise summary

A comparison of all the different amplifier designs and their different measuring conditions

is presented in table 4.3. The last column gives the extrapolated Performance which is

expected in the final environment and with worst case irradiations from 4 years of Operation
at füll LHC luminosity (1034 cm^sec"1)

Type
conditions

noise

measured

[electrons]

noise final

conditions

[electrons]

PSI26 • Power = 35|iW • Detector capacitance =

• Radiation hard pro-
120fF

cess • Peaking time = 50 ns

• Irradiation with

200 kGy pions

640 ±30 620±30±

10

PSI30 • Power = 35uW • Detector capacitance =

• Radiation hard pro-
15 fF

cess • Peaking time = 35 ns

• Not irradiated

190±30 840±130±

120

P-fet

Cascode

• Power = 35uW • Detector capacitance =

• Radiation hard pro-
45 fF

cess • Peaking time = 29 ns

• Irradiation with 100 kGy

photons

190±10 250±15±

20

Bipolar
Cascode

• All included in Simu¬

lation

- 200+50

Tab. 4.3: Overview ofthe measured and expected noise Performance ofthe different

amplifiers. The expected noise is calculatedfor the conditions ofthe pixel
detector as they are described in section. The second error ofthe expected noise

is the uncertainty ofthe extrapolation to these final conditions. These numbers

have to be compared to the anticipated comparator threshold of2 '500 electrons.
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4.6 Comparator

Push-pull comparator

A simple push-pull stage was used as a comparator in the DM_PSI26 and DM_PSI30

chips. Its advantages are the simplicity and the small design area but several drawbacks

have to be accepted: The comparator level has to be set by the push-pull stage supply volt-

age which can only be varied in a small and well defined voltage area for a given maximum

power consumption. Since the Output of the source follower buffer does not fit in this Win¬

dow the comparator has to be connected directly to the Output of the shaper push-pull stage.
The additional load of the comparator on the high impedance shaper Output slows down the

peaking time. Small pulses are even suppressed if the parasitic feedback capacitance of

minimum 3-4 fF absorbs more Charge than delivered by the signal current. Another draw-

back is the sensitivity to threshold variations which increase during the Irradiation. The gate

voltages of both transistors are close to their thresholds and even a small threshold shift has

a strong influence on the transistor current. The third problem is the big time walk of pulses
which just reach the comparator level.

Diode biased comparator

A new comparator was developed to overcome the problems mentioned above. The basic

ideas are to include an AC-coupling and to define the comparator level with a diode as a

feedback dement which is forward biased by a small current. The current (iset threshold) *s

generated in a long and narrow transistor which operated far away of its threshold and

therefore less sensitive to threshold variations. The very steep IV-characteristics and the

intrinsic radiation tolerance of the bulk process diode together with this well controUed

biasing current define a stable comparator pretension. The diode ensures that the input of

the inverter is always just a few millivolts above the switching point. A signal current which

is bigger than iset threshold wiU discharge the input of the inverter below this switching point
and generate a positive pulse at the Output of the comparator. Figure 4.21 shows a schematic

drawing of the diode comparator.

1 set threshold

Signal in

Fig. 4.21: The schematic layout of the diode biased comparator. A simple push pull
inverter is precharged by a controUed current iset threshold- Signal currents big¬

ger than iset threshold discharge the input ofthe inverter and switch the compar¬

ator.
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Chapter 4: Analog pixel cell

The time walk was measured with a P-Cascode amplifier and a diode biased comparator.
The total time walk between the set threshold of 2'400 electrons and a maximum of 50'000

electrons was 31 ns. The time walk is less than 25 ns for all hits with more than 2'550 elec¬

trons. This time walk can be reduced with a stronger signal differentiation in the amplifier.
This was not possible in this measurement because of the wrong dimensioned feedback

resistor. Newer designs will allow a faster signal shaping with less time walk.

A measurement of the threshold variations has been done with an irradiated (100 kGy) sam-

lO'OOO 20'000 30'000 40'000 50'00(

Signal [electrons]

2 3 4 5 6 7

Pixel number

Fig. 4.22: DM_PSI32 chip after an Irradiation with 100 kGy 1.1 MeV photons. (a) The

time walk of P-Cascode amplifier with a diode biased comparator with the

comparator threshold at 2 '400 electrons. The time walk is less than 25 ns for
all hits with more than 2'550 electrons. (b) Threshold variations for 8 P-Cas¬

code amplifiers with diode biased comparators with an average threshold of
1'930 electrons. The variance is 200 electrons which is small enough even

without any comparator level trimming (see section 4.7).

ple of 8 P-Cascode amplifiers (see figure 4.22 (b)). The average threshold was set at 1930

electrons. The variations were 200 electrons which is small enough even without any com¬

parator level trimming (see section 4.7). However a trimming mechanism will still be

needed to switch off noisy pixels and to adapt the threshold of the pixels at the edge of the

chip which are connected to a twice bigger detector cell and therefore are noisier but also

often have more signal Charge.
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4.7 Trimming

Trimming of a push-pull comparator

A three bit trim mechanism was implemented in each pixel of the DM_PSI30 pixel array

chip in order to compensate comparator threshold spreads. Noisy pixels can be suppressed

by the 'kill' mechanism which is activated by the trim bit combination (1,1,1). Figure 4.23

shows the schematic of the chosen circuit.

Comparator threshold variations of the first double column were measured before any irra-

diation. As expected they were below the critical limit of 500 electrons. All comparator
thresholds were trimmed to the highest measured value in a second Step and the measure-

ment was repeated. Figure 4.24 shows the variations before and after the trimming. An

improvement by a factor of 3 was achieved.

Bit1-|[h Blt2-|[h Bit3—|[h

trim

'comp

Fig. 4.23: The trim andpixel mask mechanism ofthe DM_PSI30 chip. The current source

in the kill mechanism opens the switch if all bits are set to high and disables

the comparator. A trim current itrim is added at the Output ofthe inverter ifat
least one bit is switched on. The scale ofthe simple trim DAC can be set by the

global Vtrjm voltage.

Trimming of the diode biased comparator

A direct trimming of the inverter switching point as it was done of the push-pull compara¬

tor is not possible with the diode biased comparator with the concept of a seif adjusting

operating point. Figure 4.25 shows the Schema of a possible trim for the diode biased com¬

parator. The threshold of the comparator is set by the current of the two scaled p-FETs at

the input of the inverter. With a W/L ratio of 0.6/10 and 0.6/20 they have been chosen very

weak to allow a trim voltage of about -1300 mV which is far enough from the transistor

threshold and reduces the sensitivity to threshold variations. A strong p-fet (W/L=2.2/0.8)
is used to disable the comparator if the trim bits are set to (1,1).
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b) Pixel column after trimming
o = 88 electrons
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Fig. 4.24: Trimming of the comparator threshold variations in a double column. (a) The

sigma of the variations before trimming was 280 electrons. (b) Trimming
reduced the variations down to 88 electrons (right).
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Fig. 4.25: A possible pixel trim and kill mechanism for the diode biased comparator. The

threshold ofthe comparator is set by the current ofthe two scaled p-FETs at the

input of the inverter. With a W/L ratio of 0.6/10 and 0.6/20 they have been cho-

sen very weak to allow a trim voltage of about -1300 mV which is far enough
from the transistor threshold and reduces the sensitivity to threshold variations.

A strong p-FET (W/L=2.2/0.8) is used to disable the comparator ifthe trim bits

are setto (1,1).
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4.8 Signal crosstalk

The very high data rate close to the interaction point at LHC and the requirement of a dead-

time less readout enforce simultaneous data readout and data taking. Crosstalk of readout

activities to the highly sensitive analog input mainly can occur through three mechanisms:

Direct capacitive coupling of digital lines to the high impedance input, coupling through the

chip Substrate and coupling on the power supply causing analog power surges.

Crosstalk of a switching digital bus line

On the DM_PSI30 chip all bus lines were drawn on the first metal layer while the power

routing was done on the second metal layer which by this at the same time serves as a

shielding over the whole chip. The same method is planned for the final pixel readout chip.
The direct crosstalk of a switching digital bus line on the first metal layer to the input of a

amplifier was measured on a test block on the DM_PS32 chip. For this purpose a test line

was designed on the first metal layer at a distance of 6.8 (im to a 37 um long päd on the sec¬

ond metal layer. The whole chip around the bump päd was covered by a shielding metal 2

power supply for the amplifier. The gap in the metal 2 layer between the bump päd and the

shielding was 1.6 (im. Figure 4.26 shows the geometry of the test arrangement and the

result of a 5 V pulse on the test line. The measured '1000 electrons crosstalk will reduce by
at least a factor 5 in a typical pixel application with twice smaller pads and ten times bigger
distance between switching digital lines and the preamplifier. Crosstalk by capacitive cou¬

pling of a pulsed line to the amplifier input though will not be relevant for the minimum

threshold limits of a pixel chip.

a) b)

Pulsed line
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Fig. 4.26: (a) For crosstalk tests a switching line was designed on the first metal layer at

a distance of6.8 jlm to a 37 /um long päd on the second metal layer. The whole

chip around the bump päd was covered by a shielding metal 2 power supply
for the amplifier. (b) The crosstalk of 5 V pulse on the test line in comparison
with the pulse of a 1 '000 electrons calibrate Signal.
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Crosstalk of a running read out wave

Crosstalk strongly depends on details of layout and chosen circuit configuration. For a rep-

resentative measurement two double columns with each 60 fully functional pixels cells

were implemented on the DM_PSI32 chip which allows total crosstalk measurements under

realistic conditions. By lowering the comparator threshold of pixels while a token wave was

propagated through these pixels a crosstalk of 700 - 750 electrons was measured. The

crosstalk to the neighbor column could not be seen and an upper limit of < 450 electrons

can be set. With a foreseen pixel threshold of 2'500 electrons there should be enough mar¬

gin to tolerate this crosstalk. These results were obtained with a pixel size of

125 [im x 125 |im. The source of the crosstalk probably are local power surges since the

measurements of section indicate that the direct capacitive crosstalk should only be in the

order of maximum 200 electrons.
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4.9 Proposed analog cell

4.9 Proposed analog cell

The presented results show that the 'P-Cascode' amplifiers fulfills the requirements in

noise, power consumption, speed and space consumption. However further improvements
may be done with the Bipolar Cascode design. But this design first will have to verify the

Simulation results. The diode biased comparator showed acceptable threshold vanations of

200 electrons after irradiation which even would allow to leave away the trim mechanism.

Since one bit for a selective pixel kill mechanism will be needed anyway and since the pix-
els at the edge of a chip will have bigger noise as well as bigger signal Charge, a two bit

trimming is considered.
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Fig. 4.27: A possible Solution ofthe analog block ofa pixel readout chipfor LHC.
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Chapter 5

DM_PSI30: Prototype with 22 x 30

pixel array

The DMILL radiation hard DM_PSI30 chip was the first 22 x 30 pixel array testing the col¬

umn drain architecture. A short overview and two photographs can be found in section 3.3.

The pixels are grouped in pairs back to back with a common signal bus for the 250 um wide

double column. This results in 11 double columns with 60 pixels each. The chip has been

designed as a complete System with all necessary circuits like pixel trim programming,

time-stamp counter and trigger mechanism, as they are required in a real experiment.

The steps in a DM_PSI30 readout are:

1) Hit in a pixel. The comparator detects the hit and a flip-flop is set. The comparator

can be trimmed individually to compensate threshold variations.

2) A ColOr signal is sent to the column periphery.

3) The column Stores the time of the write bunch crossing counter (Write BQ in the

time stamp buffer.

4) The whole column is frozen. All analog Outputs are sampled and stored in each

pixel cell. Further hits are disabled.

5) The stored time-stamp is compared to the search bunch crossing counter (Search

BQ which is delayed against Write BC by the trigger latency AT^g.

6) If the column gets a trigger request simultaneously with the coincidence of the

stored time-stamp and the Search BC, the column connects to the read out stream

of the chip. The chip read bit line is routed through a dummy cell for the column

address, three dummy cells with the time-stamp number and finally trough the

whole pixel array (2 x 30) of the column. Each of the three dummy cells with the

time-stamp number contains 4 of the 12 time-stamp bits in an analog 16 step

encoding.

If there is no trigger request simultaneously with the coincidence of the stored

time-stamp and the Search BC, the column resets the time-stamp register and

Switches the pixel array back to data acquisition mode.

7) The next chip read bit reads all columns with verified time-stamps as they are

described in 6) above.
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5.1 Architecture and design

Four simplifications of the füll column drain architecture though were made:

• The number of possible time-stamps per column is reduced form 8 to 1.

• The hit Information is stored in each pixel during the whole trigger 1 latency and

not in the column periphery.

• No additional hit is allowed in the column during this time.

• A column with a verified time-stamp is always read out completely. No zero sup-

pression of the pixels without hit is done within a hit column.

5.1 Architecture and design

Pixel chip

The chip has two Outputs: The analog pulse
height and a four bit analog encoded pixel
address (see section 5). Both Outputs are driven

with a bipolar npn-transistor that permits to

drive capacitive loads of several pF. A tristate

mechanism allows to connect them to a com¬

mon readout bus line if a read bit is on the

chip, enabling serial combinations of several

chips. A dummy shift register cell at the begin-
ning is used to set a 'chip in' flag (black) on

the analog bus. The 'chip out' flag is set at the

very end of the chip readout (white). These two

signals allow to count how many chips where

skipped because they didn't have any columns

waiting for the readout.

The time counters for the WBC and the SBC

are on the chip. Both have a bypass mechanism

for faster carry-signals from time 11111111 to

time 00000000. At the left side an extra Space

of 40 |j,m is needed for the program shift regis¬
ter cells for row selection (see section below)

figure 5.1.

Column periphery

All columns work completely independent.The hits of two different triggers in two different

columns can mix in the read out. They will have to be identified by their time-stamp num¬

ber and separated in the data acquisition System. A photograph and a schematic picture of

the column logic are shown in figure 5.2.

Fig. 5.1:

A photograph ofthe DM_PSI30 chip.

A photograph of the chip can be seen in
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a) b)

Fig. 5.2: a) The right lower corner of the 22 x 30 pixel chip DM_PSI30 with column

periphery and first pixel rows visible. The column periphery contains the

time-stamp mechanism with trigger coincidence, octal coded header genera-
tion of time-stamp and column number, programming circuits for pixel thresh-

old trims, pixel disable and calibration signals.
b) Simplified schematics of the same column periphery with time-stamp
mechanism.

Pixel cell

The size of a pixel unit cell is 125 |im x 125 um of which 15% were left empty to show that

the additional functionality which is required for the füll column drain architecture would

have enough space in this pixel cell. In this context it has to be remembered that newer mea-

surements of the detector signal Charge after irradiation and simulations of the architecture

impose that 150 |im x 150 |im (i.e. a 44% bigger area) can be chosen for the final design.
Most of this extra area will be absorbed by a less dense layout with a higher yield expecta-
tion. The following functions are implemented in each pixel:

• An analog block with calibration abilities and comparator.

• A 3-bit SRAM (static memory) and a 3-bit DAC.
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5.1 Architectureanddesign

An individual comparator threshold shift can be added to the global threshold with

the 3 trim-bits stored in the SRAM.

The trim-bit combination (1,1,1) is used to disable the comparator. Single pixels
can be masked.

Each pixel has a flip-flop which can be set by the comparator. A ColOr signal is

sent to the column periphery where a time-stamp is latched.

Sampling of the analog pulse height on the /hold signal from the column periphery.
This signal is sent to disable all comparators (not shown in the figure) and to störe

the analog pulse.

A shift register unit for clocked readout of the pixel array of the column (2 x 30

pixels). A read bit connects the analog pulse height to the hit readout line analog
out.

The address of each pixel is analog octal encoded and in parallel connected to a

address readout line address out.

The flip-flop can be reset by the column periphery after each column readout.

disable comparator /color
address analog

out out RBO

global threshold-

bump päd

/hold /pixel-reset /color /RBI phil phi2

Programming

The individual pixel thresholds and individual calibrate Signals are programmed with a 104

units long programming shift register. The first 44 bits are used for programming content.

Each of the 11 double columns on the chip needs four bits: calibrate yes/no, trim bit 1, trim

bit 2 and trim bit 3. They are stored in the column peripheries. The next 60 bits are used for

the row selection. There are 30 rows and each row has to distinguish between the left side

and the right side of a column. These bits are stored along the left side of the chip. An addi-

tional päd {program select) is used to copy the trim bits of a program bit stream stored in the

column periphery into all selected pixel rows. The analog calibrate signal is routed to the
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pixel area of a column if the calibrate bit is set in the column periphery. Figure 5.3 shows

how the bits are routed to the pixel cells and read in by the program select signal. A füll

chip can be programmed with individual settings for each pixel by programming one row

after the other: A 104 bit stream with only one of the 60 row selects active is read into the

chip. A program select copies the 44 data bits to this selected row and side. The same pro¬
cedura has to be repeated for each row.

program select
leftside'

rightside'

pixel row

column

left side

*/ SRAM

— read in

°cal

rigbt side

*
= stored along the left side of the chip

# = stored in the column perifery

y SRAMH
t— read in

Hh>
'cal

III ft

I^Cj c^

Fig. 5.3: The programming mechanism of the pixel cell. A common data bus connects

the pixel cells ofa column to the data stored in the column periphery. The trim

bits are latched in the 3-bit SRAM if the 'program select' switch is activated.

The global chip calibrate (analog) is routed to the pixel area ifthe calibrate bit

is stored in the column periphery.

5.2 Results

Functionality

All functions which were described in section 5 are running. Individual comparator thresh-

olds can be programmed and selected pixels can be switched off with the trim bit combina-

tion 1,1,1. A comparator of a defined pixel can be set by a calibrate pulse. The column can

be seen in the readout if a trigger is present after the programmed delay of the Search BC

counter. Readout activity and simultaneous undisturbed data taking have been shown down

to a comparator threshold of 690 electrons.
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5.2 Results

Speed

The maximum readout speed of this chip is limited by the peaking time of the readout bus

line which is 70 ns. A faster readout scheme was simulated and will be implemented in the

next chip. Both bunch crossing counters have been tested up to 50 MHz.

Address encoding

The data of a column is read out in a fixed format since there is no zero suppression of pix-
els within a trigger verified column. In this case a simple bit in the address out line would

be enough for a secure identification of the pixel which initiated the readout. An octal

address analog encoding was implemented to test the reliability of unambiguous address

identification which will be needed in the final column drain architecture with zero suppres¬
sion even within a column. Figure 5.5 a) shows the measured output signals from the octal

coded pixel address of a complete column (2 x 30 pixel). The histogram in figure 5.5 b) rep-
resents the same data but sorted according the observed pixel address value. Although the

spacing is not completely uniform the different values are clearly separated (= 20 G) and

allow a safe address recognition in the data acquisition. For a final answer, however, the

same measurements are in preparation for irradiated chips (100 kGy).

b)

••

*
'

'

"^

- *

— m

Fig. 5.4: a) The beginning of a readout of the DM_PSI30 chip. A bit is clocked through
the three time-stamp units, the column address unit and then through the 60

pixels of the column. The trace above ('analog out') shows the analog signal
ofeach ofthese cells. The pulse in the trace below ('address out') shows which

pixel had initiated the readout. The height contains an octal encoded address

Information.
b) The same two Outputs of the chip if the comparators of all pixels in the chip
fired in the same trigger confirmed bunch crossing. All pixels show their

address in the 'address out' line. The octal encoding of the addresses can be

seen (more details below in section ).
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a) b)
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Fig. 5.5: Octal coded pixel address from the DM_PSI30 22 x 30 pixel chip. (a) Mea-

sured pulse form of the octal coded address Output for a complete column

(2 x 30 pixels). (b) Histogram of the octal coded address values of a column.

An unambiguous address identification can be made.

Crosstalk

The DM_PSI30 chip is designed for simultaneous data taking and readout of hits. Hence it

is suited for crosstalk measurements. Synchronous switching of the 8-bit Write Bunch

crossing Counter (WBC) and the 12—bit Search Bunch crossing Counter (SBC) as well as

the synchronous refresh of the readout clock in each pixel cause power surges in the order

of 300 mV on the digital supply voltages. Future designs will reduce this peak current con-

sumption by the change to Gray code counter coding with only one bit changing per clock

cycle and by the introduction of the clockless asynchronous wave readout. The DM_PSI30
nevertheless can be used for worst case crosstalk measurements and tests of the power sup¬

ply filtering. Analog and digital power were each stabilized by a 1 nF high frequency and a

1 (xF low frequency capacitance at a distance of about 8 mm to the chip. Proper Operation of

the füll chip with individual and simultaneous data taking and data readout in the columns

was possible down to a global comparator threshold of 1'800 electrons i.e. 70% of the

planned comparator threshold of 2'500 electrons.

5.3 Determination of the calibration capacitance

The calibration capacitance was calculated to be 1.5 ±0.5fF. A measurement was done with

a Charge injection by a 500 |im x 500 jxm diode which was attached to small probe needle

and then connected with the bump päd of a pixel on the DM_PSI0 pixel array chip (see

figure 5.6). The chip was then switched to the 'füll readout' mode which disables the auton-

omous column readout management and allowed to connect the chosen pixel permanenfly
to the analog readout. The analog pulse height generated by any Charge injection now was

directly visible at the chip Output. A first pulse spectrum recorded with the 16'400± 100

electrons injected by the irradiation with an 41Am 59.5 KeV y-source (see spectrum in
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5.3 Determination ofthe calibration capacitance

figure 5.7). Charge then was injected by the calibration capacitance for the calibration mea-

surement. Special emphasis had to be put on the total capacitance of the calibrate signal to

the bump päd which had three contributions:

1) The explicit calibration capacitance Ccaj on the chip.

2) Direct coupling ofthe calibrate line to the probe needle on the bump päd (Cprobe).

3) Direct coupling ofthe calibrate line to the bump päd itself (Cbump). It was found to

be irrelevant.

Cbump can De measured if the probe needle is lifted of and the calibrate switch is open. If the

probe needle is on the bump bond päd Cbump+Cprobe is measured. All three capacitances are

measured if the switch is closed (see table 5.1).

Ccal was calculated to be

Ccal = 1.75±0.04fF.

With a systematic error of 10% and process variations of another 10% we get the final result

of

Ccal = 1.75 ±0.2 fF.

Fig. 5.6: The setup for the measurement of the calibration capacitance. A 500 \ü?n x

500 /um pixel detector was directly connected to a probe needle and placed on

the bump päd. An Am y-source was usedfor a controlled Charge injection.
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measurement pulse height on output [mV]

ameritium source

(switch closed

probe needle on päd)

316±5

calibrate signal 1030 mV

(switch closed

probe needle on päd)

350±1.3

calibrate signal 1030 mV

switch open

probe needle on päd

132±3

calibrate signal 1030 mV

switch open

probe needle lifted up

<5

Tab. 5.1: An overview ofthe pulse heights measured in the different settings.
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.5554E-03
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Fig. 5.7: The pulse height spectrum of Ameritium 59.5 KeV y-source measured with

the DM_PSI30 pixel array chip.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Several problems have to be overcome in the new field of Silicon pixel detectors. At the

beginning of the project it was not clear that pixels with a fully functional architecture can

be realized in the limited and physics defined pixel area of 150 x 150 |im2. Further concerns

were the amplifier speed and noise Performance with the strong power restrictions of

35 ji.W per pixel analog block as well as the comparator threshold uniformity under the

strong irradiation of LHC Operation.

The newly developed amplifier 'P-Cascode' fulfills all the requirements for a Silicon pixel
detector at CMS. For a comparator threshold of 2'400 electrons the time-walk is below

25 ns for all events with at least 2'550 electrons Charge. Only the events in the ränge of

2'400 to 2'550 electrons are linked to the next bunch crossing and an effective time-walk

defined threshold is introduced at 2'550 electrons. New improved designs of the 'P-Cas¬

code' amplifier even promise to reduce time-walk below 25 ns for any Charge above the

threshold. After irradiation with 100 kGy 1.1 MeV photons and with a dummy detector

capacitance of 45 fF an equivalent noise Charge (ENC) of 190±10 electrons was measured.

Even with a detector capacitance of 80 fF, as new estimation predict, noise will only
increase to 250±15±20 electrons which is still far below the acceptable ENC of 500 elec¬

trons. The new amplifier also showed a good pulse form uniformity with variations of the

order of 5% after an irradiation with 100 kGy 1.1 MeV photons.

The 'diode biased' comparator is also a new development for the high demands of the pixel
vertex detector. A small AC-coupled comparator with radiation hard threshold definition

and small time-walk tendency had to be found. The 'diode biased' comparator design
showed a very high radiation tolerance with threshold variations of only 200 electrons after

irradiation. The signal current defined threshold further reduces the comparator induced

time-walk for pulses close to the threshold level.

The DM_PSI30 22 x 30 pixel array chip is a first and radiation hard prototype of the col-

umn drain architecture. Even though the architecture was simplified for this first approach
important tests of the architecture principle could be made. The chip shows füll autonomous

hit detection in the pixel cells with an individual and programmable comparator threshold.

Hits are recorded and linked to the corresponding time-stamp of the bunch crossing. After a

programmable trigger delay of up to 255 bunch crossings the trigger existence is checked

and the hits are prepared for the readout if confirmed. Otherwise they are deleted and data

taking is continued. All columns work completely independent. A füll column drain archi¬

tecture chip is in preparation at the moment, based on the experience with the DM_PSI30

chip.

A 'wave' readout mechanism has been tested with a skip time of 620 ps per pixel which is

fast enough for the column drain architecture.
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Search for the rare Decays

(j)->rie+e~ and 0->/r°e+e~
at VEPP-2M



Chapter 1: Introduction

1 Introduction

The radiative decays V—>Py of a vector meson (V) into a pseudoscalar meson (P) and a

gamma quantum suggest the existence of rare conversion decays V->Pl+V with internal

conversion of the photon into two leptons. Both graphs can be seen in figure 1.1 correspond-

ing to the decays of the vector meson V produced in e+e"-annihilation.

Planned 0-factories [1] [2] will provide a source of a large number of 0-mesons, which

will also allow to study these rare decays. Since conversion decays have a Virtual photon,

the question arises if they can be used to probe the vector meson transition form factor f(q2)
for q2 > 0. This will check the predictions at low energies of various theoretical modeis of

which the Vector Dominance Model (VDM) is the most common.

VEPP-2M [3] is a e"V-collider at Novosibirsk running with a peak luminosity of

£=5-1030 cm'VHn the energy ränge from the threshold of pion pair production up to 2 • 0.7

GeV. An Upgrade to increase the luminosity by up to a factor of 20 is planned.

The CMD-2 detector [4] [5] [6] at VEPP-2M started physics in 1992 and 1.8 fb"1 of data

around the 0-resonance were collected until 1994. Estimates show that with this luminosity

it should be possible to observe the two most frequent conversion decays 0 -»i\ere and

j.
° + -

<p—>K e e .

Calculations based on the experimental values for the radiative branching ratios

T((j)->riy)/r(<t)->all) and T{<l>->7f'f)IT(<p->aU), predict a branching ratio for the conversion

decays of r(0-wjeV)/r(0-*iM) = (1.1±0.1)-10-4 and T{^7fe+e)IT{<l)-*iU) =

(1.3±0.1)-10"5 [7]. The experimental value for 0->rjeV is T((j)->T]e+eyr(<l)->all) =

(1.3 To68) • 10 wim 5 events observed [8]. The decay <j) -> K°e+e has not been seen so

far and the Upper limit is set to T((j)-^n0e+eyr(<t>-Mll) < 1.2-10"4 [9].

The goal of this work was to improve the measurement of §->i]e+e and to make an attempt

to observe (t>->7t°e+e~ for the first time. Also of interest is the estimation of the CMD-2 pos-

sibilities to measure the transition form factors in these decays with much higher data sam-

ples expected in the future.

Fig. 1.1: Figure a): A radiative decay into a pseudo scalar meson (P) and a photon ofa
vector meson (V) produced in e+e'-annihilation

. Figure b): e+e~-annihilation

with the corresponding conversion decay e+e~—>V->Pl+l~.
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2.1 Electromagnetic transitionformfactors

2 Physics motivation

2.1 Electromagnetic transition form factors

Electromagnetic transition form factors flq2) are used in the calculation of a wide ränge of

decays and reactions like P->yy, P->e+e', P-*e+e~y, V->Py, P->Vy, V->Pe+e', yy->P.

Figure 2.1 shows a few typical graphs of such processes in e+e~, yyand yp collisions.

e"V-collision yp-fusion e/7-collision

Fig. 2.1: Afew typical graphs for processes including the electromagnetic transition

formfactorf(q< )where cfis the photon mass.

In addition to the purely phenomenological analysis of the transition form factors based on

the Vector Dominance Model (see section 2.2), there exist different dynamical modeis in

which attempts are made to describe such form factors. These modeis include dominance of

triangle quark anomalies [10] [11], triangle quark loops with the masses of the constituent

quarks [12] [13] [14] [15], QCD asymptotic behavior [16], QCD inspired potential

calculations [17] [18], nonlocal quark modeis [19], bag modeis [20] etc. One should also

mention recent chiral perturbation theory estimates [21] numerous QCD based approaches

(see [22] and references therein) as well as lattice calculations [23]. Although in some cases

such modeis can qualitatively reproduce the data, we are still far from having a good model

correctly accounting for the experimental information available today. New more accurate

measurements are also needed.

2.2 The Vector Dominance Model (VDM)

The basic ideas of the Vector Dominance Model (VDM) arose in the dispersive analysis of

hadronic electromagnetic form factors. The model assumes that in the course of the colli-
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Chapter 2: Physics motivation

sion, the photon first transforms into the ordinary vector mesons p°, CO or 0, which then

undergo conventional hadronic interactions.

Various formulations of the VDM (in the framework of the dispersion approach or in

lagrangian field theory with elementary vector mesons) can be surnmarized as: The ampli-

tude of the electromagnetic transition yA-4B between arbitrary hadronic states A and B is

expressed via the amplitudes of processes generated by the real vector mesons V (p°, co, ())).

An illustration of this process is shown in figure 2.2.

The relation is

A(y*A->B) = e £
m, 1

-A{V + A->B)
V = p, co, 0 Sv

mv-q - irvmv

where all the dependence on q2=(Pß-PA)2 w*tn PA=momentum of particle A and

PB=momentum of particle B is contamed in the vector meson propagators. Here mv is the

vector meson mass, Ty is the vector meson width, gy is the universal vector meson to had-

ron coupling constant, defined in such way that emv2/gv is the effective y <-> V transition

constant, an analogue of the electric Charge e.

General descriptions of the VDM can be found in [24], [25] and [26].

z
v

Fig. 2.2: Illustration ofthe Vector Dominance Model (VDM): The amplitude ofthe elec¬

tromagnetic transition y A->B between arbitrary hadronic states A and B (left

side) can be expressed as the sum over the transitions with a vector meson

introduced between the photon and the hadrons (right side).
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+ -

2.3 Testing the VDM with the decay §-±r)e*e

The electromagnetic yA—>B transition amplitude between arbitrary hadronic states A and B

can be used to test the Vector Dominance Model (VDM) for q2=0. The ränge of <^>0 has to

be scanned with processes with Virtual photons y*. A good candidate is the discussed pro-

cess (p-^riy, y ->e+e~. Figure 2.3 shows this decay with the corresponding graph for the

VDM calculation. The measured form factor/^(q ) (left side) can be compared with the

calculation of the Vector Dominance Model (right side) were the ^-dependence is

expressed by the well known vector meson propagator. Here the sum over the vector mesons

is replaced by the co-meson only because the p violates the G-parity conservation.

/
^(<j>-Hl+CO)

W>

Fig. 2.3: The decay <f)—>T}e+e~ (left side) and the corresponding graph for the Vector

Dominance Model (VDM). The coupling of (/) to T] and y* is replaced by the

sum over the coupling of^torf and a vector meson Vwith a later conversion of
the vector meson to the Virtual photon y*. This simplifies the calculation since

the q^-dependence ofthe conversion V—>y is well known.

The form factor/fg2) now can be calculated in the VDM-approximation:

f(q ) = MQ ->n+(o)
1 em

(O

ma-q -irnj*» 8m
(2.1)

2
,

2
which for small q (q «mm) and a small resonance width (rü)«mm) reduces to

f(q2)=ß((l>->ri + a))-
80)

( 2\

(2.2)

The energy dependence of the form factor can be expressed by

F{q2) :=
%£i

(2.3)
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Chapter 2: Physics motivation

where

2

F(q2) = l + 3-.

2 2
Since the matrix element favors small q we expect F(q ) =1 in most cases for a decay

into two electrons. It would be easier to study the form factor with a decay into muons,

2
where q would be bigger. But unfortunately these decays have a too small branching ratio

to be observable with the data collected up to now.

Landsberg [28] reports that a deviation of the VDM form factor/^2) has been observed in

the decay (0->TiPß+ß.
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3.1 The calculation ofthe matrix elementfor e+e~->V->Ptl~

3 Calculation of the matrix element

3.1 The calculation of the matrix element for e+e ->V—>Pl*l~

'S

The calculation of the squared matrix element, averaged over all spin states, | W | was

done for the general case of the vector meson V production in e+e' collisions and its subse-

quent conversion decay:

eV->v->p/+r

Fig. 3.1: The conversion decay e+e~—>V—>Pl+l~ with all variables that were used in the

calculation ofthe matrix element.

Following the Feynman rules we get the expression

fä - euia^üi-fy-tjgyy— -2
- f{q2)e7)aß(0PaPß-^eü{d)yX)u{-c)

k k -mv-imvrv q

which we Square and average over all spin states. We get

4 2 f2, 2,
1^,2

*
gyvf W )

4T

ly) -I- myl y)

with

k q ({k -mv)
+

myFy)

T ~ [aßbß'+ [aß'bß-j8ßß'J£ßaßveß'a'ß'v'PaPa'Qß(lß{cvdv'+ cv^v~ j8vvj)>
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Chapter 3: Calculation of the matrix element

where T can be divided into four terms T = T0+T1+T2+T3.

1 2 2

T0 = 4k 9 eßaßveßa'ß'vPaPa^ß^ß'
1,2 2(( .2 2 2N

- 2k q ((m) ~P q )

2

T} = -k £ßa.ßv£ßa'ß'v'PaPa'(lß<lß'cvdv'

= -2(21^({pq)2 - p2q2) + -2p2q4 - 2q2(pc)(pd)J

2

T2 = '4 eßaßveß'a'ß'vPaPa^ß^ß^J3ß'
2

= q-{2n\(pk)2 - p2k2) + J-p2k4 - 2k2(pa)(pb))

T3 = eßaßv£ß'a'ß'v'PaPa'<lßqß'(aßbß'+aß'bß)(cßd^+cß<dII)

= ((kq)2 - k2q2){l - 2n2)(l - 2m2) + lk2q\aß)2

-\q2mf-2-2ny/(aq)2[l-2m2)
-1-aaß)(kq)-(aq)(ßk))2

The following definitions have been used:

m:= Mass of the produced leptons

n := Mass of the colliding leptons

k:= a+b

q := c+d

a:= a-b

ß:= c-d
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Putting all together we find the final expression:

2 2 2 .2, 2,

3*1'
4K a 8ryf d ^ Xm \2 i2 2\(3i2 2

, a
2 A

,

1 2i2 2<i2 , 2^
W\

= —-— '—2

j-^~\i(kq)

-k q )\^-k q +4n m

J
+ -p k q (k +q ))

\2

44 2 2 2 2 _2 I
k q ((k -mv) + mvrv)iv1 v>

-1-k2q2((aß)2 - (aq)2 - (kß)2 -4(pa)(pb) - 4(pc)(pd))

+ k m (aq) +k n (kß)

3.2 Monte Carlo generators

A primary event generator using Monte Carlo techniques has been written for the general

process e+e~ -» V ->Pl+l~, using the acceptance rejection method. The following decays

can be simulated within a ränge of center of mass energies of 100 MeV around the corre-

sponding vector meson resonance:

1) <f>->rie+e~

2) (j> -> 7Ui+ß-

3) ty->K°e+e

4) (f>->n0ß+ß'

5) (0->r\e+e

6) Q)->riß+ß~

1) (0->K e e

8) (0->K°ii+n'

On a VAX 4000/60 the generation of one event takes about 1 second for a decay with two

electrons and about 10 ms for a decay with two muons. This time could be decreased if the

importance sampling method would be used for the Monte Carlo rejection. Since the gener¬

ation time for an event is small compared to the detector Simulation with CMD2SIM [27],

this has not been done yet.
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4 The Detector CMD-2

The CMD-2 detector has been described in more detail elsewhere [4] [5] [6]. The Csl bar-

rel calorimeter with 6x6x15 cm3 crystal size is placed outside a 0.8 m diameter supercon-

ducting cylindrical solenoid with a 1 Tesla azimuthal Symmetrie magnetic field. The endcap

calorimeter is made of 2.5 x 2.5 x 15 cm3 BGO crystals. It was not yet installed for the data

presented here. The drift Chamber inside the solenoid has about 200 ^m resolution trans-

verse to the beam and 500-600 ^im longitudinally. The reconstruetion of charged particles

in the drift Chamber yielded a transverse momentum uncertainty of 9% at 0.5 GeV and an

energy resolution in the Csl calorimeter of 10% for 0.5 GeV photons have been shown. The

transverse momentum resolution has been improved with a new reconstruetion program in

1996.

Two first-level triggers were used in the data aquisition, a neutral trigger (NT) and a track

finder trigger (TF). The neutral trigger analyzes the r(p-projection of all energy deposited in

the Csl crystals. The event is accepted if two coUinear Clusters, two non coUinear Clusters or

three or more Clusters are found with in each at least 30 MeV energy deposited. The track

finder trigger requires one or more tracks in the first and second superlayers of the drift

Chamber.

The first level trigger rate was about 30 Hz with an average event size of 1 kB.
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3.2 Monte Carlo generators

Fig. 4.1: The CMD2 detector. 1: beam pipe, 2: drift Chamber, 3: z-chamber,

4: superconducting solenoid, 5: compensation solenoid, 6: BGO endcaps,
7: Csl calorimeter, 8: muon System, 9: magnet yoke, 10: storage ring lens. A

scale with units in [mm] is shown in the lower right corner.
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5 Measuring fy-^r]e+e and §—>7fe+e at CMD2

5.1 Introduction

Only data from 1992 - 1994 was taken for this data analysis which corresponds to a total

integrated luminosity of 1'826 pb"1 around the 0-resonance. At this time the BGO endcaps

were not yet installed. The solid angle covered by the detector was 70% of 4k.

The characteristic patterns of the two processes <j>->7]e+e~ and 0-»7T°e"V and all relevant

background sources are briefly shown in this chapter. A more detailed discussion is per-

formed in chapter 8.

5.2 The decay mode <f>—>r]e+e

To detect r\, the decay mode r\ —>yy was chosen with a branching ratio of 0.392. Not more

than four particles have to be detected and where no additional charged particle is disturbing

the significant pattern of the two primary electrons with small opening angle. It was

required that all four particles hit the calorimeter.

The main characteristics of 0 -* r]e+e~ events are, that the distribution of

• the sum of the momenta of two leptons peaks at p+ + p. = 0.36GeV/c (the

momentum of the recoil photon).

• the space angle between two leptons peaks at aee = 0°.

• the invariant mass of two photons corresponds to 7]: Myy = 0.55GeV.

• the füll energy deposited in the calorimeter is at least Ecalo > 750MeV.

• the minimum photon energy is Ev > 0.1 GeV.
'min

This is illustrated in figure 5.1 and figure 5.2. The only requirement for data in these figures

was that all four particles hit the calorimeter. Only the J] -decay mode r] -~> yy was simu-

lated. The kinematical reconstruction procedure will allow to improve both, resolution and

background suppression (see section 7).
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Fig. 5.1: Simulationfor <j)—>T]e+e~ with ri—>yyiftwo charged particles and two photons
are detected. Figure a): The main characteristic features are the peaking at

aee = 0° and p+ + p. = 0.36GeV/c. Figure b): The invariant mass ofthe two

photons corresponds to the mass of rj.
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Fig. 5.2: Simulationfor ty—>r\e+e' with T\—>Tf. The energy deposited in the calorimeter

can be seen infigure a). The electrons lost some energy in the solenoid infront

ofthe calorimeter. The minimum energy ofthe photons is shown infigure b).
Photon energies Ey<0.1 GeVcomefrom energy losses in the photon Cluster.
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5.3 The decay mode <f>—>n?e+e

The <p —> n°e+e~ events show a similar pattern as the 0 —> t]e+e'. The main charactenstic

features are that the distributions of

• the sum of the momenta of two leptons peaks at p+ + p. = 0.5GeV/c (the momen-

tum of the recoil photon).

• the Space angle between two leptons peaks at aee = 0°.

• the invariant mass of two photons corresponds to n°: M^ = 0.135GeV.

• the energy deposited in the calorimeter is at least Ecalo > 750MeV.

• there is no lower limit for the photon energy.

This is illustrated in figure 5.3 and figure 5.4. Again only the k decay mode k —>YY was

selected.
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5.4 List of background processes

The two processes of interest and the main contribution of background processes are shown

in table 5.1. The most critical sources of background are:

For (j)->T]e+e~:

• 0 -> Tjy with the conversion of the primary photon in the beam pipe y —> e+e~.

The small opening angle between the two charged particles decreases the Vertex

resolution to such an extend that no clear distinction between two electrons from

the beam interaction point and two electrons from the conversion in the beam

pipe at a radius of 1.7 cm could be made.

• e+e~ -> e+e~yy (QED). One of the contributing graphs is e+e~ -> yy(y) with the

internal conversion of one of three photons y* -> e+e~ which always results in

ccee ~ 0°. The invariant mass of two remaining photons has a flat distribution

which helps to reduce their number. But they still contribute to the background

due to the large number of e* e —>e+e'yy events.

For§—>k e+e~:

• <f) —> K y with the conversion of the primary photon (see above).

• e+e~ ->e+e~yj (QED) (see above).

• (j)—m+K7f: Two charged particles and two photons (from if-^yf) are seen. The

main differences are the lower total energy which is deposited in the calorimeter

(energy loss of the neutrinos from the pion decay) and the preference of larger

opening angles oc^ (phase space).
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5.4 List ofbackground processes

process

(decay probability) [%]
decay mode

(decay probability) [%]

total probability

<t> -¥ rje+e'

0.013+°oZ

7] -> yy (39.25+0.31) 5.1+1J • 1Ö~5

<j) -» 7t°e+e~

(guess 0.001)

% ->yy (98.80+0.03) guess: 1 • 10

(f>->riY

(1.26±0.06)

ti->yy (39.25+0.31)

y->e+e (0.254+0.012)a

3.75 ±0.24 10~5

(f)->riY

(1.26±0.06)

Jl->7t+7i y (4.78+0.12) 6.05±0.33 10~5

j. + -
o

<t>->7rn7c

(15.6±0.7)

7C°->YY (98.80+0.03) 15400±700 10~5

(0.131+0.013)

it°->YY (98.80+0.03)

Y->e+e (0.254+0.012)b

0.99±0.12 10~5

<f)->7C 7

(0.131±0.013)

% ->e+eY(1.20±d.03)c 1.57±0.16 10'5

<t>->K+IC
(49.1±0.6)

K* -> j^k (21.2+0.1)d 10400 ± 1300 10~5

e+e~ —>e+e~YY
nonresonant

corresponds to (at (j>)

8.6 10'5e

Tab. 5.1: Overview ofthe two processes ofinterest and all background
contributions.

a. Photon conversion in the beam pipe for one photon. All three photons can convert. Events

with a conversion of the primary photon can not be distinguished from tj>->T]e+e'.

b. Photon conversion in the beam pipe for one photon. All three photons can convert. Events

with a conversion of the primary photon can not be distinguished from 0-»7r°e"V.

c. No resonance in the invariant mass of two photons.

d. One of the kaons stopped in the beam pipe and decayed Yir^i&nP. The charged pion seems to

come from the interaction point. The energy deposited in the calorimeter is much lower. They
also prefer large opening angles Oge.

e. Calculated only for the graph e+e'-*e+e'yy(y) with internal conversion of one (virtual) of the

photons.
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6 Checks with the QED process e+e~->e+e~y

The main contribution to the QED processes e+e~ —>e+e'y [29] comes from the graphs of

radiative Bhabha-scattering. But for small opening angles between the charged particles

another graph (photon conversion) is dominant: e+e~ -* yf, y* -> e+e~ as it is shown in

figure 6.1 at the left. The charged particles of this process show a similar pattern as the

charged particles of the conversion decays 0 -» T]e+e' and 0 —> 7ü°e+e'. It can be used for

calibrations and various checks.

photon
conversion

Bhabha scattering with bremsstrahlung

C)

a.
ee

Fig. 6.1: Figure a): Graph of the calibration process (photon conversion) for two

charged particles separated by a small space angle (gr^O). Figure c): Graph
of the flat background from Bhabha-scattering with bremsstrahlung. Figure

b): Two processes contributing to e+e'—>e+e'y with their dependence on the

opening angle (ocee) between the two leptonsfor small aee. Bhabha-scattering
events with bremsstrahlung are dominantfor aee>20°.

6.1 Check of the y-conversion probability in the beam pipe

6.1.1 Goal of the check

It was seen in chapter 5 that one of the backgrounds for the conversion decay (j> —> r\e+e~ is

the radiative decay <j) -> r\y with a photon conversion in the beam pipe. For (j) -» n e+e' it

is the corresponding decay ty->n°y. It was not possible to separate these processes as it

will be seen in chapter 9. The exact knowledge of the photon conversion probability,

though, is essential for the estimation of the background. This problem can be studied with

the QED processes e+e~ ->e+e~y and e+e~ -> yy with photon conversion in the beam pipe.
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6.1 Check ofthe fconversion probability in the beam pipe

For a cut ocee < 40° the eV-»e"Vyprocess is expected to be 2.6 times more frequent than

e+e'—>YYwith y->e+e' in the beam pipe or the central region of the drift Chamber.

6.1.2 Overview and first selections

Only the runs of 19931 were taken for the check of the conversion probability. There is no

precise off-line luminosity table for 1992 and 1994. A first selection can be seen in

figure 6.2. All events with two charged particles with an opposite sign and one photon were

selected. Furthermore, it was required that each charged track was successfully linked to a

Cluster in the calorimeter. Along the abscissa the space angle between the two charged parti¬

cles is drawn and along the Ordinate the sum ofthe momenta ofthe charged particles can be

seen. Two first cuts are shown in the plot.

0.4 GeV < p+ + p- < 0.6 GeV (6.1)

aee < 20° (6.2)

Figure 6.3 shows typical parameters of the photon after the cuts of figure 6.2. The space

angle between the direction of the photon and the sum of the momenta of two charged parti¬

cles is ocCy« 180°. The energy of the photon corresponds to the energy of one beam. After

the cuts

py > 0.35 GeV (6.3)

ccCY>160° (6.4)

only two reactions e+e~ -* e+e'y and e+e~ -»yy with photon conversion remain (see

figure 6.4). For the e+e~ ->yy events with photon conversion we would expect a peak at

aee = 0° as it corresponds to a minimal invariant mass. But Simulation and data show a

peak which is shifted to ocee = 3°. This effect comes from the beam fit procedure and will

be explained in the next section. The projection on the azimuthal angle A9 will be used

there to point out the differences of the contributing processes. But the physical space angle

aee will be used for the data analysis of chapter 8. It also includes the Information on the

difference of polar angles A#.

1. SeeappendixA
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Fig. 6.2: Data (Figure a)) and Simulation of the QED processes e+e~—>e+e~ y (figure b))
and e+e~—>yy(figure c))fora selection oftwo charged particles with an opposite
sign and one photon where each charged track is successfully linked to a Cluster
in the calorimeter. The processes e+e~—>yy, y —>e+e' (b)) and e+e~—>yy, y—>e+e~
(c)) give a peak at small opening angles of the charged particles (ccee). Bhabha-
scattering events with bremsstrahlung are dominant for aee > 20°. The solid
lines in the data plot show the cuts aee < 20° and 0.4 < p+ + p_ < 0.6 GeV/c.
The numbers of simulated events are arbitrary.
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with photon conversion in the beam pipe (c)). This is an effect ofthe beamfit
procedure. The numbers ofsimulated events are arbitrary.
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6.1 Check qfthe y-conversion probability in the beam pipe

6.1.3 The beam fit procedure

The beam fit procedure was used in order to improve the drift Chamber resolution for tracks

Coming from the interaction point. It works in the following way:

• The normal reconstruction program is executed.

• The beam interaction position is averaged over one run.

• The minimum distance to the beam (d^b) is calculated for each track.

• The averaged beam position is included as an additional point with an error

(0.03 cm) to each track with dm(jb < 0.5 cm.

• The track fit procedure is repeated.

This additional point with a small error improves both the momentum and angle resolution

for tracks from the interaction point. At the same time tracks which come from a secondary

vertex with a small radius will be distorted by the beam fit procedure.

6.1.4 Effects of the beam fit procedure to e+e' ->yywith photon conversion.

Due to measurement errors and multiple scattering the two tracks of the conversion elec-

trons do not cross in the r-9 projection at the radius of the conversion. Two different cases

have to distinguished:

case A: The tracks have an intersection in the r-9 projection.

case B: The two tracks do not cross at all in the r-9 projection.

This is illustrated in figure 6.5. It is noteworthy that the intersection in the r-9 projection is

not continuous. It peaks for a fixed shift of A9 = 3° as can be seen in figure 6.6. The beam

fit procedure changes the Situation characteristically: Electron tracks from the converted

photons will be distorted since they have their origin at a radius of 1.7 cm and normally do

not cross the beam point. This effect is illustrated in figure 6.5 below and can be seen in

Simulation (figure 6.6 at the right). All events which did not intersect before the beam fit

procedure (A9 = 0°) are shifted now to A9 « 2.6°. No bigger change can be seen for the

events which peaked at A9 = 3° already before the beam fit procedure (type A).
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Chapter 6: Checks with the QED process eV-*e+e"y

B

1 \

Fig. 6.5: Two possibilities ofthe geometrical track arrangement in the r-<pprojectionfor
e+e~—>yyevents with photon conversion in the beam pipe (drawn with the cir-

cle). The picture on the upper right shows the case where the tracks do not

intersect (B) before the beamfitprocedure: The radius ofthe vertex is ~ 1.7 cm

and the <p-angle between two tracks is always A<p = 0°. The picture in the

upper left corner shows the intersection of the tracks (A) with the vertex

< 1.7cm and A(p>0°.

Influence ofthe beam fit procedure is expected in the case where two tracks do

not have an intersection (B). After the beamfit procedure most ofthe tracks will

cross at a fixed angle A(p which always has the same sign (lower right). The

beamfitprocedure will not have big influence on the events with an intersection

(A), seen at the lower left.
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6.1 Check ofthe y-conversion probability in the beam pipe
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Fig. 6.6: The effects ofthe beamfit procedurefor simulated e+e'—>yyevents. Figure a):
The azimuthal angle A(p between the charged tracks versus the radius of the

vertex ofthe tracks before the beam fit procedure. 38% ofthe events peak at

Aq>~3° and a radius ofthe vertex « 0.5 cm (A). 53% have A(p - 0° andpeak
at a radius of the vertex -1.7 cm (B). Only 9% have 0°<Aq><2.2°.
Figure b): The radius of the vertex before the beam fit procedure versus the

angle A(p öfter the beam fit procedure. All events which had A(p - 0° (type B)

are shified to about A(p~2.6° now. The events which already had an intersec-

tion in the r-cpprotection (Type A) did not change significantly.



Chapter 6: Checks with the QED process e+e~->e+e~y

6.1.5 Effects of the beam fit procedure on e+e" ->e+e'y.

It was shown in section 6.1.4 that all background events peak at A<p ~ 3° after the beam fit

procedure. The question arises if this characteristic behavior can be used to separate

e+e~ —>e+e'y events from the e+e~ —>yy events with a conversion in the beam pipe.

Unfortunately, e+e~ -> e+e'y events show some similar effects (figure 6.7).

D

l I I

Fig. 6.7: Threepossible cases in the r-(pprojectionfor e+e~—>e+e~ybefore and after the

beam fit procedure:
The majority (68%) of the tracks do not intersect before the beam fit

procedure (Type C). As expected theypeak at a radius ofthe Vertex - 0. Some

ofthese events have an intersection after the beamfit. The intersection and the

angle A<p are proportional to the radius ofthe Vertex.

Events of type D show a linear relation between the radius ofthe vertex and

the angle A<p. They are centered around the beam interaction point but they

have an intersection. Again they do not peakfor small intersections. There are

no major changes due to the beamfit procedure.
Events of type E are mainly from Bhabha events with bremsstrahlung. They

peakfor small radii ofthe vertex but they have a A(p > 0°. No bigger changes

are expectedfrom the beam fit.
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6.1 Check ofthe yconversion probability in the beam pipe

case C: The majority (68%) of the tracks do not intersect in the r-cp protection before

the beam fit procedure. As expected, they peak at a radius of the vertex = 0.

Some events have an intersection after the beam fit. The intersection and the

angle Acp are proportional to the radius of the vertex.

case D: 6% show a linear relation between the radius of the vertex and the angle A(p.

They are centered around the beam interaction point but have an intersection.

Again they do not peak for small intersections. There are no major changes
due to the beam fit procedure.

case E: The rest is mainly from Bhabha events with bremsstrahlung. They peak for

small radii of the vertex but have a Acp > 0°.

This is illustrated in figure 6.7. Both in Simulation and data it can be seen that the beam fit

procedure does not change Bhabha events (E) and the events with intersection (D). Some

events without intersection (C) and bigger radii of the vertex are shifted towards Acp > 0°

(compare with figure 6.8).

Finally even pure e+e~ -> e+e'y events of type D and for bigger radii of the vertex also C

will contribute to a flat peak around Acp = 3°. These events will be counted as e+e ->yy in

the fitting procedure (see section 6.1.8).
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Fig. 6.8: The effects oftrack intersection in the r-(pprojectionfor eventsfrom the beam

interaction point before (figure a)) and after (figure b)) the beamfit procedure.
The events of type E do not change significantly. The events of type D still

show a linear relation between the radius of the vertex and the azimuthal

angle A(p but it got less steep. The events of type C are split in two different
classes. Some still keep A<p = 0° i.e. their tracks still do not intersect. Mainly
events with bigger vertices got shifted to A(p > 0°.
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Chapter 6: Checks wiih the QED process eV-*?Vy

6.1.6 Comparison with the data

Unfortunately, two processes are mixed in the data. There is no problem to see the charac-

teristic pattern of the dominant process e+e ->e+e~y in the data. The contribution of

e+e~ —>yy 1S best seen in the projection on the space angle aee as it was shown in

figure 6.4. Due to the background of e+e ->e+e'y it is hard to find the signal in a plot A<p

versus radius of the Vertex.
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Fig. 6.9: Data: The radius ofthe vertex before the beam fit procedure versus the angle

A<p before (figure a)) and after (figure b)) the beamfit procedure. The contribu-

tions C,D,E come from the process e+e~—>e+e~y. They are illustrated in

figure 6.7. The events of type A and B come from the process e+e~—>yywith
photon conversion in the beam pipe. Their illustration can be seen in

figure 6.5.

6.1.7 Photon conversions in the tantalum photon Converter

In 1993 the CMD-2 detector had a Ta-converter for r| -mass measurements. Its dimensions

are

1) length: 55 mm

2) thickness: 2 mm

3) outer diameter: 39.2 mm

4) zmaximal '73-5 mm

5) Zminimal "128-5 mm

Only a small part of all photons cross the Converter but the high conversion probability gives

a relatively high contribution of 12% to all events selected in section 6.1.2. The effect ofthe
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6 1 Check ofthe y-conversion probabihty in the beam pipe

Converter can be seen in the z-distribution of the electron tracks at the radius of the Con¬

verter (figure 6.11). A cut Z
convertei

> -4 cm was applied to reduce the background of these

events. The opposite cut can be used to get a sample of photon conversions.

A
:^ ^::^

x\

,v
/,

•/

/ / / /,//// / /

/ / / / / / / / / /

\W -\V .\\\. V v

Fig. 6.10- A cross section through the CMD2 detector The position of the Converter is

marked with the black spot.

Z at rad us of Converter [cm]

data

Fig 6 11 Coordinate z of the particles when they cross at the radius of the Converter

after the cuts of section 612 The contribution ofthe Converter can be seen at

the left. A cut for zco/n > -4 cm was applied in allfurther graphs. A gaussian

wasfitted in the hmits -4 < zconverter < 10 cm for this plot
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Chapter 6: Checks with the QED process e+e~->e+e~y

6.1.8 Check of the y-conversion probability

The number of e+e~ -»yy events exceeds the number of e+e~ -> e+e'y events with

ccee < 20° by a factor of 54.6. This can be explained by a factor 1 /oc for each internal pho-

ton conversion and an additional contribution of Bhabha events with bremsstrahlung. For

each of the photons the probability for a conversion in the detector material at small radii

was calculated to be P = 2.54 ±0.12 • 10~3 (see table 6.1).

where material inner radius [mm] thickness [um] conv. probability

beam pipe beryllium 17.0 770 ±20 2.09 ± 0.09 10'3

inner wall drift Chamber aluminum 20.0 20 ±10 0.14 ± 0.07-10-3

inner wall drift Chamber mylar 20.0 130 ±20 0.31 ±0.05-10"3

2.54 ±0.12-KT3

Tab. 6.1: The conversion probability oj' a 500 MeVphoton averaged over the angular

distribution ofthe QED process e+e'—>yy.

Simulation of e+e~ —> yy events gave a y-conversion probability of

P = 2.50 ±0.23- 10"3

for the beam pipe and the inner side of the inner wall of the drift Chamber. This number is in

agreement with the calculation. The Simulation also showed that the conversion probability

in the drift Chamber itself was

P = 0.25 ± 0.07 • 10-3.

In order to calculate and compare the cross section of two QED processes, two limits have

to be set:

• A limit of 30° < £ < 150° was chosen in the polar angle. This is 5° from each

side bigger than the detector acceptance.

• The opening angle between the two electrons is limited to ocee < 40°. This is

always the case for e+e~ -> yy events with photon conversion. With the total

_3

y-conversion probability P = 2.75 ± 0.24 • 10 determined by Simulation we

expect a corresponding cross section l
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6.1 Check ofthe y-conversion probability in the beam pipe

üee^<y^ee = 2-(2.15±0.24)-10 3-oM^w
= 2 • (2.75 ± 0.24) • 10"3 • (140 ± 5 )nb

= 0.76 ± 0.07nb

for the e+e~ —> yy events with photon conversion and

ow^My=(1.82±0.11)nb

for the e+e~ -> e+e'y events. The mixture of both processes will be: 29.5±2.3% e+e" -» yy

and70.5±2.3% e+e ->e+e~y.

A two dimensional probability maximization was applied in order to check the conversion

probability in the real data:

• The two dimensional normalized distributions in ccee versus sum of momenta

(Lp) were determined (feey(aee, Zp) and f^a^, Zp)) for both processes

(e+e~ -> e+e'y and e+e -> yy).

• The cxee-Zp plane was divided in 20x20 cells. In each cell i,j the number of data

events (r^) was counted.

• In the same cells the number of events (u^) = Neeyfeey(ocee, Zp)

+Nyy-fyy(aee, Zp) was counted. This describes the expected distribution for a

given mixture of Neey e+e —> e+e'y and Nyy e+e~ -> yy events.

• The likelihood for all cells was calculated:

*?= n^rr- ^
y y'

where

ß"
(6.6)

y

is the probability to find r,j data events in cell i,j if u^ events are expected for a

mixture of Neey e+e" -> e+e'y and Nyy e+e~ -> yy events.
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Chapter 6: ChecJcs with. the QED process eV-*>Vy

• The Likelihood ^ was calculated for different numbers Neey and Nyy and drawn

in a two dimensional plot.

The following cuts were applied to the data:

• Two charged particles with opposite sign and one photon

• The charged particles hit the calorimeter

• Space angle between two charged particles is aee < 7"1

• Sum of the momenta of the two charged particles is 0.48 < p++p' < 0.54 GeV

• Energy of the photon is Ey > 0.35 GeV

• Z at the radius of the Converter Zconv > -4 cm

The following problems appear:

1) Real e+e~ —> e+e'y events also give a contribution to the aee-peak .

2) The Simulation does not reproduce correctly the resolution in ccee and Ep.

As to 1):

For a check, exactiy the same procedure was performed using a simulated sample with the

expected mixture of 177 (29.5%) e+e ->yy events with photon conversion in the beam

pipe and 423 (70.5%) of e+e" -> e+e'y. The difference between the known mixture and the

result of the likelihood maximization gives the number of wrongly identified e+e~ —> e+e'y

events.

As to 2):

Some parameters where taken from the data (or Simulation for the check) sample itself:

For the Zp:

• For e+e~ —> e+e'y events the following additional cuts where applied:

radius of the vertex < 0.6 cm

1. The cross section was always calculated for an angle et < 40°.

2. See section 6.1.5
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6.1 Check ofthe y-conversion probability in the beam pipe

The resolution was found to be:

oIp = 17.0 ±1.9MeV

• For e+e~ —> yy events the following additional cuts where applied:

1.3 < radius of the Vertex < 3.0 cm

1.5°<aee<7°

This cut does not exclude all e+e~ —> e+e'y events. They will be included in the

distribution and counted as e+e' -> yy events.

The resolution was found to be:

oZp = 26.0 ± 8.2 MeV

For e+e~ —>e+e'y events the aee dependence was taken from the Simulation.

For e+e~ —> yy events the ocee dependence had to be taken from the data itself,

after the selection by:

1.3 < radius ofthe vertex < 3.0 cm

It was fitted with a Moivre function. It is obvious that some e+e" —>e+e~y events

of case D on page 106 will also contribute to the found distribution as mentioned

above.

The selected data and two fit functions are shown in figure 6.12.

The maximum of the likelihood plots were found to be at (compare figure 6.13):

e+e~ ->e+e'y e+e -> yy

data 384 216

Simulation 378 222

Tab. 6.2: Found mixture ofthe two contributionsfor the maximum ofthe likelihood.
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F/g. 6.12: The selected events (figure a)) and the funetionsfor the contribution ofthe pro¬
cess e+e'—>e+e'y(figure b)) and e+e~—>yy, y—>e+e~ (figure c)) for the calcula-

tion ofthe likelihoodfunetion

In Simulation 45 e+e~ —>e+e'y events were counted as e+e~ —> yy events. This is in good

agreement with data where 39 more e+e~ -^e+e~y events than expected were counted. It

has to be pointed out that this surplus of e+e~ —> e+e'y events was expected. The fit distri-

bution for the e+e~ —> yy events was taken from the sample itself. Even after the cuts some

e+e' —> e+e'y events were in the sample and included in the fit distribution for e+e~ —> yy.
We can therefore assume that all detector material is described correctly in the CMD2SIM

Simulation program.
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6.2 Ejficiency andluminosity

370 375 380 385 390 370 375 380 385 390

likelihood data likehhood Simulation

Fig. 6.13: The results of the likelihood maximization. In data (figure a)) we get a maxi-

mum for 384 e+e~—>e+e~y and 216 e+e~—>yy events. In figure b) exactly the

same procedure was performed on a simulated mixture of'29.5% of e+e~—>yy
events with photon conversion in the beam pipe and 70.5% of e+e~ —>e+e~j as

we expect it from the calculation of the photon conversion probability. The

maximum is at 378 e+e~—>e+e~y events and 222 e+e~—>yy events which is in

good agreement with the data
.

6.2 Efficiency and luminosity

We can use the calculation of the cross section a for an estimation of the track
e e —> e e y

nnding efficiency since we believe that the background from photon conversions in the

detector is now understood well enough. The Simulation describes internal photon conver¬

sion events (see figure 6.1) with much better precision than the Bhabha scattering events

with bremsstrahlung at small opening angles aee. Bhabha scattering events with

bremsstrahlung have a flat distribution in aee for small opening angles between the two lep-

tons.

The flat aee-distribution of Bhabha scattering events (c.f. figure 6.1) was subtracted in order

to reduce the uncertainty of the Simulation:

• Suppose that the distribution of Bhabha events with bremsstrahlung is flat in aee

• Fit the flat background for 20° < aee < 40

• Select only events with aee < 20
c

and subtract the fitted flat background.
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Chapter 6: Checks with the QED process eV-*?Vy

The cross section was calculated for the e^e' -+ e^e'y process with the opening angle limit

aee < 40
°

and the polar angle limit 35° < ftcharged < 145°-Wi* the cuts:

Two charged particles with an opposite sign and one photon

The charged particles hit the calorimeter

Space angle between the two charged particles is ccee < 20°

Sum of the momenta of the two charged particles is 0.35 < p++p' < 0.65 GeV

Energy of the photon is Ey > 0.35 GeV

Z at the radius of the Converter zconv > -4 cm

Only runs of 1993 (precise luminosity)

Radius of the Vertex < 3 cm

Space angle between the sum of the two charged particles and the photon is

acy > 160°

the energy dependence shown in figure 6.14 was found: A 1/s-fit was applied to the mea-

sured points. The result of the fit is 1.5±0.1 nb at a beam energy of 2 x 500 MeV (see

figure 6.14).

500 510 520

Beam energy [MeV]

Fig. 6.14: The energy dependence ofthe cross section e+e'-^e+e'ywith a background of

e+e'—>yy (calculated in the limits aee<40" and 35°<'&cfiargeii<145'>). A cut

aee < 20
°

was applied. The solid line shows the result of the 1/s-fit. At the

beam energy of2 x 500 MeVwe get a - 1.5±0.1nb.
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6.3 Conclusion ofchapter 6

The correlation between the limit in the opening angle aee and the drift Chamber ineffi-

ciency can be tested with measurements for different cuts in aee (see figure 6.15). The mea-

surements do not contradict a constant drift Chamber inefficiency. The result of the fit in

figure 6.15 was

ceey = 1.63 ±0.16

for a beam energy of 2 x 500 MeV. The background of e+e~ -> yy has to be subtracted to

compare the result with the expectation.

Simulation for e+e~ —>e+e"y 1.82±0.11nb

Simulation for e+e~ —> yy
0.76±0.07nb

total Simulation 2.58 ±0.13nb

seen 1.63±0.16 nb

Tab. 6.3: The cross section seen in the data ofl993 and the expected valuesfor
both contributions. Simulation gives an expectation of2.58+0.13 nb.

Only 1.63+0.16 nb were seen in data. A drift Chamber efficiencyfor the

two charged tracks of63.2±2.6% i.e. 79.5+2.1% per track was

calculated.

Only 63.2±2.6% of the expected events where found in the data. The explanation is the

track finding efficiency, which is worse for real data than for Simulation. The total efficiency

of 63.2±2.6% corresponds to 79.5±2.1% efficiency per track which is 10% worse than the

typical values of the CMD-2 experiment of about 90%.

As an additional check the cross section for (j>->7U+7C7f events with a small Space angle

aee < 40° was calculated. Again only 70±5% of the expected events were found. This is in

agreement with the number found above.

6.3 Conclusion of chapter 6

The probability for a conversion of a 500 MeV photon in the beam pipe and the inner side of

_3
the drift Chamber was simulated to be P = 2.75 ± 0.24 • 10 .

This was found to be in

agreement with the calculation and the data. It can be assumed that all material and the pho¬

ton conversion probability are described correctly in CMD2SIM.

The calculation of the track finding efficiency for two charged tracks in the reconstniction

program gave an efficiency of e = 63.2±2.6%, i.e. 79.5±2.1% per track, which was indepen-

dent of the cut in the opening angle aee. But it has to be remembered that the tested sample
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Chapter 6: Checks with the QED process eJre'~^e+e'y

peaks at aee« 0 and that more than 50% of the events were not affected by the Variation of

the aee-cuts. A small dependence (<10%) on a though can not be excluded.
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Fig. 6.15: The cross section at 2 x 500 MeV beam energy foundfor different cuts in the

opening angle between the two leptons.The measurementpoints do not contra-

dict to a constant drift Chamber ejficiency. The result of the fit with a constant

was a = 1.63+0.16 nb.
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7.1 Procedure ofthe kinematical reconstruction

7 Kinematical reconstruction

7.1 Procedure of the kinematical reconstruction

Since all particles are completely measured, a kinematical reconstruction can be performed.

It was assumed that all particles are from the primary decay. For the mass of the charged

particles two modes were introduced:

1) The charged particles are electrons and have the mass of 0.511 MeV.

2) The charged particles are pions with the mass of 139.56 MeV.

Knowing the mass and the origin, all particles are fully given by their momentum and two

angles (9, #).

The subroutine KINEMI1 [30] [31] was used to minimize the % -function

2

X2 = l}Xirf] (7.D

with

x.. = measured variable iof particlej, i=x,y,z

x. •* = fit variable i of particle j

ay = error of variable i for particle j

under four constraints:

lEj = 2 • Ebeam (7.2)
j

S>0- = 0 for all i. (7.3)

A very small opening angle between two charged particles makes the fit very instable. It is

necessary to replace the two particles by a Single particle with p+ + p_, i.e. only this is fitted.

The invariant mass of the two charged particles was taken for the mass of the new Virtual

particle.

1. Written by V.N. Ivanchenko, Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Nowosibirsk, Russia
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Chapter 7: Kinematical reconstruction

All errors of the new particle had to be caiculated:

Starting at

Pi =

PiCosiPiSiffd;

pisin<pisin'&i

PjCOSÜ;

i-1,2 {Index ofthe particle)

weget

a4 =

'fdöY
+
(d±Y-

\dpjj \dp2) .

A
2

Ap +

A<pl =
Tis»Y

+ fi£Y"
\dpjj \dp2) j

Ap +

Apz =

with deri

Xdpj) \dp2)
.

vatives

A
2

Ap +

A&2 +

i£Y + (i£Yl
LKdVj) Vd(p2J J

A$2 +

-=¥- = — [2pj + 2p2sin&jsini}2(cos(pjCos(p2 + sin(pjsin(p2) + 2p2cos/d1cos^2]
dpj 2p

and so forth. The errors are mainly dominated by the momentum resolution Ap of the pri-

mary particles.

As an input, we have now:

3 particles, each with 3 variables = 9 variables.

They have to fulfill:

One measurement for each variable = 9 equations.

Four constraints (four momentum conservation) = 4 equations.

The system is four times overconstraint.
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7.2 Getting the resolutions

7.2.1 Momentum resolution of the charged particles

It was seen that the drift Chamber momentum resolution did not fit well to

oPlxip-Sinti)2

which would be expected without multiple scattering. Simulation for different transverse

momenta was performed for electrons and positrons. The momentum dependence of the

resolution was fitted with the function

°P(P±) = Pi + P2(P± ~140 MeVf3 Pi > l*0MeV

= pj p±<140MeV

which was found empirically and were pl, p2 and p3 are the fit variables.

0 4

PTrons [GeV/c]

Fig. 7.1: The momentum dependence of the transverse momentum resolution found in

Simulation ofSingle electrons.

At a second step three processes

1) <t>->K+K~ (monochromatic, p = 0.127 GeV)

2) e+e~ -> e+e'y (p+ + p monochromatic, p+ + p = 0.51 GeV)

3) e+e~ -> e+e" (monochromatic, p = 0.51 GeV)

and the cut
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Chapter 7: Kinematical reconstruction

sin^charged>0-85

were used for a calibration of the momentum resolution in the data. All three simulated cal-

ibration points lie above the expected resolution (see figure 7.2). The kaons have a bigger

dE/dx than the electrons which were taken for the determination of the momentum depen-

dent resolution. It can be expected that their resolution is worse. In the energy point

0.25 GeV we have two electrons with an almost uniform momentum distribution between

0.05 GeV and 0.45 GeV. Only their average is 0.25 GeV. This explains the worse resolution.

For this reason the assumed resolution of a Single data electron track was also chosen to be

below the calibration points of data events. And the fit for a Single electron track was per-

formed with these guessed values.

The chosen parameters are shown in table 7.1.

pi [MeV] P2 P3

Simulation 1.92 149.3 1.69

data 6.26 188.0 1.57

Tab. 7.1: The result of the fitfor the momentum resolution.

a Simulation: events

•- • Simulation: Single electron '

o data: events
/

— data: assumed Single
electron resolution

'

Ä

O ,
A

"0 0 2 0 4

PTrons [GeV/c]

Fig. 7.2: The momentum dependence of the transverse momentum resolution with the

calibration points from Simulation and data. The lines show the resolution

takenfor data (above) and Simulation (below). The calibration dots are above

the expected graph in Simulation. At 0.1 GeVwe have a Kaon sample. They
have a bigger dE/dx and the momentum resolution is worse thanfor electrons.

At 0.25 GeVwe have two leptons with a small opening angle. Some drift cells

are crossed by both particles at the same time.
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7.2 Gettingtheresolutions

7.2.2 Other resolutions

The same processes were used for the calibration of all other resolutions

"y "charged Ycharged Vy Vy

The Standard dependences1 were taken here:

GPY(P±)
[GeV]

<7,a
charged

[rad]

Tcharged

[rad] [rad] [rad]

Simulation 0.0127 0.0049 0.063 0.022

J(0.063Pl)2 + 0.063/(500Pl)

data

J(0.090Pl)2 + 0.090/(500Pl)
0.067 0.0059 0.036 0.023

Tab. 7.2: Overview ofall resolutions used in the kinematical reconstruction. It has to

be mentioned that the resolution is worsefor Simulation in one case

(ü»h >
"charged

A problem arose with the photon energy resolution. Energy losses in photon Clusters due to

energy leakage out of crystals give a tail towards small energies. The spectrum was fitted

60

50

40 —

30

20

10

0

Entries 738

MC

Tllnnin h^^ J L

0 0.2 0.4 0.6

E, [GeV]

e e 7

Fig. 7.3: Spectrum of0.5 GeVphotons. Energy losses in the photon Cluster (i.e. energy

leakage out ofcrystals) give a tail to smaller energies.

1. Internal note of Dr. Genia Solodov, BINP, Novosibirsk
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Chapter 7: Kinematical reconstruction

with a gaussian distribution and the tail was ignored. Events with big energy losses in a pho-

ton Cluster will therefore get a high %2 and could be lost in a hard %2 cut.

In this work another variable instead of %2 was used for the quality of the kinematical recon¬

struction:

prob{x2) = \if(X2))dX2 (7.4)

with f(x2) as the %2 -distribution with 4 degrees of freedom (c.f.section 7.1). Figure 7.4

shows the Prob (%2)-distribution of a simulated 0 -» r)e+e~ sample. The flat distribution

indicates that the kinematical reconstruction was done with the correct resolutions. Poorly

reconstructed events have Prob(%2) ~ 0.

Figure 7.5 shows the invariant mass of two photons for 0 -» r)e+e~, {r\—>yy) before and

after the kinematical reconstruction. At the right side the invariant mass after the reconstruc¬

tion can be seen after an additional cut of Prob(%2) > 0.001. The left side shows the invari¬

ant mass before the reconstruction with and without this additional cut. Only events with a

too small invariant mass (i.e. energy loss of a photon Cluster) are rejected.

200

175

150

125

100

75 F-

50 £-

25

0

Entnes 768

MC

^W^unKW/^^H^riMi^r^^
0 02 0.4 0 6

Prob(X2)

77 e e

Fig. 7.4: The Prob(x^) distribution for a simulated sample ty—>r]e+e~. Good events are

distributed uniformly in Prob(x^). Prob(%?)=4) corresponds to a big ^ of the

kinematical reconstruction fit. It can be shown that at least one of two photons

ofthese events lost some energy in the calorimeter.
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7.3 Consistency check with <f>—>K+K7f events
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7.5: Simulation of <p—>t]e+e' with t]—>yy: The invariant mass of the photons before
(figure a)) and öfter (figure b)) the kinematical reconstruction. An additional

cutfor Prob(x^) > 0.001 is applied in figure b). Figure a) shows the spectrum

before (white) and öfter (grey) this cut. Only events with energy losses in a

photon Cluster (and therefore low Myy) did notfulfill the cut.

7.3 Consistency check with (\)—>K+K7i? events

A consistency check of the kinematical reconstruction was done with

<p—>n+K~7f (7.5)

events with a small Space angle (oc < 40°) between the two charged pions. The pion mass

was used as an input (c.f. 2) on page 118). This is indicated by '(pi)' in the title of all fig-
ures. For the selection the following cuts where applied:

• Two charged particles and two photons, the charged particles hit the calorimeter.

• 0.43 < p++p- < 0.51 GeV (see figure 7.6)

an+n > 20° (see figure 7.6)

• ECal0 < 0.8GeV (see figure 7.7)

Figure 7.8 shows the result of the cuts. The flat distribution in Prob(j^) indicates that the

resolutions for data and Simulation were correct. The peak at Prob(;^) = 0 belongs to the
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Chapter 7: Kinematical reconstruction

ee-»eeyy
ENTRIES 13*41'

ee->7t+7ü 7t°

\\&?&$&zm

a)

-.07

20 30 40

a„ [deqree]

data (pi)

20 30 40

a« [degree]

7T
+ 7T~Tr° (pl)

Fig. 7.6: Data (a)) and Simulation (b))for <p—>7t+n;~7f before thefirst cuts. For the kine¬

matical reconstruction it was assumed that both charged particles are pions.
The following cuts are indicated in the plots: ann > 20° and 0.43 < p+ + p.
< 0.51 GeV.
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Fig. 7.7: (j)—>7t+7t7f:The energy deposited in the calorimeter for data (figure a)) and

Simulation (figure b)). A cutfor Ecai0< 0.8 GeV was applied.
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7.3 Consistency check rvith <j>->n+n~jf events

events with the energy loss of at least one photon Cluster. Events with Prob(x )>0.001 were

cut for figure 7.9 The efficiency of this cut is shown in table 7.3.

sim. (events) data (events) sim(%) data(%)

all 4573 281 100 100

Prob(%2) > 0.001
3869 250 84.6±0.5% 89.0±1.9

Prob(%2) < 0.001
704 31 15.4±0.5% 11.0±1.9

Tab. 7.3: Overview ofthe cut efficiencyfor Prob(x^) > 0.001.

Simulation and data are in agreement. It has to be remembered that small background like

e"V-*e"V)7probably still remains in the data sample which with the wrong assumption of

the charged masses is at least partly responsible for the 4.4±2.0% bigger percentage of

events with Prob(%2)< 0.001. Only 4% of such not properly reconstructed background

events would explain the observed small difference. For this reason no correction factor for

the efficiency was used in the data analysis in chapter 8. The systematic error in the cut effi¬

ciency was estimated to be 5%.
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n
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Prob(X2)

data (pi)
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T?1\*1X~ (pi)

0 8 1

Prob(X2)

Fig. 7.8: The Prob(^) distribution for a sample of <f>—>n+7i~7f. The flatness indicates

that the errors for Simulation (figure b)) and data (figure a)) are both correct.

The peak at Prob(^) belongs to events with the energy loss in at least one

photon Cluster. The kinematical reconstruction was done with the assumption
that both charged particles are pions.

The resolution for the invariant mass of two photons is

data: odata = 10.4 ± 0.6MeV

Simulation: asim = 9.9±0.1MeV
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Chapter 7: Kinematical reconstruction

which is also found to be in good agreement within the Statistical uncertainty.

This check proved that the measurement errors were determined correctly. Simulation and

data show the same Prob(x2)-distribution and the same resolution in the invariant mass of

two photons after the kinematical reconstruction.

300

0 2 0 1 0 15 0 2

M„ [GeV] m„ [GeV]

data (pi) ttVtT (pi)

Fig. 7.9: The invariant mass ofthe two photons after the kinematical reconstructionfor
data (figure a)) and Simulation (figure b)). The kinematical reconstruction was

done with the assumption that both chargedparticles arepions.

1A Conclusion of chapter 7

Three processes have been used to calibrate the error in the transverse momentum resolu¬

tion. The Standard CMD2 values were used for all other errors. Both Simulation and data

show a flat Prob(x2)-distribution with these errors as an input for the kinematical recon¬

struction procedure. It justifies the assumption that the errors are described correctly.

The resolution in the invariant mass of two photons after the kinematical reconstruction was

checked with a (j)—>n+Jiif sample. Data and Simulation were found to be in good agree¬

ment.

The Output ofthe invariant mass of two photons M^ and the Prob (x2) Distribution are the

only values which will be used in the data analysis of chapter 8 and chapter 9. If not men-

tioned explicitly, M^ is always taken after the kinematical reconstruction.
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8 Data analysis

8.1 Simulation studies

'Finger prints' of the two processes of interest and all considered backgrounds are shown in

this section. The discussion and the reduction of the background processes will be done in

the next section.

8.1.1 Simulation for ^rjeV

We have seen in chapter 5 that the main characteristics of (|> -> T\e+e~, r\ -> yy events are:

• The sum of the momenta of two leptons peaks at p+ + p = 0.36GeV

• The space angle between two leptons peaks at aee = 0°

• Two photon have the invariant mass of the r]: M = 0.55GeV

• The energy deposited in the calorimeter is Ecalo > 750MeV

• The photons have a minimum energy of Ey min > 0.1 GeV each

2

Figure 8.1 and figure 8.2 illustrate this after the new cut Prob(% ) > 0.001. Bad events are

rejected in all plots and the resolution in the invariant mass of two photons is improved by a

factor of 4 (compare to section 5.2).

8.1.2 Simulation for 0-wr°eV

The </> -» n°e+e' events show a similar pattern as the <j> -> r\e+e decay. The main character¬

istics are:

• The sum of the momenta of two leptons peaks at p+ + p = 0.50GeV

• The space angle between two leptons peaks at ocee = 0°

• Two photon have the invariant mass of the k: M = 0.135GeV

• The energy deposited in the calorimeter is Ecalo > 750MeV

• There is no lower limit for the photon energy.

2
This is illustrated in figure 8.3 and figure 8.4. Again the cut Prob(% ) > 0.001 was applied.
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Fig. 5.2: Simulation for $—>r\e+e~ if two charged particles and two photons are

selected. Figure a): The main characteristic features are the peaking at

ocee=0° andp+ + p. = 0.36 GeV/c. Figure b): The invariant mass of two pho¬
tons at the right corresponds to the mass of r\. A cut Prob(^) > 0.001 was

applied in order to reject badly reconstructed events (compare to section 5.2).
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Fig. 8.4: The minimum photon energy for <j>->7t+7Z~7if) events. A cut Prob(^) > 0.001

was applied in order to reject badly reconstructed events.
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Chapter 8: Data analysis

8.1.3 Background from (p->riy

The main background for 0 -* T]e+e' comes from <j>->rjy events with the photon conver-

sion in the beam pipe. There is no reliable way to cut this background as we have seen in

chapter 6. It's also possible that one of the secondary photons of the rj-decay converts in the

beam pipe.

Another contribution comes from the decay Channel (j)-^riy, r} -^K+7fy, which is 5 times

more frequent than <j>-^rfe+e' or §->T}y, r]->e+e~% which is 2 times less frequent than

(p->T]e+e'.
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Fig. 8.5: Simulationfor <j>—>T)yiftwo photons and two charged particles are selected.

8.1.4 Background from QED e+e~—>e+e~yy

There are a lot of different graphs for the QED process e+e~ -*e+e~yy. The ocee-distribu-

tion of Bhabha events with double bremsstrahlung have a highly suppressed tail towards

smaller opening angles aee and therefore are not relevant in this area. The most critical con¬

tribution comes from internal photon conversions as it is illustrated in figure 8.6. They also

peak for small opening angles aee.

Fig. 8.6: A typical graph for a QED e+e—^e+e'yy event with a small space angle

between the two electrons.
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8.1 Simulation studies

The matrix element diverges quickly towards small photon energies. In order to keep it lim¬

ited, a cut for the minimum photon energy Eymin > 0.05 GeV had to be applied in the event

generation.

8.1.5 Background from <$>->K+n~if

The background <j> -> K+n'n° is critical for the search of 0 -> 7ü°e+e~. The main differ-

ences are the bigger Space angle anK and the lower energy deposited in the calorimeter. For

0 6
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Jo4
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0 2h'
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I I I I I I ' I
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e e 77

30 40

a„ [degreel
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Fig. 8.7: Simulation ofe+e'~^e+e'yyevents. They also peak at small opening angles aee

(figure a)). Figure b): Events with small invariant masses Myy have been

rejected in the event generation by the limitation Eymin > 0.05 GeV.
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Fig. 8.8: The minimum photon energy for e+e~—>e+e~Yy events. A cut at

> 0.05 GeVhad to be applied in the event generation. It is indicated by"ymm
the solid line. In real data the acceptance cut of the calorimeter energy is

somewhat lower (> 0.02 GeV).
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ChapterS: Data analysis

this process the assumption that the charged particles are electrons is wrong and will result

in a worse resolution in the n -mass (see figure 8.10).

100

0 250 500 750 1000

Ecoto [MeV]

7T+7T~7T° (el)

Fig. 8.9: Simulationfor (j)—>7Z+n~7f: Some energy is lost since the pions are not stopped
in the calorimeter. A cut in the calorimeter energy will be used in the analysis
ty—wPe^e' to reduce the background ofty—>K+tfif significantly.
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Fig. 8.10: Simulation for the background (j)—>n+7t7f. Figure a): <$>—>K+K7f events pre-

fer a big opening angle ann due to phase space suppression. Figure b): Two

photons have the invariant mass ofthe 7f. It was assumed in the kinematical

reconstruction that the charged particles are electrons. The result is a worse

resolution ofthe if-mass than with the assumption that they are pions.
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8.1.6 Background for <$>->Tfy

<j>—>n°Y events with the photon conversion in the beam pipe are the main background for

0 -> K°e+e events. But they also give a small contribution to the background for

0 -» rje+e~. Besides that 1.2% of the n° decay n ->e+e~y (see figure 8.11).
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Fig. 8.11: Simulationfor ty—>7fywith the three different contributions.

8.1.7 Background from ty^K+K

A possibility for the background from (j)->K+K~ was checked. Some of the kaons are

stopped in the beam pipe since their momentum is only 0.127 GeV. If a stopped kaon

decays into two pions, K+ ->n+n° or K~ -^kk respectively (21.1% probability) two

charged particles and two photons are seen with a small Vertex. The space angle between the

two charged particles is distributed uniformly. Although 49.1% of all (j> decay into K+K" a

contribution to the background can be excluded for the following reasons:

• The energy deposition seen in the calorimeter is 0.4 GeV. The cut

2

Prob(x ) > 0.001 is very efficient.

• The invariant mass of the two photons corresponds to n°, giving a clear differ-

ence with 0 —> J]e+e'.

• The sum of the momenta of the charged particles is 0.33 GeV or less. This gives

an effective cut for the selection of <f> —> n e+e events.
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Chapter8: Dataanalysis

8.2 Selection of <j)->r]e+e'

Of 3'900 simulated ty—>r\e+e~, 77-^7/events only 978 events were found with two charged

particles and two photons. The main reason is the reduced acceptance of the detector with-

out BGO endcaps. The following cuts were applied for the selection of (j> —> rje+e":

2
• Prob(x ) > 0.001. Reduces events from kaons, beam gas collisions and other

stränge events (figure 8.13 a,b).

• aee<7°. Reduces mainly <j)->riy w*tri f]->K+n'y or r\—>e+e'y and

0 -»it+nn° (figure 8.13 c,d)-

"Converter
>-4cm. Reduces ^—>r\y with photon conversion in the Converter

(figure 8.13 e,f).

• Min(Ey) > 0.07GeV. Reduces mainly the QED e+e'->e+e~yy processes

(figure 8.13 g,h).

• vertex < 3cm. Reduces $—>T]Y events with photon conversion in a drift Cham¬

ber wire (figure 8.12 a,b).

• 0.505 < Ebeam < 0.515GeV. Reduces background from non resonant QED pro¬

cesses.

No cut was applied to the energy deposition in the calorimeter since <j> ->Jt+K7t events are

suppressed well enough. Figure 8.14 shows the invariant mass of the two photons after

these cuts. The main background contributions are shown in figure 8.15. The number of

totally expected events for these cuts is shown at the upper right corner of each plot.It seems

that there is an additional peak at Myy = 0.4 GeV which can not be explained by the simu¬

lated background sources. This problem will be discussed in section 9.1.2.
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Fig. 8.12: Data (figure a)) and Simulation (figure b)) for the cut: radius of the

vertex < 3 cm. More cuts can be seen in figure 8.13. The solid line in the plot

ofthe simulated sample shows the edge ofthe cut.
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Charter 8: Data analysis

data
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M„ [GeV]

Fig. 8.14: The invariant mass ofthe two photons after the cuts of section 8.2. A peak or

fluctuation can be seen at the r\-mass. The peak at 0.15 GeV comes from

<$>—>K*7i~7f events. The peak at 0.4 GeV will be discussed in section 9.1.2.
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Fig. 8.15: Simulation: The pattern and the expected number ofevents (upper right cor-

ner) of all significant backgroundsfor <t>->T]e+e~. Figure a): <t>-^T]y, figure b):

ty—>Jt°e+e~, figure c): e+e'->e+e'yy and figure d): <^—>ify. No contribution

from ty-^Tfiiif and ty-tK^K' is expected.
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8.3 Selection of<p-*jfe+e

8.3 Selection of 0->n°«V

The first three cuts are the same as in section 8.2 on page 135:

• Prob(5c2) > 0.001

• zconverter > ~^cm

• vertex < 3cm

The most critical contributions to the background are

, + . o

<j) -> 7Ü+K K
,

e+e" —>e+e~yy and

j.
o

(j>—>n y.

The radiative decay <j)-^n0y can not be separated from the 0-»7rW events.

e+ e ->e+e~yy and (j}->n+n~7C have to be discussed in more detail.

8.3.1 Reduction of ty-^itnif

This background has to be checked carefully. The number of <$>->k+k~k events exceeds

the expected number of (j) -> K°e+e~ by a factor 12'000. The differences are best seen in a

plot Ecalo versus ocee. The cuts:

• Ecal0 > 750 MeV and

. aee < 15°

were used for the data selection (see figure 8.16).

Two difficulties appear with the estimation of the background:

• The efficiency of the cuts to reduce <f> -> n+KK° events is very high. The simu-

lated sample was not big enough to study this efficiency for all cuts at the same

time.

• For ty->K+K~n events the deposited energy is on the average 9% higher in data

than in Simulation (see figure). Simulation describes the opening angle aee good

enough (see figure 8.18).

By far the main background reduction comes from two cuts in the opening angle (ocee) and

the energy deposited in the calorimeter Ecalo. Ecalo is a pure calorimeter parameter. An
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Chapter 8: Data analysis
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Fig. 8.16: Simulation for ty-tife*e (a)) and </)—>7E+n:~7f (b)) and data (c)).The best cut

to reduce (j)—>K+K'jf events is indicated by the lines.: Ecai0 > 750 MeV and

aee < 15°. A big contribution of e+e'—>e+e'yyoverlaps the (j)—>n?>e+e~ events

in the data.

additional cut in ocee is independent since aee is a pure drift Chamber parameter. There is

no correlation between their errors and two reduction factors can be multiplied.

The strategy to solve the difficulties mentioned above is to apply all cuts except the cut in

the energy deposited in the calorimeter. The minimal data reduction factor f
E

is esti-

mated with a 0 —> 7t+Tt'K° sample. The number of observed events has to be divided by the

reduction factor

Jcalo

for the estimation of the background level.

The suppression factor fE is

fi
all events

- 2-°l~7
caio Number ofevents with Ecalo > 750MeV 28

in the worst case (see figure 8.17 a)).
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Chapter 8: Data analysis
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Fig. 8.19: The simulated $—>K+K~7f sample öfter all cuts except the cut in the energy of
the calorimeter Ecai0. The cut Eca\0< 750 MeV is indicated by the line.

8.3.2 Reduction of e+e'->e+e'yye\ents.

e+e~ —>e+e~yY events peak at small photon energies for the softer photon. Unfortunately

events with photons softer than E-, < 0.05 GeV had to be rejected in the matrix element cal-

culation for the simulated events. A lower cut

• Ey> 0.04 GeV

was applied in the data which makes a proper estimation of the background impossible. The

total number of background events will be determined by a fit of data Myy distribution with

a gaussian peak at the if mass and a flat background contribution.

8.3.3 The cut efficiency

For the cuts:

Prob(x ) > 0.001

zconverter > ~^CV[i

Vertex < 3cm

Ecalo > 750 MeV

aee < 15°

Ey< 0.04 GeV

the efficiency

E = 0.259 ±0.03
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8.3 Selection of<j>->7fe+e"

was found. This is about a factor of 2 higher than for <j) -> r\e+e (see page 148). It can be

explained with the detector acceptance. The space angle between the two photons is

a.^ ~ 120° for 0 -» j]e+e. If the charged particles hit the calorimeter one of the photons

very often escapes. For <j>—>n°e+e~ events the space angle between the photons is

Oyy « 30°. Most times either both photons and both charged particles hit the calorimeter or

all of them miss it.
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Fig. 8.20: Simulation for <j)—>7l?e+e~ (a)) and e+e'->e+e'yy(b)) and data (c))for a cut

Ey> 0.04 GeV. In the event generation of e+e'—^e+e'yy (b)) a cut

Ey> 0.05 GeVhad to be applied. Photons with energies Ey< 0.02 GeVwere

cut away in the Clusterfinding algorithm (see data c)).
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Chapter 9: Results

9 Results

9.1 Results for (j)->r]e+e~

9.1.1 General problems

Three problems arise at the last step of the analysis (see Figure 8.14):

1) The peak at the 77-mass (0.55 GeV) seems to be split into two gaussians with dif-

ferent mean value.

2) The background distribution is not flat.

3) Two additional peaks can be seen. The one at the k -mass comes from the process

§—>KJrn~Tf. But there seems to be an other peak at 0.4 GeV which is not under-

stood.

The first problem may come from 0 -^ 777 events with photon conversion in the beam pipe.

In figure 9.1 it seems that the 0 —> r\y events are shifted by about 30 MeV. This effect is not

b)

expected distributjon
ofriee

0 55 0 6 0 65

M„ IGeV]

V7

0
0 45 05 0 55 0 6 0 65

M„ [GeV]

data

Fig. 9.1: The invariant mass ofthe two photons versus the opening angle between the

two electrons for Simulation (figure a)) and data (figure b)). It seems that the

invariant mass ofthe two photons ofthe (j>—>r}y events is shifted in the data by
about 30 MeV. This effect is not understood.

understood. This problem will be discussed later.

The shape of the background can be obtained from the Simulation of the dominant back¬

ground reactions off the 77-resonance.
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9.1 Resultsfor <t>->T]e+e'

9.1.2 Fitting the data

At the first Step the shape of the background was determined. Two processes were mixed

with the expected ratio for the background sample:

1) Theprocess e+e~ ->e+e~yy.

2) The process 0 -»777. Events with photon conversion of the primary photon were

rejected in the Simulation. This removes all entries in the 77 -peak.

Both processes can be seen in figure 8.15. A polynomial function P3 was fitted to the mixed

sample. The following function was found:

P3(x) = 74.7 -x -108.2 x2 + 43.6 x-1.75

At the second step gaussian functions were fitted to all three peaks of the data sample. The

maximum likelihood method was used.

Mean [MeV] Sigma [MeV]

0

n
137±3 4.6±1.6

unknown 404M 7±5

V
554±6 17±i

Tab. 9.1: The result ofthe gaussianfits ofthe three peaks orfluctuations seen in the

data sample.

1
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1

0
0 0 2 0 4 0 6 0.8

M„ [GeV]

e+e~yy and rjy

Fig. 9.2: The shape ofthe dominant backgrounds e+e'-^e+e'yyand ^>->T]y(withoutpho¬
ton conversion ofthe primaryphoton). The polynomialfunction P$(x) = 74.7xr

- 108.2xr + 43.6x -1.75 wasfound in thefit.
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Chapter 9: Results

At the third step all three normalized gaussian functions (f 0, fo4GeV' ^ti) w^tn ^xe<jl

mean value and sigma and the polynomial function P3 were fitted together to the data sam¬

ple.

/(*) = cj P3(x) + c2 f^ix) + c3 f04 GeV(x) + c4 fn(x)

This gives the correct level of the background and the number of peaked events.

The same procedure was repeated under the assumption that the unknown peak at

0.404 GeV is a Statistical fluctuation of the known backgrounds e+e~ —>e+e~yy and

<p —> r\y. No additional gaussian peak at 0.4 GeV was included in the fit (see figure 9.3).

3

2 5

2

1.5 (-

a)
Entnes 37

ULI III I I I

0 4

data

0 6 01

[GeV]

data

Fig. 9.3: The result of the final fit with polynomial (P3) and peaked background and a

gaussian peak at the ij-resonance. Figure a): It was assumed that there is a

peaked background contribution from ty—Ml^nn? at the jf-mass and a

unknown contribution at 0.404 GeV. In figure b) it was assumed that the peak
at 0.404 GeV is only a Statistical fluctuation of the known polynomial back¬

ground ofe+e'—>e+e'yy.
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9.1 Resultsfor <l>->T]e+e~

The results of the fits are shown in table 9.2. Table 9.3 shows the final results for the

77-peak. Table 9.4 compares the results for the polynomial background with Simulation. No

contribution to the background is expected from 0 -> k+ku° and <j) -» K+K~.

3 peaks 2peaks

Ci(P3) 0.101±0.026 0.128±0.028

c2(a )
0.033±0.018 0.032±0.017

c3 (0.404 GeV) 0.04310.022 0

c4(r]) 0.104±0.034 0.100iO.035

Tab. 9.2: The result ofthefits with the polynomial (P$) background, one (right) or two

(left) background peaks and a gaussian peak at the r\-resonance. The fits
are shown infigure 9.3

Number of events in the

77-peak for the

gaussian fn

X2/N

fit with 3 peaks 10.4±3.4 0.53

fit with 2 peaks 10.0±3.5 0.56

Tab. 9.3: The result oftwo fitsfor the i\-peak.

Number of events

0.2<Mn<0.5GeV

Number of events

0.5<Mn<0.6GeV

Number of events

0.6GeV<Mn

e+e~ —>e+e'yy 4.4±0.2 0.7±0.1 0.8±0.1

$->j]Y
a 1.4M.3 0.4±0.2 1.2±0.3

0-»7r°y
0.16±0.05 0.06±0.03 0.20±0.05

total Simulation 6.0±0.4 1.2±0.2 2.2±0.3

P3 (3 peaks) 9.812.5 2.0±0.5 3.1±0.8

P3 (2 peaks) 12.3±2.7 2.6±0.6 3.8±0.8

Tab. 9.4: The result ofthe two fitsfor the polynomial background (P3) compared to

the dominant contributions expectedfrom Simulation.

a. All events with conversion of the primary photon were rejected during the track Simulation in

CMD2SIM.
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Chapter 9: Results

Four different methods are possible to determine the number of events in the peak of the

77-resonance:

1) Choose the fit with 3 gaussians and take the number for the gaussian f_
.

2) Choose the fit with 2 gaussians and take the number for the gaussian f
.

3) Count all events within 0.5 < M^ < 0.6 GeV. Then choose the fit with 3 gauss¬

ians for the background estimation. Subtract the background from the counted

events.

4) Count all events within 0.5 < M^ < 0.6 GeV. Then choose the fit with 2 gauss¬

ians for the background estimation. Subtract the background from the counted

events.

The results for all four methods can be seen in table 9.5.

Number of

counted events

Number of events

background

Number of events

77-peak f

Method 1) - - 10.4+3.4

Method 2) - - 10.0+3.5

Method 3) 12+3.5 2.0+D.5 10.043.5

Method 4) 12+3.5 2.6±ß.6 9.4+3.5

Tab. 9.5: The resultsfor allfour methods to determine the number ofevents in the

rj-peak. Thispeak still includes <j>—>riyevents withphoton conversion in the

beam pipe.

Method 3) was accepted as the most precise one for the following reason:

• The 77-peak seems to consist of two contributions with a different mean value.

This effect and the shape of the peak are not understood. Counting the events in a

big enough window (0.5 < Mn < 0.6GeV) does not need an assumption about

the peak.
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9.1 Resultsfor <t>->T]e+e~

The number of 0 -> r]j events with the photon conversion in the beam pipe of the primary

photon has to be subtracted from the number of events in the 77-peak to get the number of

0 -> rie+e~ decays:

</>->T]e*e'
~

**T)-peak~'"<$>-*r\y, y->ee

= (10.0 ±3.5)-(2.0 ±0.5)

= 8.0 ±3.5

With the cut 0.5 < M^ < 0.6 GeV an efficiency of

e = 0.131 ±0.001

was found in Simulation.

With

• Nevents = 8.0 ± 3.5 (Number of events)

• N^ = 2'840'000±64'000 (Number of 0-mesons produced. See appendix A)

• eDC = 0.632 ±0.026 (The efficiency of the drift Chamber found in

section 6.1.8)

• eeffic = 0.131 ± 0.001 (The efficiency of the cuts for 0 -> T)e+e~, T]->yy)

we get a branching ratio of

N

BR(<p->r\e e ) =

N6-£DC-£effic-BR^^TY)> CDC *effic

= 0.87 ±0.38 10'4
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ChapterS: Results

The relative systematic uncertainties are estimated to be:

luminosity Luminosity x £DCa 0.05

NumberofQ N^ 0.03

cuts
Prob(x2)c

0.05

z
d

""conv
0.02

E e
0.01

a
f 0.1

vertex& 0.02

M h

YY
0.05

method counting method 0.05

total 0.15

Tab. 9.6: Estimation of contributions to the relative systematic uncertainty.

a. From the calculation of aeey (section 6.2).

b. From the uncertainty of the radiative corrections (see appendix A).

c. From the difference of two Prob(X2) distributions in figure 7.8

d. Only one data event with zconv > 4 (see figure 8.13)

e. No Simulation events with Ey^,, < 0.1 GeV (see figure 8.13)

f. 15% percent of all events have oc^ > 15° in Simulation. It was assumed that the error is

10% in the worst case.

g. In data only 1 of 37 events was found with a vertex > 3cm (see figure 8.13)

h. The resolution of M^ was checked in Simulation and data with <j)-»7i07i+7t_ events (see

section 7.3). The agreement was found to be within 99%. In Simulation only 0.8% of the

events were rejected with the cut 0.5 <Myy <0.6 GeV.

The absolute systematic uncertainty is

0.87- 10-4- 0.15 = 0.13- 10"4.

This gives the final result for 0 -» r\e+e~

BR(Hl«+«') = (0.87 ± 0.38 ± 0.13) • 10"4
.

The probability to observe at least 12 events, if 2.0 peaked (from 0->Tjywith photon conver-

sion) and 2.0 not peaked (see table 9.5) background events are expected, is

P = 0.0003.
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9.2Resultsfor<p->7fe+e

9.2 Results for <f>->7t°e+e

After the cuts of section 8.3 on page 138

Prob(%2) > 0.001

zconverter > -4cm

vertex < 3cm

Ecalo>750MeV

<15°a

Ey>0.04GeV

we get the final plot seen in figure 9.4.

Simulation lets us expect a flat background level mainly from the QED processes

e+e~ ->e+e~yy and e+e~ —>e+e~y with Splitting of the photon Cluster. Both Simulation of

e+e~ ->e+e~yy with small minimum photon energy and Simulation of e+e~ —>e*e~y with

3 -

2 5

1 5

0 5

Entries

I llllllll Ul

0 1

data

25

0 2 0 3

Mvv [GeV]

Fig. 9.4: The invariant mass oftwo photons after all cuts described above. Aflat back¬

ground and peak with the width and the mean ofthe simulated jf arefitted to

the distribution. The peak seems to be narrower than expected. No reasonfor
such a difference could be guessed. It was assumed that this is only a Statisti¬

cal effect.
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Chapter9: Results

Splitting of the photon Cluster are not precise. The distribution was fitted with a flat back-

ground and a gaussian with the expected width and mean of the K resonance.

The result for the peak is:

Npeak = 5.6 ±2.8 events

Nflat = 19.4±4.6 (0<MYV<0.3 GeV)
YY

Two peaked backgrounds are expected. They are shown in figure 9.5 with the number of

expected events at the Upper right. For (j)->x+ Tin an upper limit of 0.18 events was found

in section 8.3.1. In the calculation a guessed contribution of 0.09±0.09 was used. Table 9.7

gives an overview of all contributions.

number of events from the fit 5.6 ±2.8

expected events <$>—>7i°Y with conversion of the primary photon
1.6±0.3

expected events <j> —> Tt+KK
0.09±0.09

remaining for <f> —> n°e+e~
3.9±2.8

Tab. 9.7: Overview of all contributions to the if peak.
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Fig. 9.5: Simulated background contributions to the if -resonance. The expected num¬
ber of events is indicated at the upper right. Figure a): 1.6±0.3 §-*it}y events

are expected. Figure b): 0.09±0.09 (j)—>7i:+K7V0 events are expected.
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9.2 Resultsfor <l>-*7fe+e

With the efflciency

eeffic = 0.259 ±0.003

for <t> -> k e*e events we get a branching ratio

BR(<t>->7t e+e') =

n N
y + -\ events

Nt£Dc-£effic-BR(x->rr)

= 0.85 ±0.61 10'5

The relative uncertainty of

orel = 0.14

is almost the same as for (j) -> rie+e~. The only difference are the missing cut in the invariant

mass of two photons as well as the choice of the method and the new cut in the energy

deposited in the calorimeter (0.05). The absolute systematic uncertainty is found to be

Gabs = 0.85 • 10
5

• 0.14 = 0.12 • 10
5

which gives a final branching ratio of

BR(H?reV) = (0.85 ± 0.61 ± 0.12) 10
.

An upper limit was also calculated since the significance of the 7i°-peak is rather low. In the

window 0.11 < M^ < 0.16 GeV 9 events were observed at an expected background contri-

bution of 4.9 events. The upper limit at 90% confidence level is 9.4 signal which corre-

sponds to

BR(0 -> 7t°e+e) < 2.0 • 10~5 (90% CL).
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Chapter 10: Conclusion

10 Conclusion

The presented search for the rare 0-decays 0 —> rfe+e~ and <j> —> n°e+e~ was done with

the CMD2 detector at the VEPP-2M collider, located in Novosibirsk. The total integrated

luminosity of 1'8 fb"1 was taken in the first three years of Operation (1992-1994).

The decay modes r\ -> 77 and n ->yy were chosen. For the selection of events it was

required that all four particles hit the calorimeter. This allowed füll kinematical reconstruc-

tion with the constraints of energy and momentum conservation.

• Twelve events were seen in the analysis of 0 —> r\e+e~. The expected background

level was 4 events. The branching ratio was found to be

r(<H>?]e+e-)/r(<MaZ0 = (0.87 ± 0.38 ± 0.13) • 10"4.

This value is in agreement with the result of the only measurement done so far

T{<$>->r\e+e~)IY{<$>->all) = (1.3 to.68) • 10"4 (5 events seen) and with the theoreti-

cal prediction of T{<$>->T)e+e)IT{<$>-^aü) = (1.1±0.1)-10"4. The probability to

observe at least 12 events if a background of 4 events is expected is 0.09%.

• In the analysis of (j>->7C°e+e' 9 events were found with an expected back¬

ground level of 4.9±0.9 events. This corresponds to a branching ratio of

r((p^n0e+eyr(<t>^all) = (0.85 ± 0.61 ± 0.12) • 10"5.

The decay <j)->7r°e+ e was not seen before. But the result is in agreement with

the branching ratio r(0-^r°eV)/r(0-^a/Z) = (1.3 ±0.1) • 10"5 which was found

in theoretical calculations. An upper limit at 90% confidence level is

T(<\>->Ti?e+e-)IT(<$>->all) < 2.0- 10"5 (90% CL).

In this analysis the general feasibility of conversion decay studies at 0-factories was

shown. The measurement of the #2-dependence of the vector meson form factor f^icf)
seems to be possible with larger integrated luminosity. Of great importance will be a low

gamma conversion probability in the beam pipe and a good Vertex resolution for the identi-

fication of background produced by these conversions.

Measurements are continued at the Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics in Novosibirsk.

New data was taken at the 0-resonance in spring 1996 and continued in 1997-1998. The
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Conclusion

installed BGO-endcaps should increase the detector acceptance for <j> -> r\e+e~ by about a

factor 2. The new reconstruction program gives a better momentum resolution and a higher

track finding efficiency. The new description of the drift Chamber in the CMD2SIM package

improves the agreement between the Simulation and the data.

The expected data sample after analysis of all data coUected in 1996-1998 should be at least

one order of magnitude higher than that used in this work providing a promising possibility

for a much more accurate measurement of branching ratios as well as for the first measure-

ment of the transition form factor.
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Appendix

A Luminosity and number of (j)-mesons

A. 1 Method of the luminosity calculation

At the CMD-2 detector offline luminosity calculation was done with bhabha scattering

events for all runs of the year 1993. The following values have been calculated for each

run1:

The luminosity calculated with all seen events (lee).

The drift Chamber efficiency for two charged particles with 0.5 GeV each (effdc).

The absolute error of the drift Chamber efficiency (effdcer).

The real luminosity after the correction with the drift Chamber efficiency (lcorr).

The absolute error of the corrected luminosity (lerr).

A.l.l Calculation of the number of ())-mesons

The corresponding luminosity on the 0-meson was calculated for each run with a beam

energy 505 MeV < Ebeam < 515 MeV. All events with other energies were not taken in the

analysis 0 —»J]e+e' and <p —> K°e+e~ .The formula

J ee ->$-> T]ee\ peak'

was used where fee^^-^nee{Energy) Stands for the energy dependence of the

<j) —> r]e+e' -resonance. The function fee_^0_^ „^{Energy) was taken from the calcula¬

tion in chapter 3 and multiplied with the radiative correction factor (see figureA.l) for

ee -> ty —> r\y which is identical to the radiative correction factor for ee —><p —>rje+e~.

The corresponding luminosity on the 0-meson was multiplied with the cross section of

ee —> 0 on the top of the resonance to get the number of 0-mesons produced.

1. ref to Vania Logashenko (available in spring 1997)
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Appendix

A.1.2 Calculation of the luminosity for the runs of 1992 and 1994

The luminosity of the years 1992 and 1994 was not yet calculated with Bhabha scattering

events. A simpler method was chosen with the data sample used in this analysis. The QED

process e+e~ -> e+e'y was used for different checks in chapter 5 with the data of 1993. The

fix relation between the total luminosity in an energy point multiplied by the detection effi-

ciency and the number of e+e ~>e+e'y events seen in the data sample was used to calcu-

late the luminosities of all energy points of 1992 and 1994.

o

ä
c

o

g
o

U

505 506 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 515

Energy per beam [MeV]

Fig. A.l: The radiative correction factor/^(energy) for ee —> <p —» r\y. The calcu¬

lated energy dependence ofthe matrix element \M\ has to be multiplied

with/^(energy) to include the effect ofthe bremsstrahlung ofthe incom-

ing electrons.
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A.l Luminosity tables

A.2.1 The runsof 1993

run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb-1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of(|> Error

number of<|>

2296 510.34 0.55 0.04 1459 106

2297 510.34 4.09 0.11 10899 282

2299 510.34 0.59 0.04 1579 109

2308 510.34 1.71 0.07 4557 192

2309 510.34 0.13 0.02 346 48

2322 510.34 0.07 0.01 197 34

2323 510.34 3.03 0.09 8087 245

2324 510.34 12.17 0.18 32476 485

2325 510.34 7.81 0.15 20848 400

2329 510.34 6.58 0.14 17564 368

2330 510.34 1.61 0.07 4295 189

2331 510.34 12.17 0.19 32468 504

2332 510.34 7.24 0.15 19327 389

2333 510.34 5.64 0.13 15050 333

2337 510.34 8.47 0.16 22591 418

2338 510.34 3.81 0.11 10152 288

2339 510.34 12.65 0.20 33749 525

total: 88.32 0.51 235651 1350

Tab. A.1: The luminosities and the number of<j)-mesons ofthe energy point 1993_1.
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run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of <> Error

number of<|>

2345 510.70 0.72 0.05 1506 93

2346 510.70 0.86 0.05 1789 100

2347 510.70 2.36 0.09 4929 181

2348 510.70 6.48 0.14 13512 298

2349 510.70 3.70 0.18 7710 369

2350 510.70 6.21 0.14 12953 289

2351 510.70 0.69 0.07 1447 148

2352 510.70 8.30 0.16 17324 333

2353 510.70 2.31 0.09 4819 181

2356 510.70 2.61 0.10 5451 206

2357 510.70 0.08 0.08 160 164

2358 510.70 2.60 2.60 5415 5422

2362 510.70 0.38 0.03 790 68

2364 510.70 1.43 0.07 2991 146

2365 510.70 0.80 0.06 1675 129

2368 510.70 1.05 0.12 2186 248

2371 510.70 0.41 0.04 855 77

2372 510.70 2.43 0.11 5065 225

2376 510.70 0.37 0.03 761 70

2407 510.70 3.88 0.12 8092 250

2408 510.70 4.73 0.15 9867 304

2416 510.70 2.58 0.10 5376 219

2420 510.70 0.96 0.10 2002 204

2421 510.70 11.59 0.19 24187 394

2422 510.70 3.51 0.10 7318 216

2423 510.70 7.83 0.15 16337 317

2424 510.70 2.01 0.08 4182 160

2425 510.70 11.13 0.19 23209 388

2427 510.70 3.07 0.10 6400 200

2429 510.70 5.86 0.14 12219 281

2430 510.70 1.33 0.06 2770 127

total: 102.25 2.67 213312 5569

Tab. A.2: The luminosities and the number of(j>-mesons ojthe energy point 1993_2.
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run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of <j) Error

number of <(>

2431 510.82 12.30 0.19 23505 367

2432 510.82 12.35 0.19 23608 363

2433 510.82 25.97 0.28 49643 525

2434 510.82 2.90 0.09 5545 177

2435 510.82 1.25 0.06 2397 112

2436 510.82 0.81 0.05 1538 97

2437 510.82 4.45 0.12 8496 233

2438 510.82 2.42 0.09 4633 166

2440 510.82 0.24 0.03 460 53

2441 510.82 4.34 0.11 8290 214

2442 510.82 4.49 0.12 8578 223

2443 510.82 0.18 0.03 344 49

2444 510.82 8.03 0.15 15351 292

2445 510.82 5.78 0.13 11040 254

total: 85.50 0.50 163434 964

Tab. A.3: The luminosities and the number of^-mesons ofthe energy point 1993_3.

run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb'1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of ty Error

number of<(>

2446 511.13 3.63 0.10 5544 158

2448 511.13 7.85 0.15 11992 227

2450 511.13 1.04 0.06 1596 85

2451 511.13 5.64 0.13 8624 201

2452 511.13 20.11 0.25 30725 378

2455 511.13 0.81 0.05 1243 74

2458 511.13 10.41 0.18 15914 272

2460 511.13 1.70 0.07 2590 110

2461 511.13 2.72 0.09 4162 136

2462 511.13 2.59 0.09 3953 139

2464 511.13 2.24 0.08 3418 122

2466 511.13 10.93 0.18 16705 272

2467 511.13 9.72 0.17 14845 258

2468 511.13 0.24 0.03 362 41

total: 79.63 0.49 121680 745

Tab. A.4: The luminosities and the number of^-mesons ofthe energy point 1993_4.
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run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of(|) Error

number of<|>

2469 511.51 4.33 0.12 5122 135

2470 511.51 8.27 0.16 9778 186

2471 511.51 4.41 0.11 5208 133

2472 511.51 11.58 0.18 13687 216

2473 511.51 2.65 0.09 3130 106

2474 511.51 0.20 0.03 242 29

2477 511.51 5.01 0.12 5919 144

2478 511.51 9.21 0.16 10890 192

2479 511.51 12.73 0.19 15043 225

2480 511.51 5.07 0.12 5994 141

2481 511.51 1.31 0.06 1550 76

2486 511.51 1.44 0.06 1700 76

2488 511.51 0.76 0.05 894 55

2489 511.51 0.84 0.05 997 55

2490 511.51 0.73 0.05 866 57

2491 511.51 3.92 0.11 4629 131

2492 511.51 6.02 0.14 7112 160

2493 511.51 4.71 0.12 5566 145

2494 511.51 1.43 0.08 1693 96

2495 511.51 2.34 0.09 2770 108

2496 511.51 2.40 0.10 2833 113

2497 511.51 9.76 0.18 11533 213

2498 511.51 2.22 0.10 2620 114

2501 511.51 4.51 0.13 5329 148

2503 511.51 7.64 0.16 9032 190

2504 511.51 3.62 0.11 4278 130

2505 511.51 1.03 0.05 1216 65

2506 511.51 5.21 0.13 6153 151

total: 123.36 0.62 145798 734

Tab. A.5: The luminosities and the number of^h-mesons ofthe energy point 1993_5.
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run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of 0 Error

number of(|>

2507 512.79 11.01 0.18 6563 109

2508 512.79 0.98 0.05 584 31

2509 512.79 10.38 0.18 6190 109

2510 512.79 13.46 0.20 8024 119

2511 512.79 8.59 0.16 5120 97

2512 512.79 6.34 0.14 3782 82

2513 512.79 5.60 0.13 3338 78

2514 512.79 12.18 0.19 7258 113

2515 512.79 1.16 0.06 689 34

2516 512.79 0.23 0.02 138 14

2518 512.79 5.91 0.14 3521 80

2523 512.79 6.45 0.14 3843 83

2524 512.79 6.29 0.15 3748 91

2526 512.79 1.24 0.06 739 37

2527 512.79 14.35 0.21 8553 122

2528 512.79 9.96 0.17 5939 98

2529 512.79 2.15 0.08 1282 47

2530 512.79 3.74 0.10 2229 62

2531 512.79 9.30 0.17 5545 98

total: 129.31 0.63 77094 374

Tab. A. 6: The luminosities and the number of (p-mesons of the energy point 1993_6.
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run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb'1]

Number of<|) Error

number of<|>

2532 514.70 1.64 0.07 504 20

2533 514.70 1.25 0.06 383 18

2534 514.70 0.26 0.03 78 8

2535 514.70 7.28 0.15 2237 44

2536 514.70 8.46 0.15 2600 47

2537 514.70 8.75 0.16 2687 50

2538 514.70 0.73 0.05 224 14

2539 514.70 8.30 0.16 2550 48

2540 514.70 5.09 0.12 1563 37

2541 514.70 1.12 0.06 344 18

2542 514.70 6.30 0.14 1935 42

2543 514.70 9.02 0.17 2770 50

2544 514.70 9.85 0.18 3026 56

2545 514.70 8.82 0.17 2710 52

2546 514.70 2.22 0.08 683 25

2547 514.70 15.33 0.24 4711 73

2548 514.70 4.73 0.14 1453 43

2549 514.70 12.68 0.21 3895 64

2550 514.70 0.74 0.05 226 15

2552 514.70 0.30 0.03 92 9

2553 514.70 5.02 0.13 1541 40

total: 117.89 0.62 36223 190

Tab. A. 7: The luminosities and the number of(j>-mesons ofthe energy point 1993J7.

run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of<(» Error

number of<|>

2554 520.00 4.49 0.12 0 0

2557 520.00 0.48 0.04 0 0

2558 520.00 11.93 0.20 0 0

total: 16.90 0.23 0 0

Tab. A.8: The luminosities and the number of(j>-mesons ofthe energy point 1993_8. All

runs were rejected by the energy cut E<515 MeV in the analysis of(p—>rie+e~
and $—>u?e+e~.
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ran energy

[MeV]

lununosity

[nb"1]

lununosity error

[nb"1]

Number of p Error

number of <)>

2569 509.78 11.14 0.18 36194 578

2570 509.78 3.74 0.10 12167 337

2571 509.78 1.59 0.07 5157 224

2581 509.78 8.25 0.15 26798 493

2585 509.78 1.20 0.06 3909 188

2586 509.78 0.10 0.02 334 68

2587 509.78 0.17 0.02 558 74

2588 509.78 0.50 0.04 1611 123

2589 509.78 1.05 0.06 3402 181

2591 509.78 0.66 0.04 2131 142

2593 509.78 5.32 0.12 17279 396

2594 509.78 0.09 0.01 298 48

2596 509.78 2.62 0.09 8498 276

2597 509.78 1.73 0.07 5635 230

2599 509.78 2.11 0.08 6863 250

2600 509.78 1.20 0.12 3903 380

2601 509.78 1.11 0.06 3617 191

2602 509.78 8.30 0.16 26977 506

2603 509.78 1.15 0.06 3747 181

2604 509.78 3.72 0.10 12076 341

2607 509.78 17.14 0.22 55710 731

total: 72.89 0.47 236877 1527

Tab. A.9: The luminosities and the number of §-mesons ofthe energy point 1993_9.
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run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]
luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of <)> Error

number of <J>

2608 509.46 8.44 0.16 25499 480

2609 509.46 11.88 0.19 35877 570

2610 509.46 1.63 0.07 4921 220

2611 509.46 5.20 0.12 15716 374

2612 509.46 4.39 0.12 13261 359

2613 509.46 2.55 0.09 7684 265

2614 509.46 3.31 0.10 10000 301

2615 509.46 0.87 0.05 2635 160

2616 509.46 0.77 0.05 2315 147

2617 509.46 4.18 0.12 12630 347

2618 509.46 2.65 0.09 8013 274

2620 509.46 5.00 0.12 15100 374

2624 509.46 1.63 0.07 4927 217

2627 509.46 8.60 0.16 25982 474

2628 509.46 9.97 0.18 30088 531

2629 509.46 2.31 0.08 6971 253

2630 509.46 4.03 0.11 12168 341

2631 509.46 7.42 0.16 22410 468

2633 509.46 1.23 0.06 3698 187

total: 86.08 0.51 259906 1552

Tab. A.10: The luminosities and the number of(j)~mesons ofthe energypoint 1993_10.
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run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of<(> Error

number of <|>

2634 509.12 8.14 0.16 19844 377

2635 509.12 5.93 0.13 14460 326

2636 509.12 7.06 0.15 17203 363

2637 509.12 6.27 0.14 15287 329

2639 509.12 6.49 0.15 15811 355

2641 509.12 4.94 0.13 12037 312

2643 509.12 1.94 0.08 4727 192

2645 509.12 2.76 0.09 6734 226

2646 509.12 10.58 0.18 25788 441

2647 509.12 0.81 0.05 1974 124

2648 509.12 4.00 0.12 9750 282

2649 509.12 0.79 0.05 1931 121

2650 509.12 5.56 0.13 13565 307

2652 509.12 12.25 0.19 29867 470

2653 509.12 5.50 0.13 13400 316

2655 509.12 12.07 0.19 29435 470

total: 95.08 0.54 231818 1321

Tab. A.ll: The luminosities and the number of^-mesons ofthe energy point 1993_11.

run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of § Error

number of <|>

2659 508.27 5.80 0.13 6777 156

2660 508.27 2.94 0.09 3437 106

2661 508.27 5.10 0.13 5965 146

2662 508.27 0.95 0.06 1105 66

2663 508.27 2.46 0.08 2880 98

2669 508.27 4.73 0.12 5529 135

2672 508.27 3.77 0.11 4408 123

2674 508.27 16.83 0.23 19673 265

2675 508.27 1.90 0.08 2217 88

2676 508.27 1.49 0.07 1738 78

2677 508.27 8.40 0.16 9824 188

total: 54.38 0.41 63558 474

Tab. A.12: The luminosities and the number of<p-mesons ofthe energy point 1993_12.
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ran energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb-1]

luminosity error

[nb'1]

Number of ty Error

number of<(>

2678 506.37 5.21 0.13 1687 42

2679 506.37 1.59 0.07 515 22

2680 506.37 12.13 0.19 3926 61

2681 506.37 6.85 0.15 2216 47

2682 506.37 5.15 0.13 1666 41

2683 506.37 0.37 0.03 118 10

2684 506.37 6.19 0.14 2003 44

2685 506.37 6.24 0.14 2020 45

2687 506.37 1.43 0.07 463 21

2688 506.37 8.78 0.17 2841 54

2689 506.37 8.41 0.16 2722 52

2691 506.37 3.33 0.10 1079 32

2692 506.37 7.92 0.15 2564 49

2693 506.37 0.04 0.01 13 3

2694 506.37 3.70 0.10 1196 32

2695 506.37 0.09 0.02 30 6

2696 506.37 0.22 0.03 70 8

2700 506.37 9.46 0.17 3063 54

total: 87.09 0.52 28200 167

Tab. A.13: The luminosities and the number offy-mesons ofthe energypoint 1993_13.
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run energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of <|> Error

number of <|>

2702 497.00 5.97 0.13 0 0

2703 497.00 0.82 0.05 0 0

2704 497.00 6.80 0.14 0 0

2705 497.00 0.93 0.05 0 0

2706 497.00 3.77 0.10 0 0

2707 497.00 4.84 0.12 0 0

2709 497.00 4.15 0.11 0 0

2711 497.00 0.00 0.00 0 0

2715 497.00 0.87 0.05 0 0

2718 497.00 0.57 0.04 0 0

2719 497.00 1.96 0.07 0 0

2720 497.00 3.09 0.09 0 0

2721 497.00 4.32 0.11 0 0

2722 497.00 10.99 0.18 0 0

2723 497.00 7.21 0.14 0 0

2724 497.00 0.04 0.01 0 0

2725 497.00 4.64 0.11 0 0

2726 497.00 0.19 0.02 0 0

2727 497.00 1.93 0.08 0 0

2728 497.00 2.88 0.11 0 0

2729 497.00 0.38 0.04 0 0

2730 497.00 0.92 0.05 0 0

2731 497.00 11.22 0.19 0 0

2732 497.00 4.50 0.12 0 0

2733 497.00 2.88 0.11 0 0

2734 497.00 6.55 0.16 0 0

2735 497.00 3.56 0.11 0 0

2736 497.00 0.40 0.03 0 0

2737 497.00 3.08 0.10 0 0

2738 497.00 9.22 0.17 0 0

2739 497.00 0.22 0.03 0 0

2740 497.00 2.85 0.10 0 0

2742 497.00 6.26 0.14 0 0

2743 497.00 10.67 0.19 0 0

2748 497.00 8.44 0.16 0 0

2749 497.00 9.34 0.20 0 0

2750 497.00 5.60 0.14 0 0

total: 152.04 0.70 0 0

Tab. A.14: The luminosities and the number offy-mesons ofthe energypoint 1993_14. All

runs were rejected by the energy cut E> 505 MeV in the analysis of(j)—>rie+e~
and (j)—>7J?e+e~.
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A.3 Luminosity of the energy points of 1992, 1993 and 1994

energy point energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb-1]

luminosity error

[nb'1]

Number of <|> Error

number of <|>

92_01 509.13 37.01 7.72 90984 18971

92_02 509.72 8.05 3.60 26281 11753

92_03 508.62 1.61 1.61 2557 2556

92_04 510.99 12.88 4.55 21744 7687

92_05 513.99 40.23 8.05 15276 3055

92_06 508.90 38.62 7.88 78544 16032

92_07 508.55 9.66 3.94 14403 5880

92_08 508.34 16.09 5.09 19986 6320

92_09 506.92 9.66 3.94 4248 1734

92_10 504.40 19.31 5.57 0 0

92_11 497.00 0.00 1.61 0 0

92_12 508.98 64.37 10.18 140240 22173

92_13 509.90 41.84 8.21 134583 26394

92_14 511.70 0.00 1.61 0 1685

total: 299.34 22.07 548'851 45'812

Tab. A.15: The luminosities and the number of(jh-mesonsfor the energy points ofl992.
The runs 92_10 and 92_11 were rejected by the energy cut E> 505 MeV in the

analysis of (j)—>T)e+e~ and <j>—>7^e+e'.

energy point energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of <|) Error

number of <|>

93_01 510.34 88.32 0.51 235651 1350

93_02 510.70 102.25 2.67 213312 5569

93_03 510.82 85.50 0.50 163434 964

93_04 511.13 79.63 0.49 121680 745

93_05 511.51 123.36 0.62 145798 734

93_06 512.79 129.31 0.63 77094 374

93_07 514.70 117.89 0.62 36223 190

93_08 520.00 16.90 0.23 0 0

93_09 509.78 72.89 0.47 236877 1527

93_10 509.46 86.08 0.51 259906 1552

93_11 509.12 95.08 0.54 231818 1321

93_12 508.27 54.38 0.41 63558 474

93_13 506.37 87.09 0.52 28200 167

93_14 497.00 152.04 0.70 0 0

total: 1'290.70 3.29 1'813'556 6'464

Tab. A.16: The luminosities and the number of (jh-mesonsfor the energy points ofl993.
The run 93_08 was rejected by the energy cut E< 515 MeV in the analysis of

(j)->rje+e~ and <j>-*7t?e+e~. The run 93J.4 was rejected by E>505 MeV.
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energy point energy

[MeV]

luminosity

[nb"1]

luminosity error

[nb"1]

Number of $ Error

number of <|>

94_01 509.40 22.53 6.02 66095 17664

94_02 505.10 33.80 7.37 5995 1308

94_04 510.80 30.58 7.01 59273 13598

94_05 510.00 65.98 10.30 207035 32333

94_06 509.00 37.01 7.72 81974 17092

94_07 512.00 65.98 10.30 58076 9070

total: 255.89 20.29 478'451 43'801

Tab. A.17: The luminosities and the number of ty-mesonsfor the energy points of 1994.

A.4 The total number of (|)-mesons and the total luminosity

year luminosity [nb-1] error

luminosity [nb-1]

number <j> error

number <j>

1992 299.34 22.07 548'851 45'812

1993 T290.70 3.29 1'813'556 6'464

1994 255.89 20.29 478'451 43'801

total 1'826.62 29.59 2'840'858 63'660

Tab. A.18: The total number of <f)-mesons and the total luminosity ofall runs used

for this analysis.
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